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There was no ineffable world that leapt out from inspired 
words, as if by magic, and she would never write except 
from inside her language, which is everyone’s language, 
the only tool she’s ever intended on using to act upon the 
things that outraged her. 
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The object of this research is to examine Hegel’s idea of philosophy insofar as it 
constitutes a systematic and presuppositionless conceptual knowledge.  
The questions underlying this study are: What kind of activity is philosophy for 
Hegel? How does philosophy work? How is it possible to reconcile the erosive and 
critical character of philosophy, which is focused on the given and the ordinary, with the 
pure logical and speculative principle that grounds the system of philosophy?  
By following the historical development of the role of logic within Hegel’s system of 
philosophy from 1801 up to the Encyclopedia Logic of 1831, I show that logic, as 
determination of the form of the concept and method of philosophy, is a self-critique of 
abstract thought and a philosophical meta-critique of the Kantian ground of the modern 
philosophies of subjectivity.  
The main goal of my thesis is to demonstrate that philosophy is a labour, that is, an 
activity of mediation that is different from the instinctual assimilation of externality 
constituted by the abstract activity of thinking, but that necessarily posits itself as an 







L'obiettivo di questa ricerca è di esaminare l'idea hegeliana di filosofia nella misura in 
cui si definisce come un sapere concettuale sistematico e privo di presupposti.  
Le domande alla base di questo studio sono: che tipo di attività è la filosofia per 
Hegel? Come lavora la filosofia? Come è possibile conciliare il carattere erosivo e critico 
della filosofia, che si concentra sul dato e sull'ordinario, con il puro principio logico e 
speculativo che fonda il sistema della filosofia?  
Seguendo lo sviluppo del ruolo della logica all'interno del sistema filosofico di Hegel 
dal 1801 fino alla Logica enciclopedica del 1831, mostro come la logica, in quanto 




constituisca come un’autocritica del pensiero astratto e una metacritica filosofica del 
fondamento kantiano delle filosofie moderne della soggettività.  
Lo scopo principale della mia tesi è dimostrare che la filosofia è un lavoro, cioè 
un'attività di mediazione diversa dall'assimilazione istintuale dell'esteriorità costituita 
dall'attività astratta del pensiero, ma che si pone necessariamente come una critica 
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On the occasion of the 125th anniversary of Hegel’s death, Adorno held a 
commemoration at the Freie Universität of Berlin; the text of the commemoration was 
subsequently published in 1957 with the title Aspekte der Hegelschen Philosophie. In this 
essay, Adorno disapproves of the possibility of considering the form and the content of 
Hegel’s system as separable and as distinguishing an idealist and a realist side in the core 
of Hegel’s philosophy, an interpretative tendency that was more common among Hegel 
scholars at the time than it is now. Adorno claims: “the idea that the a priori is also the a 
posteriori […] is not an audacious piece of bombast; it is the mainspring of Hegel’s 
thought: it inspires both his criticism of a grim empirical reality and his critique of a 
static apriorism”.1 According to Adorno, it is precisely because of Hegel’s systematic 
form of philosophy – because of its overarching attitude – that “the opposition between 
mere matter and a consciousness that bestows form and meaning is extinguished”.2 
Therefore, Adorno suggests thinking of Hegel’s criticisms of both the positivity of 
reality and subjectivism as fulfilled with the determination of the totality of the system.  
Moreover, Adorno rejects the “trivial aperçu according to which Hegel, the absolute 
idealist, was a great realist and a man with a sharp historical eye”3, since it is grounded in 
an inadequate comprehension of the systematic form of Hegel’s philosophy. In this 
sense, the aprioristic construction of the philosophical system represents an essential 
character of Hegel’s idealism: it does not come up besides – or in spite of – Hegel’s 
interest in reality and in the determinacy of the object of knowledge.  
These considerations facilitate the task of introducing my research question and the 
interpretative framework within which I developed it. Indeed, even though I will not 
endorse Adorno’s interpretation of Hegel’s philosophy (closely linked to the cultural 
context in which he formulated it and to Adorno’s own philosophical reflection) in its 
entirety, I believe that this particular remark on Hegel’s system is still relevant and is 
helpful in shedding light on a unitary reading of Hegel’s system. I believe that the link 
between the idea of systematicity and the criticism against both mere empirical 
 
1 Theodor W. Adorno, “Aspects of Hegel's Philosophy”, in Hegel: Three Studies (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts/ London, (1963*) 1993), 3. 
2 Adorno, “Aspects of Hegel’s Philosophy”, 5. 




considerations of reality and abstract intellectual constructions becomes particularly 
evident by focusing on the features that constitute and specify philosophical labour. 
The general object of this study is therefore the comprehension of philosophical 
activity insofar as Hegel considers philosophy a systematic science. 
In regard to the systematic structure of philosophy, it seems to me that, among 
Hegel’s interpreters, two kinds of dualism are widespread. 
The first kind of dualism concerns Hegel’s writings and the historical development of 
his idea of philosophy: Hegel’s early writings up to the Phenomenology of Spirit are seen as 
characterised by an attention towards human life, history, and the forms of finiteness, 
whereas in Hegel’s mature writings, the activity of thinking, unbridled from finiteness, 
discloses and builds the rational essence of the world. According to this conception, 
philosophy works according to a methodological dualism: for the young Hegel, it is said, 
philosophy is essentially engaged in a critical activity towards the finite, while in the later 
Encyclopedia philosophy is a speculative activity that, self-justified in a pure logical 
principle, follows the process of self-realisation of the concept. Such a methodological 
dualism, which corresponds to different phases of the historical development of Hegel’s 
idea of philosophy, becomes central within the debate about the relationship between 
the pre-phenomenological writings and the system drafts, the Phenomenology and the 
mature system, and it innervates the problem of how science should begin. Although 
within Anglophone Hegel scholarship there are several readings of Hegel’s pre-
Phenomenology reflections4 and although Harris extensively engages with the historical 
development of Hegel’s philosophy,5 there is nonetheless a shortage of overall 
interpretative accounts that hold together the mature system with the early writings and 
posit such an approach as a necessary condition for the comprehension of Hegel’s 
mature system itself. Moreover, this situation is reflected in a shortage of English 
translations of Hegel’s unpublished texts of the Jena period. Indeed, I think that taking 
into account Hegel’s early writings is not only of historical or biographic interest; rather, 
there are some theoretical positions that Hegel develops in his early writings that are still 
active and essential within the theoretical framework of Hegel’s mature system; 
however, this can be seen only if we do not consider Hegel’s early writings as a stand-
 
4 Terry Pinkard, Hegel: A Biography (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Robert B. Pippin, 
Hegel’s Idealism: The Satisfactions of Self-Consciousness (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989) 3-88.  
5 Henry S. Harris, Hegel's Development: Night Thoughts (Jena 1801-1806), Vol. II (New York: Oxford 





alone production. Although I am aware that this represents a problematic generalisation, 
I think one could say this in the non-Anglophone European literature, since with 
Dilthey’s edition of Hegel’s so-called “theological” writings (now definitively overcome 
by the critical edition) and Lukács’s historical and systematic reconstruction,6 there have 
been more attempts at providing an organic comprehension of Hegel’s early 
philosophy.7 Nevertheless, even in this interpretative context, these readings rarely 
endorse the idea that Hegel’s mature systematic thought is incomprehensible without 
the conceptual horizon of Hegel’s early production, and more often such a production 
is considered in contrast with the mature developments. 
Usually the Phenomenology is read as a definitive break within Hegel’s reflection and 
Rosenkranz’s interpretation of a “phenomenological crisis of the system” that strongly 
separates pre- and post-Phenomenology conceptions of the system seems to be an 
assumption largely shared within Hegel scholarship.   
The second kind of dualism is internal to the system and regards the logic and the 
Realphilosophie (comprising philosophy of nature and philosophy of spirit). In this case as 
well, it is a methodological dualism that affects how philosophy is considered as 
working throughout the logic and the Realphilosophie. In particular, while philosophy, as 
Realphilosophie, deals with the variety of the forms of natural and spiritual knowledge that 
constitutes our epistemological experience of the world, the logical science is considered 
the result of the pure self-reflectivity of thought, which leaves on its threshold any kind 
 
6 György Lukács, The Young Hegel: Studies in the Relations Between Dialectics and Economics, transl. Rodney 
Livingstone (London: Merlin Press (1948*) 1975). The volume was written by Lukács in the thirties. 
7 Moreover, in Germany, Italy and France, especially in connection with the publication of the critical 
edition of Hegel’s writing that began in 1968, there has been a major attention to the development of 
Hegel’s thought. In this sense, I will refer mainly to: Eckart Förster, “Das Paradox von Hegel Jenaer 
Logik”, Zeitschrift für philosophische Forschung 72, no. 2, 2018, 145-16; Remo Bodei, La civetta e la talpa. Sistema 
ed epoca in Hegel (Bologna: Il mulino, 2014); Rolf-Peter Horstmann, “Der Anfang vor dem Anfang. Zum 
Verhältnis der Logik zur Phänomenologie des Geistes”, in Hegel – 200 Jahre Wissenschaft der Logik, ed. A. F. 
Koch, F. Schick, K. Vieweg, C. Wirsing (Hamburg: Meiner, 2014), 43-58; Ludwig Siep, Hegel’s 
Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. Daniel Smyth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 1-51; Giuseppe 
Cantillo, Le forme dell'umano. Studi su Hegel (Napoli: Edizioni scientifiche italiane, 1996); Manfred Baum, Die 
Entstehung der hegelschen Dialektik (Bonn: Bouvier, 1989); Leo Lugarini, Prospettive hegeliane (Roma: Editrice 
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der Logik und Metaphysik beim Jenaer Hegel”, in Hegel in Jena, Hegel-Studien. Beiheft 20, ed. Dieter 
Henrich und Klaus Düsing (Bonn: Meiner, 1980), 119-138; Franco Chiereghin, Dialettica dell'assoluto e 
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of subjective reflection and any reference to the cognitive relation with experience. Such 
a methodological dualism becomes central to the debate on the status of logic and for 
the comprehension of the grounding role played by logic within the system.  
My goal is to overcome these two kinds of methodological dualism concerning 
Hegel’s account of philosophy by engaging in a reconstruction of a unitarian meaning of 
philosophy as system. About the first kind of methodological dualism, I will not deny the 
changes that the structure of the philosophical system went through within Hegel’s 
production, but I will show that reading Hegel’s mature system in continuity with his 
previous works is necessary for understanding the systematic character of philosophy, in 
terms of the finality of the systematic project and in terms of the relation of philosophy 
with the philosophies of subjectivity and the other forms of finite knowledge. About the 
second kind of methodological dualism, I will focus only on logic and I will try to 
understand the kind of activity that logic carries on in regard to its own object and in 
regard to the definition of the method of philosophy in general. In particular, the 
examination of logical activity will be conducted by taking into account the different 
versions of Hegel’s logic, the preparatory notes for his lectures on logic and the 
notebooks of Hegel’s students who attended his lectures at the Universities of Jena and 
Heidelberg. Between 2013 and 2017 Annette Sell edited the critical edition of the 
notebooks of Hegel’s students at the Universities of Jena, Heidelberg and Berlin, 
including them in the volume Vorlesungen über die Wissenschaft der Logik, 23 (1-2-3) of the 
Gesammelte Werke. Thanks to this work, the critical edition of many notebooks of Hegel's 
auditors, some of which have never been published before, has been made available for 
the first time, opening the possibility of an organic reading of the notebooks, which up 
to this moment has not been significantly addressed and never considered as a whole by 
scholarship. Paying attention to this material and reading it together with Hegel’s own 
notes, the Jena Logic and the logics of the mature system allows me to provide an 
overall interpretation of the grounding role of logic and of the critical activity of logic in 
regard to the logic of abstract thought and the principle of the philosophies of 
subjectivity.  
In terms of my personal trajectory, my research developed from the difficulties I 
found in considering speculation as a point of view that is achieved at the opening of 
Hegel’s logic and system, after a process of purification of the thinking subject. In 
relation to such a problem, I also struggled with the definition of the nature of the 




gives of Kant. How is it possible that Hegel criticises Kant’s subjectivism and yet holds 
Kant’s philosophy as the true ground of philosophy as systematic science? 
As a response to such difficulties, by following the procedural strategies that I have 
highlighted, I raise the question about the peculiarity and distinctiveness of 
philosophical activity in regard to other kinds of knowledge in order to understand the 
meaning of the system of philosophy as the totality of knowledge. Such a 
epistemological perspective, together with a constant reference to the turn produced by 
Kantian philosophy, will then underlie my research.  
In this sense, at the beginning of my research, in chapter 1, I assess Hegel’s 
determination of the task and limits of philosophy in his early writings. The role of 
Kantian philosophy and Hegel’s original interpretation of Kant’s concept of reason in 
terms of subjectivity prove to be fundamental for Hegel’s account of philosophy and for 
the necessity to give philosophy a systematic shape. 
To answer the question about the features of Hegel’s idea of philosophy, first I had 
to tackle the problem of a relative shortage of the materials in which Hegel presents his 
account of philosophy and of how philosophy works. When Hegel gives us some 
information about philosophy he does so in a programmatic way, often in the 
introductions and prefaces to his writings. This is the case of the Difference essay, the 
essay on Philosophical Criticism, the “Preface to the System of Science”, and the 
introductions to different editions of the Encyclopedia and to the Science of Logic.  
In a certain sense, the fact that we cannot find in Hegel’s philosophy the kind of 
analysis that today we would call “meta-philosophical” reflects a requirement of Hegel’s 
own idea of philosophy – which had been clear since the early Jena writings – and it is 
closely connected to the character of systematicity of philosophy that Hegel wants to 
pursue. Such a requirement is the freedom from the presuppositions that, according to Hegel, 
are in fact always at stake in every human cognitive activity, that is, the 
Voraussetzungslosigkeit of philosophy. The Voraussetzungslosigkeit appears very soon as a 
problematic notion that represents what Hegel considers to be a discomfort or 
disadvantage of philosophy as science in respect to the other sciences, forcing 
philosophy into a critical activity concerning the presuppositions of knowledge. Because 
of such a presuppositionless character, the speculative point of view of philosophy 
appears to be radically different from the point of view of the other kinds of knowledge 
and particular sciences, which remain unaware of the presuppositions they are 




that is accessible only after the fulfilment of a critical activity? I will try to provide an 
answer to this question through analysis of the role of Hegel’s different versions of 
logic; in particular, I will focus on the development of the critical and introductory role 
that logic originally has in the Jena versions. 
In this sense, in chapter 2, I give an account of the systematic framework that Hegel 
defines in 1801–02, and I question the merely introductory task of logic within such a 
framework on the grounds of Hegel’s distinction between logic and metaphysics. To 
better understand the meaning of the introductory task of logic, I focus on the 
methodological role of scepticism for philosophy through a comparison between Kant 
and Hegel on this matter.   
In chapter 3, I deal with the 1804–05 logic and I argue that, within the logic of 
understanding, it is possible to retrieve an immanent dialectical development of the 
determinations of thought. In particular, I provide an analysis of the categories of limit 
and the infinite.  
Another fundamental characteristic of philosophy presented by Hegel concerns its 
conceptual nature. As conceptual knowledge, philosophy is different from any other 
kind of knowledge. And yet, as it is for presuppositionlessness too, philosophy seems to 
be engaged in an activity focused on finite knowledge, insofar as it transforms and 
translates its representations and thoughts into concepts.  
By focusing on the conceptual character of philosophical knowledge, in chapter 4, I 
reconstruct the idea of philosophy as it emerges in the “Preface to the System of 
Science” (1807) through a comparison between Kant’s and Hegel’s criticisms of a 
prophetic account of philosophy. I then examine philosophical activity as peculiar kind 
of thinking activity by distinguishing the mediation of the thinking process in general 
(instinctive) and the mediation of philosophy (labour).  
Finally, in chapter 5, I focus on the problem of the relation between the reflective 
and critical nature of philosophy with the presuppositionless character of the beginning 
of science that a systematic conception of knowledge imposes. I therefore give an 
account of the specific role of logic within philosophy’s general activity on the forms of 
cleavage. 
In this research, I will elucidate the conceptual production of philosophy and I will 
try to disclose its own dynamic. The main result of my dissertation is a general 




deals with the world only through the radicalisation of the cleavage expressed by the 
forms of knowledge that constitutes the object of philosophy.   
 
 














































The Task and Limits of Philosophy  
 
He must also find what is represented as a living thing. 
Hegel, Der immer sich vergröβernde Widerspruch 
 
 
1.1 A Contradictory Task 
 
The task of philosophy is, for Hegel, as he arrives in Jena in 1801, a contradictory 
one. Hegel states: “To construct the absolute for consciousness” “involves a 
contradiction”8 that philosophy cannot simply avoid and step beyond. Such a 
contradiction seems to be made up of several aspects, which I will now briefly consider.  
 
1.1.a Human Needs and the Political Role of Kantian Philosophy 
 
The description of the task of philosophy as contradictory can be better understood 
in reference to the long journey that Hegel undertakes through political, socio-
economic, historical, and theological analyses on the “more subordinate needs of man”. 
On November 2, 1800, in a well-known letter to his friend Schelling, before his move 
from Frankfurt to Jena, Hegel announces the decisive turn in his studies towards a 
systematic idea of philosophy as a development of his previous research: 
 
In my scientific development, which started from [the] more subordinate needs of man, 
I was inevitably driven toward science, and the ideal of [my] youth had to take the form 
of reflection and thus at once of a system. I now ask myself, while I am still occupied 
with it, what return to intervention in the life of men can be found.9 
 
Hegel’s transition to philosophy does not imply an abstention from dealing with the 
tangible aspect of human existence; even if the modality of this “return” to the human 
being will remain quite vague for Hegel, it is clear that it is from a mainly non-
philosophical framework that he eventually addresses philosophy. However, before 
 
8 Diff., GW 4, 16 (94). 




arriving in Jena, Hegel had spent much of his youth trying to complete the Kantian 
project, not as a mere thought experiment, but through truly believing that Kant’s 
critical philosophy was meant to shake up the old and rusty institutions of German 
society – that Kant’s critical philosophy had represented for Germany what the French 
Revolution had been, on the political level, in France.10 Hegel endeavours to find the 
right instrument that, along with the revolutionary character of Kant’s philosophy, 
makes a transformation in life possible. Although philosophy plays a key role because of 
its capacity to highlight the human highest end, philosophy does not have the capacity 
to lead humankind towards such a destination. Hegel is interested in leaving behind the 
level of pure theory that turns Kant’s philosophy into a set of mere scholastic 
conjectures (if not into a reactionary standpoint), to move it to a more practical and 
concrete level, accessible not only to philosophers, that has a real impact on the spiritual 
world in its completeness. The human being’s emergence from her self-incurred 
minority cannot be translated for the young Hegel as an act of pure will; to make reason 
the sole authority cannot be the subjective decision of a free agent who wants to move 
towards a new enlightened age. On the contrary, since his early drafts, it is clear that for 
Hegel the destination of humanity is one that has to be fulfilled in history, that is, it is 
the realisation of the ideal in the historical reality of a people.  
The period of German philosophy that finds its speculative roots in Kantian 
philosophy will be recalled by Hegel in the Preface to the first edition of the Science of 
Logic (1812) as a “period of fermentation” (Zeit der Gährung): 
 
the period of fermentation that goes with the beginning of every new creation 
seems to be past. There is a period in the formation of an epoch in which, just as 
 
10 The comprehension of Hegel’s need for a philosophical renewal in connection with his endorsement of 
the political ideals of French Revolution has been at the centre of a long and interesting debate, which is 
also intended to reconstruct the changes of the role of this historical event within the development of 
Hegel’s philosophy. I will just recall: Rebecca Comay, Mourning Sickness: Hegel and the French Revolution 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2016); Domenico Losurdo, Hegel and the Freedom of Moderns (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2004); Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Revolution: Hegel and the Rise of Social Theory 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, (1941*) 2000); Eric Weil, Hegel and the State (Baltimore: JHU Press 
(1950) 1998); Joachim Ritter, Hegel and the French Revolution (London: MIT Press (1957*) 1982); György 
Lukács, The Young Hegel; Jürgen Habermas, “Hegel's Critique of French Revolution”, in Theory and Practice, 
by Jürgen Habermas, trans. John Viertel (Boston: Beacon Press, (1971*) 1973), 121-141; Otto Pöggeler, 
“Philosophie und Revolution beim jungen Hegel”, in Hegels Idee einer Phänomenologie des Geistes, by Otto 
Pöggeler (München: Alber 1973), 13-78; Jacques D’Hondt, Hegel secret: recherches sur les sources cachées de la 
pensée de Hegel (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1968). I cannot here tackle such a debate, however 
what emerges through these studies is an aspect of Hegel’s philosophy that I find fundamental, insofar as 
it prevents us from interpreting Hegel’s system as an abstruse metaphysical construction: the interest in 




in the formation of the individual, the foremost concern is the acquisition and 
reinforcement of the principle in its undeveloped intensity. But the higher 
demand is that such a principle should be made into science.11 
 
The contradictory task that philosophy should now sustain and promote can be 
accomplished only if philosophy yields a scientific form: philosophy has to completely 
develop the Kantian principle in all its intensity. Despite all the controversies and 
ambiguities concerning Hegel’s relationship to Kant, Kant will remain, for Hegel, an 
essential presence in all his works, especially in regard to the determination of the 
principle of philosophy. In Jena, it is still on the ground of Kant’s philosophy that Hegel 
ushers in the scientific turn, even when he explicitly wants to remedy the shortcomings 
he discovers in Kant’s system.  
For a quarter of a century, the new principle expressed by the Kantian philosophy 
had been dominating the philosophical debate in Germany, becoming a conceptual 
laboratory of crucial importance for the development of philosophical trends in the 
nineteenth century. These long years of “fermentation” offer Hegel a wide range of 
materials: the suggestions of the Enlightenment and classicism through Lessing and 
Winckelmann; the “exoteric” version (as Hegel calls it in the Preface to the Science of 
Logic, while disapproving of it) of the transcendental idealism of Hegel’s teachers at the 
Stift and its reformulation by Reinhold; Herder’s historicism; poetry and philosophical 
reflections by Schiller and Goethe; the first Fichtean system; Jacobi and the 
Pantheismussteit; and Plato’s renaissance through the Neoplatonic influence of 
Hemsterhuis. The complexity of the debate – which I have here merely alluded to – 
constitutes the ground of Hegel’s, Hölderlin’s and Schelling’s education; it cannot be 
underestimated, and it combines with Hegel’s keen interest in non-philosophical 
readings of ancient Greek authors, of Scottish political economists such as Adam 
Ferguson, Adam Smith and James Steuar, and of the Christian Scriptures.12  
For Hegel, Kant’s project is realised concretely through all these intellectual 
suggestions; and before his move to Jena, where Schelling had already become a 
 
11 WL (1832), GW 21, 6-7 (9). 
12 For a general sketch of the intellectual biography of the young Hegel, see Lukács, The Young Hegel; 
Harris, Hegel’s Developments, vol. I; Bourgeois, Hegel à Francfort; Peperzak, Le jeune Hegel. For an insight into 
philosopher’s role in light of Hegel’s criticism of the British political economists, see Remo Bodei, “La 





successful scholar, Hegel shares with his friend Hölderlin crucial aspects of such a 
challenge, especially during the time they spend together in Frankfurt (1797–98).13  
One of these aspects involves the historical and determinate character that Entzweiung 
assumes for both Hegel and Hölderlin. Since the years at the Stift, the French 
Revolution is in the background of reflection on the slip between human's life and the 
ideal of freedom, on the possibility of its political realization and on the capacity to give 
new meaning and fullness to spiritual life, just as the relative backwardness of Germany 
is in the background of the problem of human's education.  
For Hegel and Hölderlin nowhere in the present was it possible to see the fullness of 
the Antike, the ancient world. The words pronounced by the young Greek Hyperion 
(the protagonist in Hölderlin’s novel) well describe the Hegelian idea of an 
overwhelming cleavage engaging any aspect of human life: 
 
I can think of no people more fragmented than the Germans. Craftsmen you see, but 
not humans, thinkers, but not humans, priests, but not humans, lords and servants, 
boys and established people, but not humans. Is this not like a battlefield, where hands 
and arms and all limbs lie chaotically in pieces, while the spilled blood of life runs into 
the sand?14 
 
There is a historical and political demand to reconstitute the split, de-subjectified, de-
humanised, mutilated human being. Modern German society appears to Hegel’s eyes 
like an artefact mechanism made up of a multiplicity of lifeless parts that have no 
mutual and structural connection and that have taken the place of a living, organic 
ancient society. As for Schiller, so for Hegel and Hölderlin, ancient Greece embodied 
the organic ideal of society; it was the place of life, a beautiful totality, with a harmonic 
and spiritualised nature. Such an organic model often plays a critical function in contrast 
to a kind of society characterised by a blind aggregation of parts; it refers not simply to 
an early epoch of the human spirit, gone and necessarily gone, at which one can look 
only nostalgically, but to something that has to be reconstituted through demanding 
 
13 On the relationship between Hegel and Hölderlin in Frankfurt, see Christoph Jamme and Frank Völkel, 
ed., Hölderlin und der deutsche Idealismus, in 4 vol. (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: Frommann-Holzboog Verlag, 
2003); on the reception of Kant’s philosophy during the years that Hegel, Hölderlin and Schelling spent at 
the theological Stift of Tübingen, see Dieter Henrich, Der Grund im Bewusstsein. Untersuchungen zu Hölderlins 
Denken (1794-1795) (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1992). 
14 Johann Christian Friedrich Hölderlin, Hyperion or the Hermit in Greece, vol. 2, trans. Howard Gaskill 




work that, in Jena, for the first time, Hegel assigns to philosophy. However, before this 
decisive turn, the activity he sees as devoted to the reunification of oppositions is not 
philosophy. In fact, Hegel thinks that religion alone must fulfil this task. Philosophy is 
unfitting for the application of the spirit of Kant’s philosophy and for transposing the 
fragmented and dead finite into the living bond of the “Ideal”.15  
 
1.1.b To Know a Limit 
 
In the Jena period, the practical interest and the possibility of having an effect on 
human life represent central concerns of Hegel in relation to his move towards a 
systematic account of philosophy. The refutation of the idea of a pure and rarefied 
philosophy, bound within an abstract dimension of thought, is therefore a necessary 
step towards a systematic and scientific account of philosophy. However, this does not 
mean that philosophy is essentially a form of ethics. Philosophy is a theoretical activity 
insofar as we do not separate theory and praxis. In this sense, in the Difference between 
Fichte’s and Schelling’s System of Philosophy (1801) – and here, I contend, there is a backlash 
from Hölderlin’s Hyperion – Hegel claims there is: 
 
the need (Bedürfniβ) for a philosophy that will recompense nature for the mishandling that it 
suffered in Kant’s and Fichte’s systems, and set reason itself in harmony with nature (in eine 
Übereinstimmung mit der Natur), not by having reason renounce itself or become an insipid 
imitator of nature, but by reason recasting itself into nature out of its own inner strength.16  
 
This kind of philosophy is presented by Hegel in opposition to the variety of 
contemporary philosophies showing no connection or interest in life, refusing “the 
living participation demanded by science”.17 Such a refutation (and Hegel is referring to 
Reinhold here, as he does throughout the entire essay) does not make philosophy a 
mere theoria without telos; instead, much more decisively, it makes science a mere set of 
 
15 The form of the “ideal” is understood by Hegel according to Kantian connotations; on this point, see: 
Angelica Nuzzo, “A Question of Method: Transcendental Philosophy, Dialectic, and the Problem of 
Determination”, Fichte-Studien 39 (2012), 37-66. On the form that the Ideal takes in Frankfurt, see Cantillo, 
Le forme dell'umano, 61-118; Leo Lugarini, Prospettive hegeliane; Chiereghin, Dialettica dell'assoluto, 30-46; 
Lukács, The Young Hegel, 209-224; Harris, Hegel's Development, vol 1, 259-407; Otto Pöggeler, “Hegels Jenaer 
Systemkonzeption”, in Hegels Idee einer Phänomenologie des Geistes, by Otto Pöggeler (München: Alber 1973), 
110-169. 
16 Diff., GW 4, 8 (83). 




knowledge totally indifferent to truth (“Dieses halt sich auf seinem gegen Wahrheit gleichgültigen 
Standpunkte fest” ).18 
Before his interest in building a system of philosophy – which, also because of its 
Kantian roots, cannot be understood as a neutral and external model that philosophy 
has to assume – Hegel not only cannot find in a philosophical science the way to display 
the kind of unification requested by the Ideal and the universal concreteness that it 
should be capable of fulfilling, but he also considers philosophical thought essentially as 
an intellectual practice of abstraction, to be overcome and reappraised in light of a more 
comprehensive principle, not doomed to remain within the bounds of reflection. 
Philosophy is an expression of Entzweiung much more than its solution. For Hegel, 
philosophy and the dynamics of sheer thought are actually symptomatic of such a 
cleavage and cannot be the solution for a reconciliation.  
The account of thought that leads philosophical knowledge is such that it necessarily 
remains within the cleavage between thought and being. Instead, the concept of life 
represents in Hegel the necessity to think beyond the absolute separation between 
thought and being and yet not beyond their difference. Such an inclusive character of 
the form of Leben is a further important point that Hegel shares with Hölderlin. Life can 
be understood only as unification (Vereinigung) of difference, that is as a processual 
activity: life does not represent a presupposed identity that makes difference possible. In 
the Frankfurtian Fragment of a System (1800), life is conceived as including in itself the 
difference between thought and being as a necessary moment. In the few pages of this 
fragment, nature and reflection do not simply indicate an opposition, but they are both 
determinations of life: on the one hand, nature is life “fixed” by reflection; on the other 
hand, reflection is life “thinking” nature. However, life is neither the union of nature 
and reflection nor their separation: “life is a union of union and non-union”. Thought is 
merely one side of this union, because it is the principle of separation; it is what is 
capable of expressing the opposition, because it is doomed to remain in the inner duality 
between the object (what is thought) and the subject (the activity of thinking). In 
Frankfurt, by endorsing a point similar to the one made by Hölderlin in the fragment 
Urteil und Sein about the dichotomous nature of thought, Hegel claims that thought can 
grasp life only by making it the dead product of its activity and by fixing in a proposition 
the unification between thought and being. Therefore, thought is capable only of an 
 




intellectual unification that leaves behind multiplicity: the “concept”, as the result of 
thought’s activity, is for Hegel a formal unity reached through abstraction from 
differences. Thought is immersed in an insoluble contradiction between its link to a 
being that it presupposes as material of its determinative activity, and the necessary 
separation from life that it creates as product of its activity. At this stage of Hegel’s 
reflection, only religion is entitled to a full comprehension of the ideality of life, and to 
religion philosophy must give way, because of philosophy’s inner inadequacy.19 
However, the theoretical framework emerging from the Frankfurt Fragment of a System, 
according to which philosophy is unable to grasp life because of the limitations of its 
forms of thinking, will be soon abandoned by Hegel.20 
Before Hegel’s arrival in Jena, his account of concept is indeed quite far from the one 
it will assume in the following years, when the Begriff becomes a specification of the 
universal concreteness of the Ideal. By taking into account this switch in the meaning of 
concept, which can be represented as a switch from the intellectual concept to the rational 
concept, it is possible to have an insight into the substantial change involving thought 
and philosophy that takes place in Jena.21  
For this reason, in Hegel’s previous critique of thought and philosophy (before his 
arrival in Jena) a programmatic sense can be retrieved, one expressing the requirements 
that a new logic must meet to be able to say the universal that includes in itself 
particularity, and to grasp the totality of the whole that holds together difference and 
determinacy in their concreteness and reality. Hegel’s criticism against philosophy as 
mere reflection and against a limited form of thought remains the core of his critical 




19 On the inadequacy of philosophy see Klaus Düsing, “Il “primo idealismo” negli scritti giovanili di 
Hegel, Giornale di Metafisica 37, no. 1 (2015), 141-153; Leo Lugarini, Hegel: dal mondo storico alla filosofia 
(Milano: Guerini, 2000); Pierluigi Valenza, Logica e filosofia pratica nello Hegel di Jena. Dagli scritti giovanili al 
Sistema dell’eticità (Padova: CEDAM, 1999), 55-75. 
20 Already in the fragment Der immer sich vergrössernde Widerspruch (1799-1801), Hegel offers a quite different 
account of life as well as a different idea of philosophical comprehension. See Angelica Nuzzo, 
“Contradiction in the Ethical World: Hegel’s Challenge for the Times of Crisis”, in Freiheit, Akten der 
Stuttgarter Hegel Kongress 2011, ed. by G. Hindrichs and A. Honneth (Stuttgart: Klostermann, 2011), 627-
648; Cesare Luporini, “Un frammento politico giovanile di G. W. F. Hegel”, in Filosofi vecchi e nuovi. Scheler, 
Hegel, Kant, Fichte (Roma: Editori Riuniti, 1981), 57-116. 
21 On the development of the notion of Begriff, see Annette Sell, Der lebendige Begriff. Leben und Logik bei 
G.W.F. Hegel (Freiburg/München: Alber, 2013). On the relation between Begriff and Leben, see also Luca 





1.1.c The Teleology of the Kantian System 
 
As for the Kant of the Architectonic of Pure Reason, so for Hegel truth assumes a 
teleological meaning within the system; that is, the end is the internal principle of the 
form of the totality. Thus, the truth of each part is given only in light of the whole. In 
the Preface to the second edition of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason (1787), regarding 
reason’s capacity to trace the complete system of metaphysics, he says that reason:  
 
is a quite separate self-subsistent unity, in which, as in an organised body, every member 
exists for every other, and all for the sake of each, so that no principle can safely be 
taken in any one relation, unless it has been investigated in the entirety of its relations to 
the whole employment of pure reason.22 
 
For Kant, when it comes to philosophy and to the system of reason, the organic 
paradigm does not simply indicate a neutral way to put together an aggregate of rational 
knowledge. Reason itself is an organic unity, it has a systematic form, and it is the 
ground of that system of knowledge coming out purely from itself. I think, this is an 
essential point for the idea of philosophy that Hegel starts developing in Jena.   
For Kant, the organic paradigm of reason is used to express some of the formal 
conditions (determined throughout the Doctrine of Method)23 of the system of scientific 
metaphysical knowledge; that is, notions from the organic world help to describe a 
systematic account that the science of pure reason requires. In the Architectonic of Pure 
Reason, Kant does not simply analyse the features of any science; rather, systematic 
unity, which is characteristic of all sciences, is here recognised as that which allows 
reason to pursue its essential ends, insofar as it is the form of the scientific metaphysic. 
Therefore, the object of investigation is the essential link between the account of 
systematicity belonging to a science and reason as capable of having ends. Indeed, it is 
only in the form of a system, which allows reason’s inventory of all its possessions derived 
from concepts to become science, that reason is active in the promotion of its own 
ends. If for Kant systematic unity is central to the project of raising “ordinary 
 
22 KrV, B XXIII.  
23 In general, the transcendental doctrine of method is “the determination of the formal conditions of a 




knowledge to the rank of science”,24 the specific manner of development that belongs to 
organisms constitutes the analogy that sketches the correspondence between idea (the 
ground upon which a science in general is to be established) and the resulting system. 
Still, this is true for any science:25 the idea expresses not only a mode of being together 
of a manifold of knowledge, but it also reflects the end that is prior to that same 
manifold, making it a coherent and harmonic whole. The idea represents the origin that 
is at once the scope and the form of the whole.  
The philosophical system of transcendental idealism, as Kant claims in the B 
Deduction, is in general the “system of the epigenesis of pure reason”.26 In the 
Architectonic of Pure Reason, the generative mode of the “self-development of 
reason”27 is embedded in a discussion aimed at indicating not only the ideal basis of a 
systematic unity, but it is also the kind of idea that is here at stake.  
As if it were an organic germ, the idea hidden in reason is an undifferentiated and 
undeveloped nucleus that gradually leads to the complete self-development of reason as 
system:  
 
this idea lies hidden in reason, like a germ in which the parts are still undeveloped and barely 
recognisable even under microscopic observation.28 
 
According to an epigenetic embryological theory of generation (which Kant has in 
mind for the construction of the analogy in these passages),29 what is generated, the 
whole, is not a mere mirror image of the origin; it is not the idea as realised or as simply 
determined, a copy of it; rather, it is the result of a process of individuation and 
differentiation. Generally, this model is in opposition to a pre-formative theory that 
considers a germ as a ready-made individuum, in which all qualities are already disclosed 
in their reciprocal functional relations. In fact, according to an epigenetic framework, 
the idea sustains the whole as form, which is however possibility of the difference as 
development process. Therefore, the law binding the whole is neither blind nor 
 
24 KrV, A 832 / B 860. 
25 Kant writes: “no one attempts to establish a science unless he has an idea upon which to base it” (KrV, 
A 834 / B 862). 
26 KrV, B 167. 
27 KrV, A 835 / B 863. 
28 KrV, A 834 / B 862 
29 On the notion of “epigenesis of reason” (KrV, B 167), see: Jennifer Mensch, Kant's Organicism: Epigenesis 





completely transparent; rather, the idea has a reflective manner of exposition, it 
expresses an underlying directional force: a goal. On the one hand, there is no 
immediate correspondence between system and idea, and indeed the realisation of the 
idea is configured as exposition (schema) of rules and logical nexus; on the other hand, 
for the system the idea is like a mediate inner. The interconnected whole of parts, 
distinguished according to functional criteria, is the result of a movement originating in 
the undifferentiated unity of the idea, which bestows the whole with a unitary purpose. 
Each part has value as a member of that organised body that is reason, as its internal 
articulation; hence, the determination of each member has a teleological sense, and the 
established relationship runs in two correlative directions: between members, and 
between members and the whole. The idea is at the same time first and what gives the 
name of the whole, acting as its inner end.  
The idea hidden in reason, which grounds the system of pure reason, is for Kant the 
idea of philosophy: “philosophy is a mere idea of a possible science, which nowhere 
exists in concreto, but to which, by many different paths, we endeavour to approximate”;30 
more precisely it is the idea of philosophy according to its conceptus cosmicus (cosmic 
concept – Weltbegriff):31 
 
On this view, philosophy is the science of the relation of all knowledge to the essential ends 
of human reason (teleologia rationis humanae), and the philosopher is not an artificer in the field 
of reason, but himself the lawgiver of human reason.32 
 
In the final parts of the first Critique, we find the opening of a human perspective: we 
discover that the idea bearing the whole system of pure reason is represented by the 
cosmic philosopher: she is the giver of law and of the ultimate direction of reason. And 
yet, the transcendental philosopher provides a great service to the cosmic philosopher, 
insofar as the former makes it possible to usher in the new age of Enlightenment. 
In other words, Hegel finds in Kant that the systematicity and completeness required 
by reason do not simply concern a metaphysical foundation. Reason’s self-knowledge is 
a horizon in which philosophy can be the promotion of wisdom for rational beings. 
That is, the self-knowledge of (Kantian) reason is a process of reconquering reason’s 
 
30 KrV, A838 / B 866. 
31 Cosmic concept “has always formed the real basis of the term “philosophy” (KrV, A 838 / B 866). 




autonomy that involves at the same time and indissolubly a reform of the way of 
thinking and the possibility of the practice of freedom in a human perspective. 
 
1.1.d The Reflective Form and Need of Philosophy 
 
The task of philosophy for Hegel in the Jena period is a contradictory one, because 
philosophy seems to keep the reflective form it shows in the Frankfurtian Fragment of a 
System; and yet it is no longer the preamble of religion, but it becomes the key for the 
overcoming of the cleavage (of which what Hegel calls “philosophies of reflection” are 
the manifestation). The Ideal has to be transferred in a philosophical system: this is the 
goal. Therefore, in the Jena period, the refutation of reflection must coexist with Hegel’s 
aim to give to the Ideal the “form of reflection and thus at once of a system”.33  
In the introduction to the Difference essay, Hegel provides a first attempt to display 
the nature of philosophy, clarifying its task and its means. What could seem a meta-
philosophical reflection that opens his first published work will recur later in the Preface to 
the System of Science as well as in the Introduction of the Encyclopedia of Philosophical 
Sciences.34 However, precisely as it will happen in the later reflections, the meta-
philosophical view immediately reveals the inner difficulties related to engaging in a 
philosophical activity and its preamble, aiming to overcome the aporia of introducing a 
science that he wants to be non-foundational. Hegel struggles to conceptualise what he 
describes as a transition (Übergang) from the need of philosophy to philosophy in a true 
sense. In the section that deals with the means of philosophy, Hegel writes:  
 
The form that the need of philosophy would assume, if it were to be expressed as a 
presupposition, allows for a transition from the need of philosophy to the instrument of 
philosophizing, to reflection as reason.35 
  
Hegel’s struggle in defining the nature of this transition constitutes at once the 
originality of his position and the difficulty of this essay. Indeed, his interest consists in, 
 
33 Letters, 64.  
34 Sandkaulen claims that the opening of Difference essay is a prototypical text for Hegel’s thematization of 
philosophy. For this reason, a comparison with the later Preface to the System of Science can give an 
insight into continuity and difference of Hegel’s concept of philosophy during Jena period; see: Birgit 
Sandkaulen, “Hegel’s First System Program and the Task of Philosophy”, The Oxford Handbook of Hegel 
(2017), 3-27. 




on the one hand, delegating the “more subordinate needs of man” to the need of 
philosophy as the highest need, finding the way of putting thought beyond the fixing 
and separating activity it is engaged in, as mere reflection; and on the other hand, 
conceptualising, not beyond but within thought, and through the discovery of its diverse 
forms, the ambivalence of reflection and its internal contradiction. 
As Hegel writes at the beginning of the Difference essay, “cleavage is the source of the 
need (des Bedürfnisses der Philosophie) of philosophy”:36 philosophy is immersed within 
cleavage, it is forced to deal with the “unfree and given aspect of the whole 
configuration” (unfreye gegebene Seite der Gestalt). It stems from cleavage as a feeling, as 
something particular, partial and unsolved. The peculiar forms of cleavage nourish 
philosophy, giving to it its first material, related to its historical configuration and the 
subjectivity of the philosopher. Philosophical reflection on the world is, in Hegel’s 
words, an “idiosyncrasy” (ein Eigenthümliches) – a necessary idiosyncrasy that yet cannot 
constitute the essence of philosophy but only its external form: 
 
Whatever is thus peculiar in a philosophy must ipso facto belong to the form of the system 
and not to the essence of the philosophy. If something idiosyncratic actually constituted the 
essence of a philosophy, it would not be a philosophy, though even where the system itself 
declared its essence to be something idiosyncratic it could nevertheless have sprung from 
authentic speculation which suffered shipwreck when it tried to express itself in the form of 
science.37 
 
What is the point of view of philosophy, then? And how can a speculative and 
(apparently) impersonal and non-historical view emerge from that very same feeling of 
incompleteness that pervades the framework of every philosophy? If it is clear that 
Hegel starts distinguishing an essence of philosophy, a true philosophy and speculation, 
from an inadequate form of philosophy, he does not yet provide us with two forms of 
Bedürfnisses: one understood as a sort of pure feeling of love for knowledge, and the 
other one as a masochistic attitude to remain and propose again, in a sharper form, the 
cleavage that one wishes to overcome.38 The Bedürfniss der Philosophie is the need to give 
 
36 Diff., GW 4, 12 (89). 
37 Diff., GW 4, 11 (87). 
38 I believe that on this point a comparison with the Kantian peculiar fate dooming reason is not off-
topic. In the Critique of Pure Reason, reason is burdened with metaphysical questions “it is not able to 





knowledge a systematic form, to comprehend the totality as a living whole; it is the same 
for both philosophy of reflection and true speculation. It is the common root of any 
philosophical activity that can stand out when the cleavage comes to seize the life of the 
whole. Philosophy’s self-reflection is not simply a pure view on thought. Philosophy can 
talk about itself as reflection on cleavage: as reflection on the fixed and limited forms of 
thought, aiming at producing a totality of knowledge.  
Therefore, the contradiction inside philosophy involves the idea of its lack of 
presuppositions (presuppositionlessness, Voraussetzungslosigkeit) that directly engages the 
notion of a system and more precisely of a system of philosophy.   
It could seem that the emergence of philosophy from a need and the requirement of a 
presuppositionless point of view are in mutual conflict. For Hegel, philosophy does not 
need an introduction and indeed it cannot have one, for an introduction does not fit 
with the nature of true philosophy. True philosophy starts with itself, but it cannot take 
anything for granted – not even the method and the object of its investigation. 
Philosophy has to work through – and not beyond – what is generally considered “non-
philosophical” knowledge, which includes what we know about the world and about 
ourselves, and the kind of presuppositions that actually define how we think. But in 
order to do that, philosophy does not possess an alternative method or a set of ready-
made knowledge, but it has to move negatively, going through the undemonstrated, 
immediate points of view of every thinking activity. Thus, the scientificity and 
systematicity of philosophy seem to depend on a self-grounding capacity, carried out 
through a sublating work (what Hegel calls the activity of Aufhebung) of all the 
presuppositions of thought. If this activity of overcoming the dynamic of a limited 
conception of thought is either a preliminary work, or one that occupies the first part of 
philosophy – or if it actually constitutes the whole of philosophical comprehension – it 
is a problem for which Hegel gives multiple solutions, which I will consider later and in 
their progressive succession. For now, I wish to point out that the radical change 
regarding philosophy that Hegel embraces in Jena cannot be understood without 
underlining the relation that reason has with philosophy. The new account of reason 
 
is an inevitable situation that makes reason fall and get stuck in contradictions, and that requires a definite 
solution. For Kant, metaphysics is for reason like a “beloved one with whom we have had a quarrel” and 
to which “we shall always return” (KrV, A 850 / B 878): it is a fate that could be the source of illusion 
and endless disappointment, but also a fate of which reason can actually possess by engage in a definitive 
and systematic change of touchstone, as result of a self-referential critical exam. As for Kant, I think that for 
Hegel it is within the horizon delimitated by the concrete need involving any philosophy that has to be 
found the way to step forward the limitedness of that point of view. It is a solution that takes the form of 




and the proto-dialectical dynamic between reason and understanding, I argue, represent 
the core of Hegel’s idea of philosophy as systematic science.  
 
 
1.2 Philosophy, Reason and Subjectivity 
 
At the beginning of the Difference essay, Hegel claims that the highest principle of 
speculation is present in Kant’s philosophy. It appears in the deduction of the forms of 
understanding, that is, in the original synthetic unity of apperception. Indeed, the 
genuine identity between subject and object is already revealed there.  
Hegel, like any other post-Kantian, is trying to adopt the Kantian heritage by 
distinguishing letter from spirit, a critical version of idealism from a pure and authentic 
one. In the framework of post-Kantian philosophy, Hegel’s fight for the Kantian 
heritage is centred on the idea of reason. For the first time, reason is identified with the 
activity of the absolute (or better, reason is identified with the absolute insofar as the 
absolute is conceived as an activity and not a metaphysical hypostasis) and is described, 
more specifically, as a self-productive activity:39  
 
Free reason and its action are one, and reason’s activity is a pure self-exposition. In this 
self-production of reason the absolute shapes itself into an objective totality, which is a 
whole in itself held fast and complete, having no ground outside itself, but founded by 
itself in its beginning, middle and end.40   
 
What I want to underline, in order to specify the characteristics of such self-
production, is that the identification between reason and the absolute that ushers in the 
Jena period is made explicit through the identification between reason and the Kantian 
synthetic unity of apperception.  
It is well known that, in the early Jena writings, Hegel strongly criticises the concept 
of subjectivity, especially if we look at the polemic writings against those philosophies 
 
39 On the coincidence between reason and the absolute in regard to Hegel’s criticism of the metaphysical 
hypostatization of the absolute, see: Valenza, Logica e filosofia pratica nello Hegel di Jena, 105-119; Wolfgang 
Göbel, Reflektierende und absolute Vernunft, Die Aufgabe der Philosophie und ihre Lösung in Kants Vernunftkritiken 
und Hegels Differenzschrift, Bonn: Bouvier, 1984, 159-181;  




that hold the concept of subjectivity as their own ground: the Difference (1801), the 
Introduction to the Kritisches Journal der Philosophie (1802), the essay on Ordinary Human 
Understanding (1802), Relationship of Skepticism to Philosophy (1802), and, of course, Faith and 
Knowledge (1802). For Hegel, the critique of subjectivity pervades the disclosure of the 
overwhelming cleavage of which several manifestations – especially, but not only, those 
belonging to modernity – have been the core of his youthful reflections, shared with 
Hölderlin. At stake in the refutation of subjectivity is the identification between reason 
and the I that, in Hegel’s opinion, is characteristic of Kant’s philosophy. According to 
Hegel, what is problematic in such identification is not the fact that reason is 
understood as an I, but what reason and the I actually mean. There is, thus, a polysemy 
of the concept of subjectivity/I, corresponding to an inadequate form and an adequate 
form of such a concept. 
When the “I” is understood only as consciousness, that is, according to the form that 
holds fast to the subject–object opposition, reason falls to a lower level by becoming 
understanding. Nevertheless, this subordinate stage in which reason appears is nothing 
but a less radical use of its power (and not the abuse of a different faculty).  In this 
respect, consciousness itself relates inner and outer, in referring to itself; it is reflection 
insofar as it marks a twisting, it signals the act of reconnecting and bringing back to its 
origin. By suspending or sublating (aufheben) the opposition only as ideality, reflection 
affirms the subject–object identity only as an act of thought, as a faculty of a subject, 
insofar as the thought that drives the sublating of the opposition is just thought and not 
reality. Therefore, far from accomplishing the Aufhebung of the opposition, the 
opposition is displayed in its absoluteness. Yet, the absolute right of subjectivity over 
against everything, its fury, the inequality of its relations marks its emptiness: thought as 
consciousness must be beyond being and cannot be being. Consequently, being is just 
the finite material that thought – that has become an instrument – has eventually to 
catch and shape.   
Nevertheless, as mentioned, Hegel claims that the highest principle of speculation is 
actually present in the Kantian deduction of the forms of understanding, that is, in the 
original synthetic unity of apperception. Hegel’s words about the Kantian principle are 
quite high-sounding: “It was reason itself that baptized this theory of the intellect”;41 
reason shaped understanding and bestowed upon it a rational form, for reason is 
 




properly the subject–object identity in the Aufgehobensein form of their opposition. The 
only object of philosophy is the knowledge of the identity of opposites, insofar as such 
identity is not presupposed or given as a matter of faith, but it constitutes the process of 
sublating the difference that is posited by the identity itself. In the Kantian section of 
Faith and Knowledge, Hegel writes: 
 
 the sole Idea that has reality and true objectivity for philosophy, is the absolute 
suspendedness (Aufgehobenseyn) of the antithesis. This absolute identity is not a universal 
subjective postulate never to be realized. It is the only authentic reality. Nor is the 
cognition of it a faith, that is, something beyond all knowledge; it is, rather, philosophy’s 
sole knowledge.42  
 
In other words, philosophy has one and only one object, and that is reason; but if 
reason is not correctly conceived, philosophy finds an inevitable impasse; indeed, it does 
not even start. Subjectivity expresses this impasse, and Hegel often writes that 
subjectivity, as it is affected by its limitations, cannot show itself to be a system. So, even 
though it occurred to Kant to encounter the highest idea and to name understanding 
after reason, that idea remained hidden and unrecognised in the confused way in which 
Kant expressed it in his works.  Therefore, “the Kantian philosophy remains entirely 
within the antithesis. It makes the identity of the opposites into the absolute terminus of 
philosophy, the pure boundary which is nothing but the negation of philosophy”.43  
Despite its disappointing development, as Hegel writes in the Relationship of Skepticism 
to Philosophy, “the great idea of reason and of a system of philosophy […] everywhere lies 
at its foundation”, but, unfortunately, just “like a magnificent ruin”44. Moreover, Kant 
has “the immortal merit of having really made the beginning of a philosophy”45; it does 
not matter that Kant was then unable to maintain his own project. Indeed, Kant’s 
synthetic unity of apperception discloses the true idea of reason, for its structure is the 
law of self-objectivation of reason: the form of its becoming real. According to Hegel’s 
reading, the possibility of grasping reason as identity of opposites is at stake in the 
 
42 FK, GW 4, 325 (68). 
43 FK., GW 4, 325 (67). 
44 Relationship of Skepticism to Philosophy, GW 4, 235 (352). 




Kantian question about synthetic judgments a priori. Reason as identity of 
heterogeneous elements of synthetic judgment is shown as the agent of an aprioristic 
positing itself through the heterogeneity of object and subject, particular and universal, 
being and thought, sensibility and understanding. Similar to a substantial unity, reason 
precedes its own separation, which is the source of the manifold that does not depend 
on anything but itself. Opposition is a product of reason’s dividing itself within itself, 
and yet it is a product of reason’s being referring to itself. Dealing only with itself, 
reason is identical with its own ground of action. 
In a well-known passage of the Amphiboly,46 the phenomenon is de-substantialised; 
Hegel gives Kant credit for that. According to Kant, appearance is nothing but relations: 
its substance refers to another, to a net of connections, to a wider horizon, constituted 
by the categorial transcendental framework and by transcendental apperception. Hence, 
for Hegel, phenomenon itself has the form of a negative. It is the result of a synthetic 
“combination” (Verbindung) as a pure act of spontaneity, possible only within a 
homogeneous frame, which represents the substrate of the relational manifestation of 
appearances.  
Since synthetic unity is not the product of intellectual unification, but rather what 
makes it possible, it follows that understanding is not original, just as its spontaneity is 
not original, but it is only by means of such a structure that understanding can 
spontaneously act. The rational identity of transcendental apperception not only appears 
as judgment, as the unity of heterogeneous elements, of both the intellectual identity of 
understanding and the intuitive identity of sensibility,47 but also it is its necessary 
condition, the apriority of such unification.  
Spontaneity, understanding, Ego all express the same abstraction; this means that 
behind them there is something even more original, which can be characterised as the 




46 KrV, A 265/B 321. 
47 “This original synthetic unity must be conceived, not as produced out of opposites, but as a truly 
necessary, absolute, original identity of opposites. As such, it is the principle both of productive 
imagination, which is the unity that is blind, i. e., immersed in the difference and not detaching itself from 
it; and of the intellect, which is the unity that posits the difference as identical but distinguishes itself from 




It is no help that the Ego is sheer life and quickness, is doing and acting themselves, the 
most real [Allerrealste], the most immediate in the consciousness of everyone. As soon as 
the Ego is placed in absolute opposition to the object, it is nothing real, but is only 
something thought, a pure product of mere reflection, a mere form of cognition.48 
 
The Ego, by establishing itself as a principle, seems to be affected by two opposing 
tendencies. On the one hand, it is the most and only real [Allerrealste], it shows itself as 
immediacy and does not require anything else; on the other hand, it is nothing real, and 
its negative power produces a totalitarian view that is an endless fight against its own 
products, impeding the Ego’s return to itself.  The consciousness is the I understood as 
beginning and ground, whose immediacy is, however, a deceit. Even if the I is 
conceived as sustaining the positing and opposing activity, as the substrate of its tun, like 
the Kantian I-Think is the substrate of the rule, of the law of experience, and even if the 
I as activity, its mobility, provides philosophy with interesting perspectives for its task of 
positing “the finite in the infinite, as life”, in fact the overwhelming structure of the I 
shows the very same problems of the static all-embracing structure of the substance. 
Although the “I” is pure doing rather than a motionless substance, its productive 
activity is mere nullification of finitude rather than its construction. The relationship 
between the understanding and determinacy is identical to the relationship between the 
infinite substance and the finite. It does not matter whether the principle is understood 
as absolute being or absolute nothing, since the relationship between ground and 
grounded remains an opposition, incapable of providing a reason for the passage from 
principle to its product.   
It should not be surprising to discover an affinity between Hegel’s critique of the I 
and Jacobi’s polemic against the Enlightenment and against Kant.49 By reading Jacobi, 
Hegel finds the theoretical tool that brings together the I and the Spinozan substance, as 
 
48 Diff., GW 4, 65 (158). Hegel continues: “And out of products of mere reflection identity cannot 
construct itself as totality; for they arise through abstraction from the absolute identity which can only 
relate itself to them immediately through nullification, not through construction”. 
49 Since the Stuttgart period, it is beyond doubt not only Hegel’s extremely good knowledge (shared with 
Hölderlin and Schelling) of the theoretical problems arising from the polemic between Jacobi, Lessing and 
Mendelssohn, but also the influence that the Pantheismusstreit environment actually had on Hegel’s reading 
of Spinoza, Fichte and Kant, and on his first efforts of philosophical reflection. Although Hegel starts 
reading directly Spinoza’s works quite soon (his is co-editor of the German edition of Spinoza’s work 
with Paulus in 1802-03), Jacobi’s mediation cannot be underestimated, both because he was – 
unfortunately for him – the pioneer of Spinoza’s Renaissance and because of the selection of issues he 




well as the description of the nihilistic destiny awaiting any philosophy that endorses the 
negative meaning of determination. Actually, “omnis determinatio est negatio”, which in the 
Science of Logic is said to be “a proposition of infinite importance”,50 is found by Hegel in 
Jacobi rather than in Spinoza. Moreover, it is the formula by means of which Jacobi 
criticises the becoming absolute of the reflection: thought is an activity of mediation, 
which comes to be essentially a nullification if one fails to recognise the transcendence 
and the priority of being, and bestows only a mere relational value on the finite. On the 
one hand, Hegel, according to Jacobi’s lesson, conceives the I and the substance as the 
same determining structure that leads to the nullification and the swallowing up of the 
finite; on the other hand, not only does Hegel not embrace Jacobi’s solution of a “leap 
into faith”, but he also considers the negative activity of thought and the collapse of the 
world of consciousness as a necessary moment of the Aufhebung. Within the pure 
thinking horizon of subjectivity, the becoming absolute of the difference between 
thought and being, infinite and finite, is at the same time the nullification of their 
difference. Hegel writes: 
 
An ideal opposition is the work of reflection, which totally abstracts from the absolute 
identity; while a real opposition, on the other hand, is the work of Reason, which posits 
the opposites, identity and non-identity, as identical, not just in the form of cognition, 
but in the form of being as well. And the only real opposition of this kind is the one in 
which subject and object are both posited as Subject–Object, both subsisting in the 
Absolute, and the Absolute in both, and hence reality in both. For this reason it is only 
in real opposition the principle of identity is a real principle.51    
 
Hegel is not simply looking for a principle capable of externalisation; his effort is not 
an attempt at pulling out something posed from something presupposed, of understanding 
the cleavage by moving from an original undifferentiated condition, and much less is it 
the establishment of a sort of interdependence between infinite and finite. The 
presuppositionlessness that Hegel sees as belonging to the principle is, first of all, a 
collapsing of everything that is presupposed. Whether the presupposed is understood as 
an I or as a substance, the structure of self-relation collapses together with the two poles 
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it put into mutual relation. It follows that, prior to the cleavage of modernity, prior to 
the polarisation of the relationship between infinite and finite, and prior to the apparent 
independence of the finite, substance as unification of the infinite and finite (as principle 
of their being one) is, first of all, the vanishing of the difference and of the I. Substance is 
the form according to which the finite is nothing but a manifestation of the infinite. 
Substance discloses the negativity of the finite, through recognition of the negative 
determining power of the understanding: it is the unveiling of what is just the false 
positivity of appearance.   
To say this differently, substance is the truth of the I: insofar as substance reveals the 
interdependence of the relation52 already established by the I, substance is the “ruin” of 
the I, the sceptical way towards its vanishing presuppositions. Actually, substance allows 
the negativity of pure thinking, of pure subjectivity, to be seen as the absolute activity of 
negation belonging to thought, as the form that outlines the becoming real of reason.  
Therefore, the first task of substance is a destructive one, and behind its dealing with 
the inner restlessness of the determinations fixed by the understanding, there is “the 
secret efficacy of Reason”.53 Indeed, “Reason seduces the intellect into producing an 
objective totality”,54 even if that totality is an endless referring of the difference to itself 
by the understanding, even if determination is a procedure of positing conditions for a 
conditioned that is never to be completed: “Reason presents itself as the force of the 
negative Absolute, and hence as a negating that is absolute; […]. Reason raises the 
intellect above itself, driving it toward a whole of the intellect’s own kind”.55 This 
hidden activity accomplishes the destruction of the Inbegriff of every determination of 
the understanding, by means of which reason “suspends the intellect itself”.56 
Hence, substance has a sceptical task, it is simple negation, the forecourt of philosophy. 
Hegel writes:  
 
 
52 “If the formal task of philosophy is taken to be the suspension of cleavage, Reason may try to solve it 
by nullifying one of the opposites and exalting the other into something infinite. This effort is what 
happened in Fichte’s system. But in this solution the opposition remains. For the opposite that is posited 
as Absolute is conditioned by the other, and just as it stands firm, so does the other.” (Diff., GW 4, 63 
(155)). 
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But when reason has purified itself of the subjectivity of reflection, then Spinoza’s 
artlessness which makes philosophy begin with philosophy itself, and Reason come 
forward at once with an antinomy, can be properly appreciated too.57 
 
That is, only after the suspension of the subjectivity of reflection, only after what 
here is figured as an act of “purification”, the substance, defined as causa sui, can be the 
very beginning of philosophy. Similar to Spinoza’s artlessness, naïve behaviour is for 
Hegel, in the Essence of Philosophical Criticism, the “mark of a beautiful soul, whose inertia 
guards it against falling into the original sin of thinking, but which also lacks the courage 
to hurl itself into that sin and to follow the path of his guilt, till the guilt is dissolved – 
and so it has arrived at the intuition of itself (Selbstanschauung) in an objective whole of 
science”.58 The first manifestation of thought is a sin and a violence through which 
thought has to pass and which it has to dissolve. Subjectivity as principle of pure thinking 
is guilty of what is figured as an original separation, that is, the world of consciousness. 
Subjectivity’s guilt is its one-sidedness, the pure universality of thought that swallows 
every particular, a price that subjectivity pays by losing itself, through the “Speculative 
Good Friday”.59 Subjectivity atones for thought’s sin, but its punishment is not the 
surrender of thought; rather it bestows the meaning of true affirmation on thought’s 
negativity.   
Although, at this stage of Hegel’s reflection, a transition from thought understood as 
simply negativity and thought understood as true affirmation (double negation) is 
expressed through merely allusive language, it is clear that, besides thought, there is no 
other standpoint, no other speculative dimension to achieve. Moreover, the way to the 
awareness of the true character of thought is totally internal to thought and involves even its 
consciousness and duality forms, which are a preliminary manifestation of subjectivity. I 
consider this move the turning point of Hegel’s speculation during this period.  
By aiming at knowing itself, reason shapes finitude. Hegel wants the finite to take 
part in the movement of the self-exposition of reason. The inadequacy of the finite is 
not a mere insufficiency, or partiality; neither is it the recognition of its having in alio the 
principle of its determination; but it is the finite positing itself as a moment of the 
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whole. Such “reconstruction” of the absolute is the activity of negating the partiality of 
the finite; “what was negated was only the negative in finitude; and thus the true 
affirmation was posited”.60  Far from being an affirmation of the independence or of the 
positivity of the finite, “true affirmation”, namely the duplication of negation, is instead 
the knowledge that reason is the restlessness of the finite.  Thought, as the negative side of 
the absolute, is “nullification of the antithesis or of the finite”,61 but also and at the same 
time “the spring of eternal movement, the spring of that finitude which is infinite, 
because it eternally nullifies itself”.62 To posit “the finite in the infinite, as life”,63 or to 
understand that “every speck of dust is an organization”,64 does not demand a mere 
inner reference of the finite to the infinite; rather it means that the finite has in itself the 
principle of its overcoming, it is a manifestation of that movement. Subjectivity has to 
cast itself into a “bottomless abyss”, “à corps perdu”,65 in order to achieve that 
presuppositionless standpoint belonging to true philosophy. True philosophy (or 
philosophy as science) can begin only when subjectivity becomes identical to reason, 
when pure thinking becomes absolute thinking. The meaning of the true infinite is 
disclosed together with what Hegel here calls the “true character of thought”. He writes: 
 
True character of thought […] is infinity. For the absolute concept is infinity, is in itself the 
absolute affirmation, but since the concept is turned against the opposite and finite as their 
identity, thought is absolute negation; and this negation, posited as existent, as real, is the 
positing of opposites.66 
 
Reason knows itself as the negative side of the whole, to which, however, no positive 
side corresponds, besides this self-knowledge itself, which is the only true affirmation 
and reconstruction of the absolute. 
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In this first chapter, I have reconstructed some of the fundamental elements for 
understanding Hegel’s idea of systematic philosophy, philosophy’s tasks and means, by 
assuming Hegel’s relationship with Kant as a privileged point of view. I have taken into 
account only that which, in my interpretation, constitutes the most relevant theoretical 
positions that Hegel achieves during his early years in Jena, in light of the future 
developments of the notion of philosophy as systematic science. These achievements, 
concerning the concepts of reason, thought and philosophy, can be summarised in this 
way: (1) philosophy emerges from humanity’s need to comprehend the cleavage 
between the forms of thinking and the forms of being of a determinate epoch; (2) 
philosophy is self-knowledge of reason, which begins by suspending the presuppositions 
of a limited conception of thought; (3) reason is identity of opposites and self-
productive activity; (4) the true character of thought is as an absolute negativity. I have 
argued there is a crucial link between the critique of finite thought and the critique of 
finite subjectivity; in particular, the rise of a self-productive account of reason proceeds 
together with, and cannot be understood without, the simultaneous rise of a meaning of 
subjectivity, called by Hegel “true I” and understood as the true form of thought, which 








Logic and an Introduction to Philosophy 
 
2.1 Logic Qua Introduction  
 
By defending his habilitation thesis De orbitis planetarum in August 1801, by publishing 
his first manuscript (the Difference between Fichte’s and Schelling’s System of Philosophy), and by 
teaching two classes at the University of Jena, Hegel officially joins one of the most 
dominant philosophical debates in Germany. As previously argued, that happens 
through the definition of an idea of system, which, under many aspects, represents a 
turning point compared to Hegel’s early reflections, and to what he claimed in the 
Frankfurtian Fragment of a System (1800).  
Having settled in Jena and having embraced the new project of making philosophy a 
scientific system, Hegel had to deal with what he had previously indicated to be the very 
limit of philosophy, that is, the form of thought. The difficulties and the contradictions 
Hegel himself retrieves in this task are solved neither in the Difference essay nor in Faith 
and Knowledge, even though in this latter essay it has become clearer that the overcoming 
of a limiting conception of thought has to be undertaken by appealing to a form of 
subjectivity that expresses the synthetic feature of the identity between subject and 
object.   
As Privatdozent, during the winter semester 1801–02, Hegel has to teach two classes: 
Introductio in philosophiam and Logica et Metaphysica.1 The Difference essay has been published 
a few months earlier, and the habilitation thesis has been discussed just a few weeks 
before the beginning of the semester. Through these two lecture series, Hegel tries to 
establish a reputation within the competitive and still fervent2 Jena academic 
environment, but his strategy is not, for various reasons, successful. It is likely that one 
 
1 On Hegel’s teaching activity in Jena, see Heinz Kimmerle, “Dokumente zu Hegels Jenaer 
Dozententätigkeit (1801-1807)”, Hegel-Studien 4 (1967), 21-99; Klaus Düsing, “Hegels Vorlesungen an der 
Universität Jena”, Hegel-Studien 26 (1991), 15-24. For the announcement of Hegel’s classes for the winter 
semester 1801-1802 see: GW 5, 652-654.  
2 When Hegel joined Schelling in Jena, the intellectual ferment of its peculiar and rich academic world was 
in a declining phase: in 1799 Fichte was forced to leave his chair due to the Atheismusstreit; the Romantic 
movement suffered the end of the publications of Schlegel’s journal Athenaeum in 1800, the death of 






of the reasons for such a lack of success, as Rosenkranz reports in his Hegels Leben 
(1844),3 involves the simplicity of Hegel’s teaching style, which was in contrast with 
Schelling’s charismatic and fluent rhetorical skills, already well known by a great number 
of bewitched students since 1798, and which did not fit in a place where young scholars 
used to compete against each other, striving to get their own system of philosophy 
noticed. According to Rosenkranz, Hegel probably did not give the audience an image 
of himself as a revolutionary of philosophy; rather, his exposition was more attentive to 
the clarity and rigor of analysis. There is, however, no certainty that the class Introductio 
in philosophiam even took place; while the class Logica et Metaphysica was dismissed before 
the end of semester, due to the lack of attendance: Hegel’s first teaching experience was 
thus indeed a disappointment.  
Nevertheless, in these early Jena years Hegel is already quite aware of what the task 
of philosophy should be, and of the Kantian coordinates according to which a system of 
philosophy can be built; moreover, he starts making the idea of a philosophical system 
explicit not only in his early writings, but also in the academic educational programs. 
Although both Introductio in philosophiam and Logica et Metaphysica were traditional classes 
with a propaedeutic and introductory aim and form, by looking at the preparatory notes 
written by Hegel, as well as the notes taken by his student I.P.V. Troxler during the class 
on Logica et Metaphysica, it clearly appears how serious Hegel’s intention was to 
revolutionise traditional teaching models, on the grounds of the meta-philosophical 
reflection that emerges in the Difference. For Hegel the systematic conception, which he 
regards as a consequence of the Kantian transcendental revolution and which is 
grounded in the Kantian idea of reason, clashes with the obsolete model that inspired 
the way philosophical sciences had been understood and taught at university. Hegel will 
extensively deal with the problems regarding a certain account of philosophy and its 
teaching aspects, especially when, a few years later, in 1888, Niethammer will offer him 
the position of rector and professor at the Gymnasium of Nuremberg. This is a point that 
should be kept in mind. For Hegel the didactic aspect of philosophy closely involves a 
determinate idea of philosophy; the way philosophy is structured, in the place where it is 
concretely made pursuing an educational aim, cannot be separated by, or overlook, the 
elaboration of a framework in which philosophy appears and plays its role as 
 
3 Karl Rosenkranz, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegels Leben (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 






autonomous science of the spiritual world. This assumes a particular relevance if one 
considers that the great majority of Hegel’s works regard his teaching commitment, and 
when Hegel’s “system” is taken into account, one is actually dealing with the text Hegel 
taught and prepared for his students.   
  Hence, the crisis Hegel feels to be happening in academia is nothing but the 
reflection of a more generalised crisis of a philosophy unable to unify the dominant 
Entzweiung of its time. For Hegel, the task of philosophy is to overcome the Entzweiung 
that tears apart any manifestation of the spirit of the epoch. To accomplish this task, 
philosophy cannot rely on any previous or given point of view, not even on the laws 
and presuppositions intrinsically involved in any thinking activity. And yet philosophy 
cannot stop at the threshold of science and be consumed in the activity of putting 
constantly into question its conceptual procedures and the philosophical views made up 
by those same procedures. Or, better, this inner critical activity cannot be understood as 
something neutral and external to a concrete philosophical work. In the presentation of 
his class Introductio in philosophiam, Hegel distinguishes between philosophy and 
philosophising, that is, between an objective philosophy, unique above all its historical 
manifestations, and a subjective side of philosophy, involving not only the historical 
forms of a determinate culture (Bildung), but also that idiosyncratic element that must 
remain external to science. This distinction recalls the one already presented by Hegel in 
the Difference essay between “true” philosophy and “peculiar” or “personal” philosophy; 
similarly, in this presentation Hegel identifies in reason the one and only source of (true) 
philosophy (“reason is its [philosophy’s] source”)4 and writes:   
 
true science and art belong to reason, that is, to the universal and absolute, which therefore 
needs nothing else for its production, nor can it use something external, because outside its 
source, there is nothing but reason [weil ausserhalb ihrer Quelle ausser der Vernunft nichts ist].5 
 
    The path of reason’s elevation coincides with a critical work on all the 
presuppositions of reflective thought. The task of an introduction to philosophy 
consists in a demolition of the abstract totality of Verstand leading to the self-knowledge 
of the one and universal Vernunft.  
 
4 Introductio in Philosophiam, GW 5, 260, my translation. 






On such grounds, I will now briefly focus on the objective of Hegel’s first two 
classes in order to reconstruct the account of philosophy that inspired them.  
The core of the Introductio in Philosophiam is represented by the idea that philosophy is 
intrinsically moved by a practical interest, and that the system of philosophy is nothing 
but the development and full comprehension of the universality of the need for 
philosophy. In the previous chapter, I have already argued that the practical interest and 
the possibility of having an intervention in human life represent central concerns of 
Hegel’s move towards a systematic account of philosophy. As system, philosophy is not 
a mere theory separated from life, but the highest need to bring life to a being 
reconciled with itself.6 In the fragment Diese Vorlesungen (1801–02),7 Hegel clarifies the 
meaning of philosophy by framing the question as follows: 
 
What relationship does philosophy have to life? In other words, to clarify, this question 
is one with another: to what extent is philosophy practical? For the true need of 
philosophy is nothing other than learning to live from it and through it.8 
 
Instead, the lecture course on Logica et Metaphysica interprets general or transcendental 
logic as a product of reflection, showing the destruction carried out by reason on the 
forms of understanding and the passage to metaphysics, understood as reason’s self-
knowledge. In the fragment Daβ die Philosophie (1801–02),9 Hegel illustrates through 
three steps the exposition of the contents of his course: 
 
According to this general concept of logic I will proceed in the following order, 
whose necessity will result in the science itself:  
(I) to present the general forms or laws of finitude [...] as a glare [Reflex] of the 
absolute 
 
6 This is an essential point: the alleged opposition between Hegel’s interest for life and “living” thought of 
his pre-philosophical works and the “dead” and abstract system of pure thought’s determinations is 
proved wrong in light of these considerations. The necessity to show the inconsistency of such an 
opposition is one of the central points in Pöggeler’s study on the genealogy of the idea of Phenomenology of 
Spirit. See: Pöggeler, Hegels Idee einer Phänomenologie des Geistes, 110-168. 
7 Diese Vorlesungen…, GW 5, 259-261. For the Editorischer Bericht, see: GW 5, 655.  
8 Diese Vorlesungen…, GW 5, 261, my translation.  






(II) to examine the subjective forms of finiteness, or finite thinking, the 
understanding [...] 
(III) to show the sublation of this finite cognition by reason [...]. 
From this third part of logic, namely the negative or destructive side of reason, 
the transition will be made to actual philosophy or metaphysics.10 
 
It is important to point out that the two lecture series put into question exactly what 
they announce to address in their respective titles. In the Introductio in philosophiam, Hegel 
wants to show that philosophy does not require an introduction:  
 
These lectures, in which I promised to give an introduction to philosophy, 
cannot begin with any remark other than philosophy as science neither needs 
nor tolerates an introduction.11  
 
Similarly, the relation between logic and metaphysics cannot be taken for granted, 
especially after the Kantian demolition of a traditional account of metaphysics. In fact, 
logic has to be understood neither as a mere neutral instrument of metaphysics, nor as a 
mere propaedeutic. Logic belongs to the system of scientific philosophy, within which it 
plays a peculiar negative role that requires clarification. In the fragment Die Idee des 
absoluten Wesen (1801–02),12 Hegel writes: 
 
As science of the idea in itself, [logic] is metaphysics, which destroys the false 
metaphysics of the limited philosophical systems; then science will pass into the 
science of the reality of the idea, and will first expose the real body of the idea.13 
 
 
10 Daβ die Philosophie…, GW 5, 273-274. 
11 Introductio in Philosophiam, GW 5, 259. 
12 Die Idee des absoluten Wesen…, GW 5, 262-265. For the Editorischer Bericht, see: GW 5, 655-657.  






It could seem that between logic and philosophy (as metaphysics, or “eigentliche” 
philosophy) there is now the same relationship that there was between philosophy and 
religion in the Frankfurt period. However, this reading is, in my view, untenable, or 
problematic at best. As already mentioned, in the Frankfurt period philosophy expresses 
the process of unification of Leben only in the limited form of reflection. Thought itself 
is affected by the internal contradiction of presupposing being as the material of its 
activity and, at the same time, of fixing it in a formal and abstract determination that 
could not indicate the processual character of being itself.14 In the Frankfurt period, 
solving the paradox of reflective and discursive thought means for Hegel finding a 
different form of unification capable of understanding being as Leben and activity. In 
Fragment of a System, the form of unification is expressed by religion: it is not a form of 
knowledge, but a faith: according to a position similar to the one taken by Jacobi, truth 
has the form of something believed, not of something known. The task of philosophy is 
fulfilled in showing the “finiteness” in each finite being and in putting the real infinite 
outside the domain of the finite, which is built and governed by intellectual thinking and 
its laws. By elevating the finite to the infinite through reason, and by revealing 
presuppositions and contradictions inside the understanding (Verstand), philosophy (as 
philosophy of reflection) constitutes the necessary introduction to religion. Jacobi’s 
critique of the discursiveness of the understanding and of reflective thought represents a 
crucial achievement, not only in this early phase, but more generally for the 
development of Hegel’s account of thought.  
We no longer see this framework operating in the lecture series of 1801–02.  
Logic now constitutes the system of reflection aiming at annihilating that very same 
system, while metaphysics constitutes the system of speculation. It could seem, then, 
that logic has now taken the place of philosophy in preparing the path for metaphysics 
(and not for religion). It could be said that logic has become some sort of introduction 
to true philosophy. However, in which sense can logic be presented as an introduction 
to philosophy, when philosophy does not need an introduction?  
I am now going to focus on the problematic connection that exists between an 
introduction to philosophy and logic on the one hand, and the internal division of the 
first part of the system of philosophy into logic and metaphysics, on the other. 
 






Although only a few, fragmentary texts are available, these lectures represent 
important evidence for Hegel’s early elaboration of a general systematic framework. 
Hegel’s first attempt to elaborate a system of philosophical sciences does not keep the 
distinction of the two disciplines, logic and metaphysics, unaltered. Hegel also tries not 
to rebuild a traditional metaphysics, which would be a step backwards after Kant. If a 
distinction between logic and metaphysics still exists, this distinction is already a result 
of a rejection of both the “old” metaphysics and the traditional logic, and of a 
revaluation that posits metaphysics in an intrinsic relation with logic. Indeed, in this 
early elaboration, the system is not divided into logic and metaphysics (the latter, in 
Hegel’s mature thought, comprising philosophy of nature and philosophy of spirit), but 
instead it presents a first “idealistic” part, called “Science of the Idea” (Wissenschaft der 
Idee), comprising logic and metaphysics, and the “real” part, called “Science of the reality 
of the Idea” (Wissenschaft der Realität der Idee), comprising philosophy of nature and 
philosophy of spirit. Thus, the link between logic and metaphysics constitutes the first 
moment of the system and the access to the pure idea of philosophy through the 
passage from the finite forms of thought to the infinite forms of thought. Different 
versions of the same outline are presented during the following years of teaching. 
During the winter semester of 1803 Hegel teaches the class System der speculativen 
Philosophie, structured in three parts: (a) Logica et metaphysica sive Idealismus trascendentalis; (b) 
philosophia naturae; and (c) philosophia mentis. One year later, during the winter semester of 
1804, the class is called Tota Philosophiae Scientia and it is divided into (i) philosophia 
speculativa (logica et metaphysica); and (ii) philosophia naturae et mentis. 
 On the one hand, Hegel does not assign to metaphysics an independent position; on 
the other hand, he clearly challenges the position of logic, assigning it a role that is 
essential for the conceptual organisation and method of the system of philosophy as 
science.  
 If it is clear that logic and metaphysics are not independent of each other, it is more 
difficult to define the boundary between them. In Troxler’s notes, while logic is defined 
as “science of the forms of finiteness (of Intellect)”, metaphysics is referred to as 
“metaphysics of the destruction of forms or metaphysics of infiniteness”.15 The moment 
of the annihilation, which has been defined as the moment of “transition” from 
 






understanding to reason or of the elevation of the finite to the infinite, coincides with 
the whole of metaphysics. On the contrary, in the fragment Daβ die Philosophie, Hegel 
presents the Aufhebung of the forms of finiteness as the third step of logic.   
The shortage of textual evidence creates an interpretative difficulty: in 1801–02 Hegel 
does not write a Logic, and the information about the “metaphysical” part of the lecture 
series Logica et Metaphysica, and the part concerning the general meaning of speculative 
thinking, is even more vague. However, what is possible to reconstruct is the notion of a 
logical discipline in general that emerges when Hegel finds himself in the position of 
thinking philosophy in a systematic way for the first time. The emerging issue involves 
the determination of the borderline between logic and metaphysics, and the peculiar 
object, task and method of each part. While this difficulty presents an internal hurdle for 
the comprehension of the two parts of the beginning of philosophy, there is also the 
general problem of understanding the beginning of philosophy as a moment that is 
differentiated in itself and that is yet unitary. In fact, if one considers logic and 
metaphysics together as the first part of the system of philosophy, this first part is also 
called by Hegel “Idealism”, or science of the idea as such, or “Logic” (“the extended 
Science of the Idea as such will be Idealism or Logic”).16 This means that logic is at the 
same time one part and the whole of the beginning of philosophy: it is the system of 
reflection and the unity of the systems of reflection and of speculation. Logic, in its 
general, speculative or metaphysical meaning, constitutes a presuppositionless access 
point to the knowledge of the einfache Idee der Philosophie. Paradoxically, the first part of 
the system of philosophy is an introductory, founding, critical, sceptical moment that 
already belongs to philosophy as science; at the same time, it is not the “foundation of 
philosophy, criticism, sceptical method, protection from dogmatism”,17 which are all 
theoretical endeavours that imply philosophy’s identification with, and reduction to, an 
“introduction” (in this regard, exemplary for Hegel is Reinhold’s account of 
philosophy). The idea of philosophy is not a presupposition of science, and its 
knowledge constitutes an inner moment of the partition of philosophy: “First, we know 
the simple idea of philosophy itself [die einfache Idee der Philosophie], and then we deduce 
the division of philosophy”.18  
 
 
16 Die Idee des Absoluten Wesen…, GW 5, 263, my translation. 
17 Diese Vorlesungen…, GW 5, 260, my translation.   







2.2 The Kantian Turn 
     
In these early steps regarding the system of philosophy and the role played in it by 
logic, the figure of Kant is essential mostly for three points: (1) the idea of a self-critique 
of thought as its own inner moment;  (2) the identification of the system of philosophy 
with the system of reason’s self-knowledge; and (3) the negative role of dialectics for the 
logic of understanding, or the finite, and for the destruction of the “old” metaphysics.  
When Hegel’s logic finds its definition in his mature thought, the link – already 
elaborated in the Jena period – between logic and metaphysics will be reduced to a 
coincidence between them. In this process of transformation of the first part of the 
system, Hegel accepts what he considers to be a Kantian accomplishment: the “turn”19 
(in the words of the Science of Logic) of metaphysics into logic. For Hegel, metaphysics 
under Kant becomes logic; but this logic, which counts at the same time as a method of 
philosophy and as rational ground of the objective reality, needs the elaboration of a 
new idea of thought.20 For Hegel, Kant’s change in the meaning of metaphysics is 
closely connected to the elaboration of a new logic and a new theory of thought, one 
that is at once a method of philosophy as reason’s self-knowledge and ground of 
objectivity. In light of this, I will now address more closely the link between the 
transformation of metaphysics and the methodological renewal of thought that Kant 
offers, insofar as it allows us to have a better understanding of Hegel’s own 
endorsement of the Kantian “turn”.    
 
2.2.a The New Method of Thought and Metaphysics in the Critique of Pure Reason 
 
About the nature of pure reason, Kant indicates that the antinomy is a necessary 
conflict belonging to a reason in contradiction with itself and that allows no settlement: 
 
 
19 “Critical philosophy did indeed already turn metaphysics into logic” (WL (1832), GW 21, 35 (30)). 
20 On this point, see Angelica Nuzzo, Logica e Sistema. Sull’idea hegeliana di filosofia (Genova: Pantograf, 






If this is the case with pure reason, then there is no hope for a metaphysics of pure 
reason’s concepts, and – together with Mr Kant – one cannot do anything but limit 
oneself only to experience, and renounce all a priori syllogisms.21 
 
These are the words with which Tiedemann, one of the early critics of the Critique of 
Pure Reason, introduces the third and last part of his examination Über die Natur der 
Metaphysik; Gegen die Dialektik (1784), trying to defend the possibility of metaphysics 
against an alleged supremacy of experience in Kant’s critical philosophy. Indeed, the 
internal struggle that originates in reason’s speculative tendency to transcend experience 
is held back only by turning the mere external experience into the Grundlage and into the 
insurmountable limit of knowledge. According to Tiedemann, the very same assumption 
of this limit would leave Kant with no argument against sceptics and idealists, effectively 
invalidating the outcome of Kant’s critical philosophy.22 
 Actually, if one examines the very first page of the Critique of Pure Reason, some of 
Tiedemann’s concerns are not surprising at all: human reason is doomed to a “peculiar 
fate”, to be burdened with questions “it is not able to ignore” and “it is also not able to 
answer”, since they transcend any human cognition. This inevitable situation makes 
reason fall and get caught in contradictions that seem to be caused by nothing but a 
surpassing of the bounds of all experience and a lack of recognition of the “touchstone 
(Probierstein) of experience”.23 
Thus, if one follows Tiedemann in his assessment, the solution of every metaphysical 
controversy suggested in Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason would be a sort of surrender of 
 
21 Dietrich Tiedemann, “Über die Natur der Metaphysik: Zur Prüfung von Herrn Professor Kants 
Grundsätzen”, Materialen zur Geschichte der kritischen Philosophie, ed. by Karl Gottlob Hausius (Düsseldorf: 
Stern Verlag Janssen, 1969), II, 93, my translation. Tiedemann’s analysis of the Critique of Pure Reason is 
divided in three parts, one for each section of the Doctrine of Elements: 1) Against the Aesthetic; 2) 
Against the Analytic; 3) Against the Dialectic. It appeared in Hessische Beiträge zur Gelehrsamkeit und 
Kunst, 1785, I, 113-30, 233-48, 464-74, although each part was published separately in 1784. “Against the 
Aesthetic” and “Against the Analytic” are translated in English and collected in a volume devoted to the 
initial reception of the Critique of Pure Reason by Sassen. Sassen includes Tiedemann’s examination within 
the early empiricist reception of Kant’s criticism, characterised by a major influence of British empiricism 
and Scottish common-sense philosophy. See Brigitte Sassen, Kant’s Early Critics: The Empiricist Critique of the 
Theoretical Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000) 81-92, 199-209. For Beiser, 
Tiedemann’s review has two essential aims: (1) to deny the possibility of a priori synthesis; (2) to defend 
the possibility of metaphysics. Both these topics were shared, in a rather controversial way, by the 
empiricist popular philosophers. See Frederick C. Beiser, The Fate of Reason: German Philosophy from Kant to 
Fichte (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1987), 165-92.   
22 See Hausius, Materialen, 103. For Kant, Tiedemann’s interpretation simply showed a lack of 
understanding; see: Correspondence, AA 10, 440-42 (249-250).       






reason’s pretentious aspirations and, in the endorsing of a maxim of epistemic modesty, 
it would pave the way for the opening of a transcendent moral horizon. However, when 
one keeps reading the Preface to the first edition of the Critique of Pure Reason (the A 
Preface), it seems clear that the “queen of all the sciences”24 – that is, metaphysics – 
cannot leave the battlefield until she conquers the territory that she claims: if the 
touchstone of experience testifies that reason cannot extend its knowledge beyond the 
conditions of the sensible world, nevertheless reason cannot just embrace indifferentism 
towards metaphysics. This does not simply mean that one should admit the importance 
of some questions for reason (that is, a moral relevance), while being aware that the 
answers surpass the possibility of knowledge. Metaphysics does not regard a narrow 
portion of knowledge (for example, the knowledge about the soul, the world and God) 
that is too painful to dismiss but that only a more attentive reason would be able to 
scale down (if not definitely shelve). Neither does metaphysics involve a general 
presumption of totalising views, to which “we shall always return”, tied by our nostalgic 
pathology, “as to a beloved one with whom we have had a quarrel”.25 The tendency to 
go beyond experience is such that reason is necessarily committed to it: it is a fate, not a 
mere error. Indeed, it is a fate that could be the source of illusion and endless 
disappointment, but also a fate that reason can actually make its own. Taking possession 
of its own destiny for reason means freeing itself from a blind fatalism that seems to be 
determined by something that is considered to be external to reason (like taking 
experience as a touchstone), and means turning that fate into something on which 
reason can rely, through a definitive and systematic change of touchstone. The notion of 
limit according to which reason wants to be judged is not simply that of the limit 
between itself and the condition of knowledge (sensible intuition). What reason 
discovers is the necessity of a limit as internal to its own activity. And this is a limit that 
distinguishes while, at the same time, it unifies the whole of reason’s laws, because it has 
its own birthplace in the spontaneity of that legislative power.   
At stake in the question of reason’s tendency to push itself beyond the limit of 
sensible knowledge is not simply the status of the concepts of reason (ideas) or the 
ushering in of the metaphysics of analogy and rational faith, which have a special 
bearing on the foundation of morality. Although this is indeed correct, a censorious 
 
24 KrV, A VIII. 






meaning of limit is still behind such a narrow sense of metaphysics, a meaning that Kant 
presents as belonging to Humean scepticism.26 
In the second Preface of the Critique of Pure Reason (the B Preface), Kant decides to 
give a rather different tone to the problem of metaphysics, by switching the emphasis 
from the battlefield of “endless controversies”27 to the necessity to guarantee the 
definite path of a science. In this sense, reason’s possibility of changing its unfortunate 
fate is linked to its ability to determine the secure path of science for metaphysics; this is 
possible only when reason follows its own instructions (“reason is meant to be its own 
pupil”).28  
Thus, in a more explicit way than in the A Preface, the language of fate in the B 
Preface makes room for the language of trust and hope, and reason’s efforts are 
addressed to a “better fortune”.29 The emphasis on the scientific character of 
metaphysics in the B Preface must be embedded within a horizon in which reason 
claims to endorse no external standards or methods.  
The references to a revolution in metaphysics, analogous to those that occurred in 
mathematics (with Thales, who showed the true mathematical method by demonstrating 
the properties of the isosceles triangle) and in the natural sciences (with Bacon, Galileo, 
Torricelli and Stahl), must not be misread. If by “revolution” Kant simply means a 
methodological change, by “scientific character” Kant does not mean a mere neutral 
necessity or an abstract idea of objectivity: what mathematics and physics have in 
common is the fact that they determine their objects a priori and find in reason the 
source of knowledge. Therefore, that which can be known a priori in mathematics and 
physics is what has been ascribed to the geometrical figure or to nature: 
 
 
26 Forster distinguishes three varieties of scepticism: 1) “veil of perception” scepticism; 2) Pyrrhonian 
scepticism; 3) Humean scepticsm. He argues that for Kant only 2) and 3) have a bearing on metaphysics. 
Michael N. Forster, Kant and Skepticism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008), 3-5, 13-15. See also 
Giorgio Tonelli, “Kant und die antiken Skeptiker”, Studien zu Kants philosophischer Entwicklung, ed. H. 
Heimsoeth, D. Henrich, G. Tonelli (Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1987), 94-100.   
27 KrV, A VIII. 
28 KrV, B XIV. 
29 KrV, B XIV. In the B Preface, the difference between what can be accomplished by theoretical and 
practical reason is sharper than in the A Preface, and the role of rational faith and analogy is emphasised. 
Some of these changes are due to the early disappointing reviews and to the writing of the Critique of 
Practical Reason. For a comparison between first and second Preface, see: Alfredo Ferrarin, The Powers of 






They learned that reason has insight only into that which it produces after a plan of its 
own […] but must itself show the way with principles of judgment based upon fixed 
laws, constraining nature to give answer to question of reason’s own determining.30 
 
In the context of metaphysics as science a similar “experiment” must be pursued, 
insofar as the most important concerns of reason are at stake here, and these cannot 
remain without answer; and it is in order to establish origin, extension and limits of its 
productivity that reason has to respond to its own questions.  
Such experimental procedure bestows on metaphysics a scientific character; to put it 
differently, the references to a scientific revolution and to Copernicus both express an 
idea of reason as capable of determining its own laws. Science does not just register and 
then codify an external occurrence without interfering; rather it imposes the law for which 
the object under investigation is an expression. As Kant points out in the Reflexionen zur 
Metaphysik, the law of reason is the core of this revolution in metaphysics: 
 
Metaphysics is not a philosophy about objects, since they can be given only through the 
senses; metaphysics instead is a philosophy of the subject, that is, of her [of the 
subject’s] law of reason [Vernunftgesetze].31 
 
In metaphysics as science, any remnants of externality that one can find in, for 
example, physics, are dissolved: reason gives a law to itself, expressing its own modus 
operandi. Therefore, metaphysics is scientific insofar as reason is able to self-legislate. 
Such legislation consists in the a priori production of a conceptual field for every 
cognitive and practical act of reason. Further, the field in which reason acts is not 
demarcated according to ontological features (for example, the field of all the objects of 
experience and the field of all the actions of will); rather, reason itself delimits the field 
of its action as the field in which legislation comes to determination. In other words, 
reason produces concepts, of which it is the one and only source; such concepts have a 
normative character32 insofar as they are rules for an employment of reason, both 
theoretical and practical. Reason’s need for such a revolution of touchstones becomes 
more and more compelling until reason is forced to linger in restless situation, due to 
 
30 KrV, B XIII. 
31Reflexionen zur Metaphysik, AA 17, R 3716, 259, my translation. 






the incapacity to think the transcendence in a proper way. Therefore, the experimental 
strategy of the Critique of Pure Reason consists in leading every principle of thought back 
to reason, and in disowning any other method different from the one of reason’s own 
determination: 
 
As regards objects which are thought solely through reason, and indeed as necessary, 
but which can never – at least not in the manner in which reason thinks them – be 
given in experience, the attempts at thinking them (for they must admit of being 
thought) will furnish an excellent test of what we are adopting as our new method of 
thought, namely, that we can know a priori of things only what we ourselves put into 
them.33 
 
The features of this pure thinking give an insight into the object of the Critique of Pure 
Reason, in contrast with a rather common tendency to read Kant’s first effort essentially 
as an epistemology. Kant’s experiment in inaugurating a new method of thought seems a 
different one: we should try to investigate reason and its pure thinking independently of 
all experience, not only when such a lack of experiential contents is a necessity, but as a 
prevailing attitude, in order to know reason’s pure products, and to show how these 
products determine a set of laws for knowledge and for practical action. In the case of 
the science of pure reason, if the Vernuftgesetze constitutes the “how” of a new method 
of thought, then its rational origin, namely its lawful place, represents the ultimate 
touchstone for the validity of this reflective experiment, testbed for a free employment 
of reason. The issue of objectivity is tackled through the possibility of pure thinking, 
which is understood according to methodological terms as rational thought. Hence, 
those parts of the Critique of Pure Reason that are dedicated to the determination of a 
priori objectivity do not regard the determination of an agreement theory between the 
products of pure thinking and what is possible to find only in experience (understood as 
a set of empirical data); but they lead to the construction of a new notion of experience 
(experience in general) as the a priori combining production of the whole of the 
cognitive faculties (sensibility, understanding, reason), and hence as the a priori object of 
cognition (Erkenntnis).34  
 
33 KrV, B XVIII. 






 A theory of epistemology and objectivity cannot be taken as Kant’s primary intent. 
First of all, pure reason is a unity of interests – which are several and connected to each 
other – towards which reason’s activity is essentially addressed. Demanding satisfaction, 
reason leads to the overcoming of nature and mere knowledge, since even the maximum 
unity of cognition that reason requires in the speculative field does not represent the 
whole of reason’s interests. In regard to the unity of rational interests, knowledge is the 
means for answering reason’s ultimate questions.35 
The Critique of Pure Reason is a “treatise on method”,36 propaedeutic, and it draws the 
whole plan of metaphysics as science; it has a peculiar foundational role. The foundation 
of the new method of thought, which Kant endeavours to achieve, is itself metaphysical, 
being possibility, plan and first part of the system of metaphysics.37 There is indeed a 
first and fundamental standpoint that allows reading the Critique of Pure Reason as 
foundation of the scientific metaphysics of reason. And it is a standpoint that, even 
though it is not the subject of detailed and specific philosophical analysis, involves the 
whole system of transcendental idealism and regards reason as activity in its unitary 
account, before any internal distinction in theoretical and practical pure reason. That is: 
pure reason is an autonomous and spontaneous activity of thought that produces concepts 
that are the determination of its whole employment. Reason should permit no external 
coercion. When reason does permit external coercion, it is reason in the grip of 
heteronomy, unenlightened and disoriented, unable to see itself as the homeland of its 
possessions and the agent of its theoretical and practical activity. In this sense, the 
autonomy of reason is presented as a presupposition, or the hypothesis to be tested 
during the experiment of critical philosophy; it is that which makes it possible for reason 
to set itself free and to lead to the path of self-knowledge – and yet, at the same time, it 
is the goal of self-knowledge. Autonomous reason has to test and ground the very 
possibility of its autonomy as the possibility for reason to be the system of the 
autonomous activity of thought.38 
In this sense, metaphysics, autonomy and self-knowledge are in Kant closely linked 
to each other. Reason’s self-knowledge is the wider possible meaning of metaphysics 
 
35 See: Ferrarin, The Powers, 26-8. 
36 KrV, B XXIII. 
37 See: KrV, A 841 / B 869. 
38 Such a problem, which can be expressed through the question: “How does critique begin?”, is tackled 
by O’Neill; see Onara O’Neill, Constructions of Reason: Explorations of Kant’s Practical Philosophy (Cambridge: 






that can be retrieved in the Critique of Pure Reason. Against the background of an age that 
seems indifferent to the discredit into which metaphysics had fallen, because of the 
apparent impossibility of determining a secure path to accomplish reason’s aims, it is 
necessary to “institute a tribunal”, to start a critical process internal to reason and led by 
reason itself..39 The solution to the antinomy of reason,40 overcoming an impasse, is 
determined by the individuation of those conditions that make it possible for 
metaphysics to become science; for Kant, such conditions are given by nothing but 
reason’s judging activity:   
 
[this indifference] is a call to reason to undertake anew the most difficult of all its tasks, 
namely, that of self-knowledge, and to institute a tribunal which will assure to reason its 
lawful claims, and dismiss all groundless pretensions, not by despotic decrees but in 
accordance with its own eternal and unalterable laws. This tribunal is no other than the 
critique of pure reason.41 
 
What the “tribunal of reason” allows is what reason has recognised as a necessary 
activity in regard to its own nature, within a process of self-knowledge. To criticise pure 
reason means tracing the limits of reason’s activity by instituting a court of justice in 
which reason is both judge and accused, and whose deliberations are in the interests of 
reason’s self-knowledge.  
In this sense, reason’s self-knowledge is the solution to the metaphysical problem 
Kant has been trying to solve since his early writings, when he had not yet found the 
criterion to overcome the antinomy. On the one hand, by invoking reason’s self-
knowledge Kant suggests a reference to the Lockean necessity to trace the origins of 
metaphysical questions;42 on the other hand, he allows the birthplace of metaphysics to 
be located only in reason. Kant clearly affirms: “I have not evaded its questions by 
pleading the insufficiency of human reason”:43  
 
 
39 KrV, A XI. 
40 By “antinomy of reason” I mean the conflicts of reason with itself in general, as synonymous of 
“antithetic”, which is disclosed throughout the entire Transcendental Dialectic. In Kant’s view, only 
criticism can solve such conflicts.   
41 KrV, A XI-XII. 
42 According to Kant, Locke’s physiology of the human understanding tried to put end to metaphysical 
controversies “by tracing her [queen] lineage to vulgar origins in common experience” (KrV, A X). 






In this enquiry I have made completeness my chief aim, and I venture to assert that 
there is not a single metaphysical problem which has not been solved, or for the 
solution of which the key at least has not been supplied. Pure reason is, indeed, so 
perfect a unity that if its principle were insufficient for the solution of even a single one 
of all the questions to which it itself gives birth we should have no alternative but to 
reject the principle […].44 
 
The answers to the questions that reason raises must be found in the appearance of 
the questions themselves. Of course, this sort of circularity between answer and 
question completely changes the meaning of metaphysical inquiry; the consequences are 
manifold and irreversible, and they make it difficult to establish a parallelism between 
scholastic metaphysics, with its distinction between general and special metaphysics, and 
the Kantian idea of metaphysics. Metaphysics no longer aims at achieving theoretical 
knowledge of a field of entities separate from, and independent of, reason; thus, there is 
no room for special sections of metaphysics defined according to the particular object 
to which they apply. Kant does not provide something like a metaphysica specialis, and the 
refutation of the notion of metaphysica specialis itself – which presupposes a distinction 
between the object under investigation (such as God or the soul) and the faculty used to 
know that object (such as reason or intuition) – belongs especially to the Critique; 
similarly, the Critique also provides a refutation of the science of all beings and of the 
principles of the cognitions as this was addressed by metaphysica generalis. Although for 
Kant metaphysics keeps engaging a plurality of meanings, sometimes not easy to 
distinguish, if one general account of metaphysics can be found, it concerns the pure 
self-knowledge of reason’s productivity. Thus, metaphysics in general:  
 
is nothing but the inventory of all our possessions through pure reason, systematically 
arranged. In this field nothing can escape us. What reason produces entirely out of itself 
cannot be concealed, but is brought to light by reason itself immediately the common 
principle has been discovered. The complete unity of this kind of knowledge, and the 
fact that it is derived solely from pure concepts, entirely uninfluenced by any experience 
or by special intuition, such as might lead to any determinate experience that would 
 






enlarge and increase it, make this unconditioned completeness not only practicable but 
also necessary.45 
 
The restoration of the queen to her throne is self-knowledge of reason, both as end 
of all battles about metaphysics and as reason’s complete satisfaction. Such a notion of 
metaphysics is different from the one that let reason fall into contradiction insofar as it 
does not begin with the possibility or impossibility of gaining knowledge of an infinite 
and presupposed object; rather it leads to a comprehension of reason’s inner conflict. A 
choice between a raw modesty and an enthusiastic lust for knowledge is never in 
question, since, when it comes to metaphysics, the only criterion that matters is reason’s 
own vocation and how this determines its pure thinking: “I have to deal with nothing 
save reason and its pure thinking”,46 Kant claims.  
Generally speaking, the transcendental inquiry is the guarantee of reason’s autonomy 
as self-legislation: there is no room for an external framework according to which the 
truth of reason’s laws can be judged. Metaphysics in general deals with the products of 
pure thinking, which must be judged according to the fact that they are expressions of 
reason’s spontaneity. For reason, the knowledge of itself has a normative meaning, it is 
the rule for its acting and the only criterion for its pure thinking.  
According to this perspective, the methodological question Kant asks in 1786 in the 
essay What Does It Mean to Orient Oneself in Thinking? must be answered by defining 
reason as the only and unique guide: “the touchstone of truth is always reason”.47 
 
2.2.b New and Old Metaphysics 
 
According to the results of Kant’s struggle against dogmatic metaphysics, the very 
meaning of the term “reason” is at stake in the new perspective about what metaphysics 
must be. Kantian scientific metaphysics is nothing but the self-knowledge of reason: 
that was an irreversible trend, and Hegel’s commitment to this trend seems to be 
undeniable.  
That which the Kantian “tribunal of reason” allows is what reason has recognised as 
a necessary activity in regard to its own nature through a process of self-knowledge: 
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there is no other authority except reason itself. Kantian reason is an autonomous, self-
relating and productive power, so that there is no room for external frameworks 
according to which the truth of its contents can be judged. 
 The Kantian synthetic paradigm cannot really be understood independently of 
reason’s autonomy and self-referential activity. On the one hand, reason deals only with 
itself and cannot have another task; on the other hand, by dealing with itself reason 
produces content; not only because the transcendental inquiry of reason of itself reveals 
its synthetic power, but also because reason’s self-knowledge is the delimitation and 
determination of its synthetic power.  
What I take to be fundamental for Hegel is the idea that the autonomy and the 
productivity of reason comprise the conquest of philosophy, as comprehension of reason’s 
inner conflict. Moreover, Hegel endorses all the Kantian critiques against the “old” 
metaphysics, without significant modifications from his youthful reflections to the last 
version of the Encyclopedia of Philosophical Sciences. As will be reiterated in the “First 
Position of Thought with Respect to Objectivity”,48 pre-Kantian metaphysics, belonging 
to the academic tradition of the eighteenth century, is characterised by an abstract and 
intellectualistic consideration of the objects of reason; to this kind of metaphysics that 
constitutes the theoretical and speculative side of philosophy, the young Hegel prefers 
the idea of a popular religion capable of leading the human being towards an integral 
realisation of itself and of freedom.  
The Kantian rejection of the “old” metaphysics is for Hegel an irreversible 
accomplishment with political and practical consequences, targeted at an abstract idea of 
theoretical philosophy and its academic teaching. The changes in Hegel’s consideration 
about the destruction of the set of limitations belonging to the “old” metaphysics in the 
Jena period are not concerned with the core of the Kantian outcome, but with the 
possibility of operating such a demolition of the “old” metaphysics in light of a more 
comprehensive account on a theoretical level: as a critique of pure reason. Therefore, 
Hegel appropriates the Kantian dialectics in order to identify a logic of appearance (the 
only and limited source of knowledge for the “old” metaphysics) and to justify this logic 
and the contradictions originating in it as something that is necessary and insuppressible 
for reason.  
 






Moreover, Kantian dialectics paves the way for Hegel to understand reason as the 
necessary activity of Aufhebung of the logic of the finite and as the source of the self-
annihilating movement of the finite. Through the decisive endorsement of the Kantian 
turn, metaphysics now appears to Hegel not as an autonomous science but as a science 
that can emerge only within the horizon of a critique of reason, and as the overcoming 
of the logic of the limited forms of thought.  
After Kant, reason can no longer be treated as a neutral instrument or a calculating 
tool; on the contrary, reason has interests and aims that are not only capable of 
orienting its own activity, but that demand their lawful status and its demonstration. 
This is crucial for Hegel, not only because, as already mentioned in the first chapter, the 
system of philosophy and the idea of reason founding it appear to be moved by a 
practical interest, but also because reason is the source of an inner and necessary 
conflict that emerges because of its natural tendency to transcend the legislative realm of 
experience. In this sense, the questions Kant addresses in the Transcendental Dialectics 
represent for Hegel a key point for understanding the passage from the forms of the 
finite to the forms of the infinite as constituting the first part of the system of 
philosophy. Moreover, in this chapter the possibility of grasping and establishing the 
pure idea of philosophy in a scientific way, and not as an external introduction, is 
addressed.  
If for Hegel there is no introduction to philosophy, logic however constitutes the 
possibility of its beginning, insofar as logic becomes an immanent critique (that is, with a 
speculative value) of the determination of finite thought. 
 
 
2.3 Scepticism and Dialectics 
2.3.a Sceptical Method in the Transcendental Perspective of the Critique of Pure Reason 
 
For Kant, the idea of reason’s self-knowledge is linked to the idea of making it 
possible for reason to accomplish its aims and to provide metaphysics with a scientific 
guise: in the process of knowing itself, reason must criticise itself, proceeding by 
determination of Grenzen (limits). In this sense, the possibility for metaphysics relies on 
the determination of conditions according to which reason’s theoretical and practical 






as such cannot be lacking. Indeed, even when Kant employs natural language by 
referring to the notion of need, it is clear that the lack expressed by reason is a transitory 
state requiring fulfilment and that reason is committed to the lasting satisfaction of its 
needs and desires. Such a satisfaction determines the destination of that path of self-
development on which reason is destined to pass through. In itself, reason has no limits 
and does not depend on a sensible intuition. Therefore, the reference to experience, qua 
transcendental limit of knowledge, does not constitute for reason an insurmountable 
threshold. On the contrary, as we have seen, reason has a natural tendency to transcend 
the limit that is determined transcendently by its speculative activity. 
Thus, how is the very notion of a limit of reason even possible? 
In the Transcendental Doctrine of Method, it is possible to find an account 
according to which an answer can be provided. Indeed, in this second part of the 
Critique of Pure Reason – which is so often disregarded – reason is called to judge the 
congruence between the inventory of pure a priori concepts of reason (the material) and 
the project of the edifice of all rational knowledge, insofar as the material and the 
project are aspects of reason’s productivity that cannot be considered independently of 
each other and are appropriate to reason’s needs.49 
In the Discipline of Pure Reason, Kant treats the idea of Grenzbestimmung of reason as 
critically carried on. Kant writes: 
 
But where neither empirical nor pure intuition keeps reason to a visible track, when, 
that is to say, reason is being considered in its transcendental employment, in 
accordance with mere concepts, it stands so greatly in need of a discipline, to restrain its 
tendency towards extension beyond the narrow limits of possible experience and to 
guard it against extravagance and error, that the whole philosophy of pure reason has 
no other than this strictly negative utility.50 
 
However, one should not come to the hasty conclusion that the term “discipline” 
implies a strong negative sense of restraining reason. Criticism exercised by the judicial 
reason (richterlich Vernuft) is not a dictatorial authority, but rather “its verdict is always 
simply the agreement of free citizens”.51 Moreover, criticism fortifies reason “against all 
 
49 See KrV, A 707 / B 735. 
50 KrV, A 711 / B 739. 






interference, and provides it with a title to secure possession that need fear no outside 
claims”.52 
Criticism makes reason aware that it (reason itself) is acting according to its own 
legislation. In relation to its polemical employment, in the “Discipline” reason’s right to 
justify its possession is affirmed, since a demonstration of its illegality is not possible. As 
already revealed by Kant in the “Dialectics”, it is only for the sake of the interest of 
reason that the inner conflict of reason must be resolved. Reason’s interest is always 
twofold: this means that even if the speculative and practical interests of reason express 
two irreducible sides, which originate in a common source, only criticism, insofar as it 
goes to the bottom of this source, is able to harmonise them.  
Through criticism, reason, hoping for an inner peace, is called to remove its errors; in 
this sense, the negative work of criticism has to move towards a proper destination and 
purpose:  
 
Everything which nature has itself instituted is good for some purpose. Even poisons 
have their use. […] The objections against the persuasions and complacency of our 
purely speculative reason arise from the very nature of reason itself, and must therefore 
have their own good use and purpose, which ought not to be disdained.53 
 
Actually, what seems to be a mere affirmation of ignorance has its cause in the 
agreement between the speculative and practical interests of reason. Thus, complete 
liberty must be granted to reason; in this way, reason can attend to its own proper 
interests without barriers; indeed “these interests are no less furthered by limitation than 
by the extension of its speculations, and will always suffer when outside influences 
intervene to divert it from its proper path, and to constrain it by what is irrelevant to its 
own proper ends”.54 It is in order to disclose the origin of the antinomy that reason has 
to go through the conflict, since the birthing place of the natural and inevitable 
antinomy is also the place of its resolution, even if that means switching from the 
language of cognition to a language expressing an ignorance—that is, one of faith. And 
yet, there is no other motive for endorsing rational faith than the promotion of reason’s 
interests; hence faith never entails the surrender of reason to its own finitude. 
 
52 KrV, A 739 / B 767. 
53 KrV, A 743 / B 771. 






Kant’s efforts in this section of the Discipline are meant to give an insight into the 
very meaning of reason’s limitations and, at the same time, to open the possibility of 
addressing reason’s questions: “all questions raised by our pure reason are as to what 
may be outside the horizon, or, it may be, on its boundary line”.55  
Within what still remains a methodological perspective regarding the way according 
to which reason orients itself, scepticism seems to play a rather peculiar role. In The 
Antinomy of Pure Reason (the second chapter of the Transcendental Dialectics), Kant’s 
claims about scepticism are essentially negative: 
 
It [reason’s natural antithetic] certainly guards reason from the slumber of fictitious 
conviction such as is generated by a purely one-sided illusion, but at the same time 
subjects it to the temptation either of abandoning itself to a sceptical despair, or of 
assuming an obstinate attitude, dogmatically committing itself to certain assertions, and 
refusing to grant a fair hearing to the arguments for the counter-position. Either 
attitude is the death of sound philosophy, although the former might perhaps be 
entitled the euthanasia of pure reason.56 
 
Therefore, while in that part of the Critique of Pure Reason concerning the materials of 
the edifice of all rational knowledge, scepticism is incapable of any transcendental use of 
ideas, which belong to the inventory of pure reason and which rather have a regulative 
role in respect of the determination of experience and of empirical knowledge, in the 
“Method”, scepticism bears some similarities with criticism.  
Actually, for Kant, Hume was engaged in a struggle against the dogmatic notion of 
the supersensible, having as his own aim the progress of reason’s self-knowledge.57 In 
this sense, scepticism seems to share with criticism the most fundamental feature. This 
is the reason why Kant assigns Hume the title, “geographer of human reason”.58 Hume’s 
inquiry aims at positing the source of reason’s activity within the horizon of experience, 
by trying to find a field in which reason could act according to its belief in laws of which, 
however (and most importantly), it is not the giver. He traces the entire perimeter of that 
 
55 KrV, A 760 / B 788. 
56 KrV, A 407 / B 434. 
57 See KrV, A 745 / B 773. 
58 KrV, A 760 / B 788. Kant writes: “The celebrated David Hume was one of those geographers of 
human reason who have imagined that  they have sufficiently disposed of all such questions by setting 
them outside the horizon of human reason – a horizon which yet he was not able to determine” (KrV, A 






field beyond which reason cannot venture without losing its grasp on a perceptible 
reality. Moreover, through this work of delimitation, Hume has the merit of making 
reason aware of an ignorance; because of this service, scepticism prepares the way for 
criticism; it has a preparatory task.  
“The consciousness of my ignorance” does not freeze my enquiries; rather it is “the 
reason for entering upon them”.59 The polemics of scepticism become instrumental for 
setting dogmatism on the path towards self-knowledge; scepticism however can only be 
a place on which reason can temporally wait and reflect on its limitations. In this sense, 
within the history of reason, Kant considers scepticism a necessary moment of reason’s 
self-development: it represents the youth between a dogmatic infancy and a critical 
maturity.60 
For Kant, it is clear that sceptical geography fails to truly determine limits: Hume 
seems like a geographer positing the limit of the sea on the grounds of his visual 
horizon. The indeterminacy of the limit coming from a sceptical geography forces 
reason to doubt everything it cannot scan from its allocated position. Outside the field 
of experience, such a geographer would miss a principle to orient herself. From the 
point of view of scepticism, the conflict in which reason is engaged appears like a silly 
game, a battle at which it can look indifferently and without moving from that 
experiential land that is believed to be a safe and neutral home. If the confession of an 
ignorance regarding what is beyond experience makes reason wake up from a dogmatic 
slumber, scepticism is however incapable of ending reason’s antithetic, essentially 
because it is incapable of reaching the real source of that conflict. There is a very strong 
connection between scepticism’s inability to determine the limits of reason and its 
inability to provide a solution to the problems of metaphysics. The recognition of both 
the necessity of making this ignorance determinate and the antinomy of reason is a 
process that scepticism cannot fully undertake. In fact, reason needs to develop the 
hidden dialect of its own antinomy and to “know the ignorance” through an 
examination of the subjective sources of knowledge. Conversely, from the standpoint of 
merely empirical coordinates, what reason cannot know is defined only in a censorious 
way, as a delimitation executed by an external coercive and arbitrary power. 
 
59 KrV, A 758 / B 786. 
60 For Mensch, organic development of the system of reason and history of reason coincide. See Mensch, 






It is clear that, for Kant, the notion of limitation does not imply a univocal definition. 
In section 57 of Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics That Will Be Able to Come Forward as 
Science, Kant draws a terminological distinction between Schranke and Grenze: 
 
Limits [Grenzen] (in extended things) always presuppose a space that is found outside a 
certain fixed location, and that encloses that location; boundaries [Schranken] require 
nothing of the kind, but are mere negations that affect a magnitude insofar as it does 
not possess absolute completeness.61 
 
Schranke is limitation as simple negation of a magnitude, which is not complete in 
itself and never will be. It is indeed the character of incompleteness that bestows 
Schranke with the meaning of a negation. Determination of a Schranke expresses the 
intrinsic lack involving a magnitude and it is related to a homogeneous ground in which 
determination is possible only as a continuous act of extension. For Kant, not only in 
mathematics and natural science does reason recognise boundaries, but it proceeds in 
that way also in the knowledge of phenomena.  
Grenzen, conversely, express the positive meaning of determination: for example, the 
limits of a geometric figure completely determine and distinguish that figure from what 
that figure is not. In this sense Grenzen are related to a heterogeneous ground, they 
determine an inside and an outside and define a qualitative difference. Indeed, Grenze 
defines the edge of a heterogeneity. The negative meaning of determination through 
Grenzen comes to have a positive character insofar as it involves that which possesses 
absolute completeness.62  
While particular sciences have boundaries, metaphysics as science has limits – and 
this is indeed its distinctive characteristic; therefore, metaphysics has the privilege of 
being able to gain completeness and to provide reason with a lasting satisfaction.63 
 
61 Prolegomena, AA 4, 352, (104), translation modified.  
62 See Luca Illetterati, Figure del limite: esperienze e forme della finitezza (Trento: Verifiche, 1996), 43-7. 
63 Kant writes: “For this is an advantage upon which metaphysics alone, among all the possible sciences, 
can rely with confidence, namely, that it can be completed and brought into a permanent state, since it 
cannot be further changed and is not susceptible to any argumentation through new discoveries – because 
here reason had the sources of its cognition not in objects and their intuition (through which reason 
cannot be thought one thing more) but in itself, and if reason has presented the fundamental laws of its 
faculty fully and determinately (against all misinterpretation) nothing else remains that pure reason could 
cognize a priori, or even about which it could have cause to ask.” (Prolegomena, AA 4, 366 (117)). See also 






Reason is capable of determining its own limits, that is, it traces the complete 
geography of its action; actually the criticising process led by reason allows metaphysics 
to become science because “it makes out the whole plan of the science, both as regards 
its limits and as regards its entire internal structure”.64  
Although Hume aims at reason’s self-knowledge, he takes into account the facta of 
reason rather than reason itself, coming to endorse a maxim of epistemic modesty. 
Hume comes to deny the spontaneity of understanding and reason in regard to the 
synthetic determination of the object, reading all laws of unification as derived by a 
collaboration between (an essentially reproductive) imagination and experience 
(confusing possible experience with real experience): 
 
[Hume] concluded that reason completely and fully deceives herself with this concept 
[the concept of cause], falsely taking it for her own child, when it is really nothing but a 
bastard of the imagination […] impregnated by experience.65 
 
Hume stops at boundaries and not at the limits of reason, for scepticism fails 
essentially to recognise reason’s autonomy, its power of Selbstgebärung,66 being mistaken 
in appealing to the essential problem of the origin and birthplace of all reason’s 
questions and intellectual products:  
 
Our sceptical philosopher […] proceeded to treat this self-increment of concept, and, as 
we may say, this spontaneous generation (Selbstgebärung) on the part of our 
understanding and of our reason, without impregnation by experience, as being 
impossible.67 
 
Reason’s productive paradigm cannot really be understood independently of reason’s 
autonomy and spontaneity, or without considering such activity as generally reflexive. If, 
as Kant puts it very clearly, “pure reason is occupied with nothing but itself” and “it can 
have no other vocation”,68 it is by dealing with itself that reason is productive of 
contents, not only because the transcendental inquiry of reason towards itself reveals its 
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synthetic power, but also because reason’s self-knowledge is at once delimitation and 
determination of such synthetic power. In the “Discipline” Kant points out that the 
capacity of reason to give laws to itself apart from any external paradigm is more 
specifically exercised as the self-referential negative work of limitation engaging a reason 
systematically conceived. Autonomy in a wider sense, that is, reason’s capacity to be a 
nomos for itself, to produce a method for its own activity – namely a method of pure 
thinking – does not simply mean that reason is forced to follow those laws that it 
produces. Although reason is in itself a unity, it is in fact capable of distinguishing 
different kinds of activities that are not all engaged in speculation and in empirical 
knowledge.69 If knowing thinking, in its discursive character, has boundaries related to 
the essential incompleteness of experience, reason is, on the contrary, boundless, and 
such is pure thinking. Reason has limits not because there is something transcending its 
knowing capacity (and if one puts it in the terms of determinate knowledge, then there 
are several things reason is incapable of knowing, for example, even what is related to 
itself in an essential way, such as freedom or the I-Think), but because its activity is 
oriented by aims. Reason puts itself on the limits of the different fields of legislation it 
produces, that of experience (or nature) and that of freedom; because of its capacity to 
Grenzbestimmung, reason can stand on a point of heterogeneity, it can recognise two 
irreducible legislative fields of which reason is equally the one and only source. Thus, it 
is legitimate for reason to address both fields and to go from one way of thinking to the 
other. In this sense, the realm of nature and the realm of freedom are not distinguished 
according to ontological features, but rather in light of the diversity of the laws 
expressing the constitutive relations of what happens. Grenzbestimmende reason does not 
simply delimit and distinguish diverse modes of rational productivity, but, at the same 
time, it also plays a determinative role for each part of reason’s activity, for the whole of 
it, and for the relation between part and whole of such activity. Only critical reason, in 
its negative disciplining and in its tracing all questions back to reason as their source and 
roots, delimits a complete outline of a system of metaphysics, that is, it outlines the 
shape of the entire inventory of a priori principles of reason for its full employment. 
 
 
69 The unity of reason and its different employment are emphasised by Nuzzo. See Nuzzo, Kant and the 






2.3.b Sceptical Method in the Hegelian Dialectical–Speculative Perspective: Rethinking 
the Role of Logic and Metaphysics 
 
Vernunft is not the organon of knowledge of an absolute understood as an external 
object of cognition to be grasped through a peculiar kind of consideration, and even if 
Hegel bestows on reason the capacity to go beyond reflection and the discursivity of 
Verstand, this capacity has to be understood as a negative power in relation to thought 
and as critique of pure thinking.  
In the essay On the Relationship of Skepticism to Philosophy (1802), dialectics, invented by 
Plato but resuscitated and restored by Kant, is for Hegel identifiable with reason’s 
sceptical procedure of producing antinomies. In this essay, by refusing the “new editions 
of scepticism” such as Schulze’s version, and by recognising a higher speculative value 
to ancient scepticism, Hegel claims that “scepticism itself is in its inmost heart at one 
with every true philosophy” (“mit jeder wahren Philosophie der Skepticismus selbst aufs iinigste 
Eins ist”).70 In Hegel’s revaluation of ancient scepticism, and in particular of the 
scepticism of Plato’s Parmenides, it is possible to grasp the insight of the identity between 
true philosophy and scepticism, which is defined as follows: 
 
What more perfect and self-sustaining document and system of genuine skepticism could we 
find than the Parmenides in the Platonic philosophy? It embraces the whole domain of that 
knowledge through concepts of understanding, and destroys it (das ganze Gebiet jenes Wissens 
durch Verstandesbegriffe umfaβt und zerstört). This Platonic skepticism is not concerned with 
doubting these truths of the understanding which cognized things as manifold, as wholes 
consisting of parts, or with coming to be and passing away, multiplicity, similarity, etc. and 
which makes objective assertions of that kind; rather it is intent on the complete denial of all 
truth of this sort of cognition (sondern auf ein gänzliches Negiren aller Wahrheit eines solchen 
Erkennes). This skepticism does not constitute a particular thing in a system, but it is itself the negative 
side of the cognition of the Absolute, and directly presupposes Reason as the positive side (er 
ist selbst die negative Seite der Erkenntniβ des Absoluten, und setzt unmittelbar die Vernunft als die 
positive Seite voraus).71  
       
In destroying the finiteness of the finite forms of understanding, by establishing their 
mutual relation, scepticism produces the antinomy; it sublates the finite reflection and 
 
70 Relationship of Skepticism to Philosophy, 4, 204 (322).    






touches upon speculative reason.72 For Hegel, the system of speculation and the forms 
of speculative thinking are already contained in the system of reflection, even if they 
appear as forms of the finite.73 Pure thinking (and the totality of finite determinations it 
delineates) is made unstable and afflicted by the dialectical aufheben that is the secret 
efficacy of reason and that shapes logic as the system of scepticism. 
Scepticism constitutes the dialectical method of nullification of the domain of finite 
thinking, which represents only the beginning of true philosophy. But scepticism’s 
destructive power, which crosses the whole domain of finite knowledge, is not limited 
to the first part of the system of philosophy, consisting in the knowledge of the einfache 
Idee der Philosophie. Rather, scepticism is a meta-systematic and methodological element 
of the cognition of the absolute. Thus, scepticism does not exhaust its role in the 
negation of the logical forms of understanding, and yet it is in logic that it comes on the 
scene and reveals itself as the essential character of the activity of philosophy.74  
In logic, it is by making the dialectical feature of the forms of thought emerge that 
Hegel structures the self-exposition of the absolute qua necessary movement of thought 
in itself. For Hegel scepticism does not constitute an autonomous science, not even as 
an introduction. Similarly, the activity of consuming every product of finite knowledge, 
the destruction of the apparent totality, the annihilation of all the figures of cleavage, is 
not dismissed with the end of logic; rather it defines what can be represented as the 
erosivity of philosophy throughout the whole system. Nevertheless, as destruction of the 
finite forms of pure thinking, logic fulfils a sceptical function insofar as the sceptical 
moment, rather than belonging to preliminary phase, does permeate the systematic 
activity of philosophy.  
An analysis of the role of logic and of the link between logic and metaphysics is not 
just a matter of terminological interest; due to the shortage of textual evidence on the 
matter and the indeterminateness emerging from the few pieces of textual evidence that 
 
72 Dietmar Heidemann, “Doubt and Dialectic: Hegel on the Philosophical Significance of Skepticism”, in 
The Dimensions of Hegel's Dialectic, ed. Nectarios G. Limnatis (New York-London: Bloomsbury, 2010), 157-
172; Paul W. Franks, All or Nothing: Systematicity, Transcendental Arguments, and Skepticism in German Idealism 
(Cambridge- Ma.: Harvard University Press, 2005); Franco Chiereghin, “Platonisches Skeptis und 
spekulatives Denken”, in Skeptizismus und spekulatives Denken in der Philosophie Hegels, ed. Hans Friedrich 
Fulda, Rolf-Peter Horstmann (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta,1996); Michael N. Forster, Hegel and Skepticism 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1989).  
73 “The forms of speculative thought are received in the logic as form of finitude” (Daβ die Philosophie…, 
GW 5, 272, my translation). 
74 In relation to philosophy, this character of scepticism persists within the development of Hegel’s 
system: indeed, Hegel claims that “philosophy contains the sceptical within itself as one of its moments, 






we do have, I think, however, that this is something that cannot be resolved. More 
radically, such analysis allows thinking the process that produces the contents of thought, 
not as a preparatory task to yield and to overcome once and for all, but as the only 
object of a true logic. Logic as introduction to philosophy does not end with the clear 
space belonging to a philosophy of the absolute; rather, the process of bringing the 
forms of finite within philosophy constitutes the essential core of a science of 
speculative thought, insofar as it overcomes the abstractness of reflection.  
 
In this chapter, I have tried to show that the idea of logic as critique that Hegel 
developed for the first time in the Jena period has an essential negative meaning and 
cannot be regarded as an external introduction to philosophy. I wanted to show that the 
Aufhebung of the intellectual forms has already a speculative meaning.75   
 In this way, even though indirectly, I undermine the idea of what, after Rosenkranz, 
is said the “phenomenological crisis of the system”, which is based on a sharp 
separation between the pre-phenomenological logic and metaphysics. I believe the 
critical character of logic is preserved in the mature structure of Hegel’s philosophical 
system, despite the publication of the Phenomenology of Spirit, which, therefore, does not 
simply assume the critical and introductory role of the early logic. A passage of the 
Encyclopedia seems to corroborate such a reading: when Hegel deals with the 
presuppositionless point of view of philosophy and the decision to engage in pure 
thinking, that point of view belongs to logic, for logic alone is capable of expressing the 
demand of a “complete scepticism” or of being “critique” in a true sense.76 In general, 
this is also relevant in order to refuse an interpretative view that tends to emphasise the 
aspects of pureness and self-reflectivity of thought’s determinations by using or 
suggesting theological images. Far from representing an abstract moment of self-
reflectivity of thought, logic is not a separated and pure set of determinations of thought 
that has its application in reality. The negative character of logical thought will be the 
method of that peculiar kind of comprehension of reality that is philosophy as 
systematic science.  
 
75 In this sense, Valenza asks in which sense then Hegel claims that logic is an introduction; see Valenza, 
Logica e filosofia pratica nello Hegel di Jena, 169-175.  






Towards a Dialectical Meaning of Logic: Logic and Metaphysics in Jena (1804–05) 
 
The barbarian […] is frightened of understanding and stays with intuition. 
Reason without understanding is nothing,  
while understanding is still something even without reason. 
Hegels Wastebook, 1803–06 
 
 
3.1 A Methodological Discomfort 
 
The Logic of 1804–05 belongs to a fairly wide systematic fragment that the editors of 
the critical edition, Horstmann and Trede, entitled Logik, Metaphysik, Naturphilosophie.1 So 
far, I have reconstructed the idea of logic grounding my analysis of Hegel’s early essays, 
on the presentation of his lecture series, and on the notes taken by his students; this 
fragment, however, constitutes the first example of logic written by Hegel himself. In a 
letter to Goethe, Hegel writes that he is working on a manuscript for his lectures, 
announcing it as “a purely scientific treatment of philosophy”,2 that is, according to the 
shift in the status of philosophy made by Hegel in Jena. As is known, Hegel decides 
then to never publish this version of his system: in 1807 he publishes the Phenomenology of 
Spirit instead, which was meant to be the first part of a – again – never published System 
der Wissenschaft.3   
 
1 Because of its fragmentary nature, the editors refer to the text as “Fragment einer Reinschrift”. The 
manuscript consisted of 102 doubly folded sheets; the first three sheets are lost. Only the first two parts 
(“Logik” and “Metaphysik”) and of the three-part fragment are translated in English by Burbidge and Di 
Giovanni in the volume The Jena System, 1804-5: Logic and Metaphysics. The English edition of the Jena 
Logic is integrated with explanatory notes by Harris. Harris deals with this material also in: Henry S. 
Harris, Hegel’s development: Nights thoughts (Jena 1801-1806), vol. 2 (Oxford: Claredon press, 1983), 340-393. 
A dense and useful commentary by Biasutti, Bignami, Chiereghin, Gaiarsa, Giacin, Longato, Menegoni, 
Moretto, Perin Rossi follows the Italian edition: Logica e metafisica di Jena (1804/05), ed. by Franco 
Chiereghin, trans. L. Bignami, F. Chiereghin, A. Gaiarsa, M. Giacin, F. Longato, F. Menegoni, A. Moretto, 
G. Perin Rossi F. Biasutti, Trento: Verifiche, 1982; I will refer to it in due course. 
2 Letters, 85. 
3 The issue of the relation between the Jena Logic and the Phenomenology (that indirectly involves the long-
standing problem of the relationship between the Phenomenology and the later version of Hegel’s system) is 
tackled within the Hegelian scholarship in light of the meaning of the “phenomenological crisis of the 
system” and according to the different interpretations of such a crisis that scholars have been offering. 
See: Eckart Förster, “Das Paradox von Hegel Jenaer Logik”, in Zeitschrift für philosophische Forschung 72, no 





Beyond a missing first part, numbered by Hegel himself, we do not have any 
introduction and we do not even know if an introductory part actually preceded the 
manuscript Logik, Metaphysik, Naturphilosophie. Likely it did; however, what Hegel could 
have said at the outset of his writing has only hypothetical value. That is unfortunate, 
since in the introduction we could have found a brief exposition of the different parts 
composing this systematic fragment and of the peculiar object of investigation of each 
of them; that would have been extremely useful to understand Hegel’s idea of logic and 
metaphysics. Hence, the nature of the relation between logic and metaphysics, that is, 
between a critical activity and a speculative one, needs to be extracted from the analysis 
of some passages of Hegel’s manuscript. 
The missing introduction (or the complete absence of an introduction) from the  
1804–05 manuscript does not just create an interpretative difficulty regarding Hegel’s 
presentation of the themes of his systematic fragment. Indeed, in an introduction, 
according to what is by now an established usage by Hegel, we could have found 
valuable hints about the aims, method and nature of philosophical work (even though, 
perhaps, in a negative way, that is, in the form of a negation of what the aims, method, 
and nature of proper philosophical work are not); in the introduction we would have 
gained knowledge about philosophy only by reflecting on the fact that philosophy does 
not need an introduction. As in other contexts, for example, in the Difference between 
Fichte’s and Schelling’s System of Philosophy, in the writing On the Essence of Philosophical 
Criticism, or (more tellingly for my interpretation) in the preparatory notes written by 
Hegel for his lectures on logic and metaphysics (1801–02), as I have already argued, a 
lead-in to the essence of philosophy would reveal what, for Hegel, any introductory 
question on philosophy necessarily does (its peculiar feature). It reflects the aporetic 
nature of an introduction to philosophy: such indeed tells us that philosophy does not 
require an introduction. Hegel reiterates this position several times throughout his 
 
Phänomenologie des Geistes”, in Hegel – 200 Jahre Wissenschaft der Logik, ed. A. F. Koch, F. Schick, K. Vieweg, 
C. Wirsing (Hamburg: Meiner, 2014), 43-58; Otto Pöggeler, “Die Komposition der Phänomenologie des 
Geistes”, in Materialien zu Hegels Phänomenologie des Geistes, ed. Hans Friedrich Fulda and Dieter Henrich 
(Frankfurt am Mein: Surkamp, 1973) 329-390; Hans Friedrich Fulda, “Zur Logik der Phänomenologie”, 
in Materialien zu Hegels Phänomenologie des Geistes, 391-433; Johann Heinrich Trede, “Hegels frühe Logik 
(1801-1803/04). Versuch einer systematischen Rekonstruktion”, Hegel-Studien 7, 1972, 123-168; Hans 
Friedrich Fulda, “Zur Logik der Phänomenologie von 1807”, in Beiträge zur Deutung der Phänomenologie des 
Geistes, ed. Hans-Georg Gadamer, Hegel-Studien Beiheft 3 (Bonn: Bouvier 1966), 75-101; Hermann 
Schmitz, “Die Vorbereitung von Hegels Phänomenologie des Geistes in seiner Jenenser Logik”, Zeitschrift für 
Philosophische Forschung 14, no. 1, 1960, 16-39. Even though I cannot deal with this issue at length, I will 
refer to it in due course and insofar as within such a debate it is possible to reconstruct a pretty 
widespread idea of the role of logic before its mature “speculative” version. Indeed, I would like to put 





philosophical activity; we can find that very same claim up to the last version of the 
Encyclopedia.  
This is not, however, the only thing we can expect to know about an introduction to 
philosophy. Hegel also suggests that the discussion of an introduction finds its solution 
only within philosophy and as fulfilment of the development of philosophy itself. That 
there is no way to learn to swim but to dive into the water4 is a well-known and telling 
image used by Hegel in the Encyclopedia to express this point. Indeed, it implies that there 
is no external method one can learn before starting to philosophise, and that actually the 
know-how of philosophy is the concrete activity of doing philosophy.  
Furthermore, the aporetic result of an introduction also suggests that philosophy is 
not an empty technique that we apply to do something else, that is, it is not an 
instrument like, for example, linguistic ability, or formal logic, which was taught in order 
for people to think in a rigorous way. The case of formal logic is indeed telling: formal 
logical regards the correct use of empty forms of arguments, and indeed it is the set of 
rules employed to think with consistency independently of any content; during Hegel’s 
teaching activity, logic was usually considered an introduction to philosophy, and it was 
taught at school and university with such a purpose. 
Hegel challenges both the idea of an introduction to philosophy and the idea of 
philosophy resulting from such an account. When Hegel claims an introductory role for 
his logic, it is against this account of an introduction that it has to be understood, and 
only according to the solution he gives to the problems stemming from it. Philosophy is 
not just a peculiar way of considering states of affairs conceptually according to standard 
rules; for Hegel, philosophy is always a determinate activity, according to at least two 
controversial and apparently contradictory aspects: (1) it has one and only one content, 
that is – as already seen in the first chapter – reason as the unity of the identity of and 
difference between thought and being; (2) a determinate historical context, not only as 
its starting point, but also in relation to philosophy’s practical interest in life.  
Philosophy deals with such characteristics by moving from the actual situation in 
which thought and being show themselves as separated and in a necessarily 
dichotomous relation. And yet the actuality of the cleavage between forms of thought 
and forms of being is not just an accident that philosophy has to discard: the unity of 
 
4 “But the examination of knowing cannot take place other than by way of knowing. With this so-called 
instrument, examining it means nothing other than acquiring knowledge of it. But to want to know before 
one knows is as incoherent as the Scholastic's wise resolution to learn to swim, before he ventured into the 




reason has to maintain the cleavage according to both its historical meaning and its 
logical one, as a feature of determinacy. In an introduction, Hegel would have probably 
presented the contradiction involving the eternal and the historical character of 
philosophy: the contradiction between the necessity to yield a speculative and universal 
dimension of thought and the multiplicity of its concrete and determinate figures.  
In other words, for Hegel, I contend, it is unique to philosophy that the question 
about its essence involves all these contradictions; however, the aporetic result of any 
possible introduction has to be overcome. Although the aporetic nature of an 
introduction to philosophy would seem to constitute a necessary outcome, there is a 
critical activity that philosophy has to perform within itself, and that has to produce a 
positive outcome. Therefore, there are at least two ways of understanding an 
introduction to philosophy: (1) an external one, which for Hegel necessary leads to a 
dead end; and (2) an internal one, which, it has to be understood, I argue, through a 
Kantian reference in the sense of a self-critique. As I suggested in the previous chapter, 
logic as an introduction has to be conceived according to this second sense, and, 
according to this sense, it belongs to the system of philosophy as its first part. Together 
with metaphysics, the self-critical activity of logic is indeed a constitutive and not an 
external part of the “Science of the Idea of Philosophy”.  
For Hegel, it would be mistaken to imagine the existence of an introductory path 
towards philosophy, and therefore of a discipline coming before philosophy; in this 
sense, reflection on philosophy belongs to philosophy. For this reason, talking about a 
meta-philosophical discipline stricto sensu – preceding, or different from, any actual 
philosophical work – is incorrect. A quasi-philosophical view, or a provisional and 
uncertain beginning yet to be demonstrated in its legitimacy and correctness, is not a 
preamble to philosophy: the character of systematicity and scientificity that Hegel 
ascribes to philosophy since its early published works depends on a self-grounding 
capacity, which operates as an activity of overcoming of the presuppositions of thought. 
If this be true, what then would be the point of view according to which it is possible to 
carry on the process of overcoming of the presuppositions of thought? Who would be 
the subject of such a process? Would such a point of view already be disclosed to a 
philosophical mind? Or would it be a result? – and if a result, what kind of a result? – a 





Since the emergence of the systematic status of philosophy as science, it is clear for 
Hegel that philosophical science must begin with itself. This is a demand that Hegel’s 
philosophical logic, as first part of the system of philosophy, has to be able to meet; 
however, it has to be taken into account together with the problem of considering 
philosophical activity as critical of any previous acquisition. With the Hegelian idea of a 
system, as it appears in its very early formulations, the paradigm of metaphysical 
grounding finds a definitive dissolution and is replaced by “methodological grounding”.5 
According to Nuzzo, the principle of Hegel’s system does not generate a systematic 
framework independently of the principle itself, as is the case for any grounding laying 
on a fixed and determinate metaphysical substratum. On the contrary, the Hegelian 
system is a “grounding without ground” of the logical principle; that is, the idea of a 
substratum must be replaced by the idea of a process producing itself together with the 
rules of its movement and of its rational comprehension.6 In this sense, the method has 
to be thought as a result of and, at every stage of the argumentation, it should be 
possible to retrieve a development of the methodological procedure.  
There is, therefore, an inconvenience at the beginning of philosophy that takes up an 
overwhelming form: it does not only involve the absence of a ready-made 
methodological apparatus, but it constitutes the condensation of the most lacerating 
figures through which the cleavage between thought and being shows itself within any 
aspect of human life.  
Philosophy must begin with itself, provided that its activity is immersed in that 
limitedness of experience and of thought that constitutes the experience of the world 
and of oneself. We should consider cleavage – and the need for a reunification that can 
emerge only from a state of lacking – as the permanent nourishment of philosophy and 
the immediate material that philosophy necessary appropriates; the task of philosophy is 
 
5 On this point see: Klaus Düsing, “Idealistische Substanzmetaphysik. Probleme der Systementwicklung 
bei Schelling und Hegel in Jena”, in Hegel in Jena. Die Entwicklung des Systems und die Zusammenarbeit mit 
Schelling, ed. Dieter Henrich and Klaus Düsing, Hegel-Studien Beiheft 20 (Bonn: Bouvier, 1980), 25-44.  
6 Nuzzo argues that the logical principle is one of the formal conditions determining the notion of system 
in Hegel; to the processual character of such a logical principle grounding the system, Nuzzo refers the 
well-known formula of the Preface to the System of Philosophy expressing the truth not only as 
substance but, equally, as subject. The truth as substance-subject is the same as saying the truth is real 
only as system. I agree with Nuzzo when she claims that the presence of a logical principle on the ground 
of the system is one of the similarities between Hegel and Kant, and, reversely, one of the main 
divergences between Hegel, Fichte and Schelling. See Angelica Nuzzo, Logica e Sistema. Sull’idea hegeliana di 
filosofia (Genova: Pantograf, 1992), 79-100. See also Angelica Nuzzo, “The End of Hegel’s Logic: 
Absolute Idea as Absolute Method,” in Hegel’s Theory of the Subject, ed. David G. Carlson (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2005), 187-205; id., “The Idea of ‘Method’ in Hegel's Science of Logic — a Method for Finite 




to take control of the cleavage without dissolving it, and to avoid getting trapped in it in 
the intellectual attempt to run away from it. If philosophy manages to neither dissolve 
nor to run away from the cleavage, Hegel considers philosophical activity to be the most 
radical experience of the cleavage. In other words, the cleavage can be overcome only 
insofar as it becomes the product of philosophy. That is, the cleavage has to change form; in 
the encounter with philosophy, it deprives itself of its immediate form, by being known 
in the form of systematic Wissen. 
 
 
3.2 Redefinition of the Speculative   
 
The problems related to the introduction to philosophy are essential aspects 
concerning the very idea of philosophy for Hegel, and they cannot be considered just as 
an accidental issue that does not belong to the actual building of the philosophical 
system. The introductory role that Hegel attributes to logic necessarily presents an 
inward ambiguity. As Baum puts it,7 in Jena the introductory role of logic has to be 
understood (1) in a “subjective sense”, as activity of elevating the philosopher to 
speculation; and (2) in an “objective sense”, as exposition of the necessary passage from 
logic to metaphysics. Thus, the introductory character of logic involves, on the one 
hand (1), the individual and historically determinate dimension of the philosopher, 
which cannot simply be nullified. Indeed, such a dimension is the expression of the 
epoch that philosophy wishes to comprehend, as its need: that is, as both possibility of 
its emergence and end towards which philosophy addresses itself in light of human 
action. For example, it is in this sense that Hegel refers to the relationship between 
Aristotle and Alexander the Great, considering philosophy as a “school of great men”. 
It is not by chance, I think, that Hegel argues for the educational role of philosophy 
neither within a specific historical discussion nor in a general exposition of his idea of 
philosophy, but rather in the context of the presentation of his logic.8 For Hegel, logic is 
never an abstract and formal science of thought; moreover, it is within a logical analysis 
that he wishes to show the essence of philosophical work.  On the other hand (2), logic 
as introduction has to show the necessity of moving philosophy beyond the 
 
7 Manfred Baum, “Zur Methode der Logik und Metaphysik beim Jenaer Hegel”, in Hegel in Jena, Hegel-
Studien. Beiheft 20, ed. Dieter Henrich und Klaus Düsing (Bonn: Meiner, 1980), 119-138. 




determinations of finite thought, and yet only by moving from finite thought. In other 
words, between logic and metaphysics a necessary link has to be established.  
While I agree with Baum on the general framework of the matter, I also think that it 
still leaves open to interpretation the way the passage from the critique of finite thought 
(logic) to speculative thought (metaphysics) should be understood.  
At stake here is not just the recognition of an essential, critical side of philosophical 
work, as one unavoidable aspect of its wider and more complex operation, but also the 
very notion of speculation and of speculative thought, which finds its redefinition through 
the development of Hegel’s logics. Generally, I think it is mistaken to tackle the 
problem of the passage from logic to metaphysics by hinting at a ready-made speculative 
dimension, for which one has to find the right access point. The idea of a processual 
nature of the speculative is not a mature acquisition for Hegel, but it belongs to the 
Kantian legacy that frames his philosophical background. Indeed, if one considers 
Hegel’s criticism against Reinhold’s “convenient” idea of philosophy (expressed for the 
first time in the Difference essay and repeated with no substantial variations in several 
occasions in his mature writings), it is possible to address such an issue in an alternative 
way. For my purpose, it is particularly relevant to keep in mind Hegel’s critique of 
Reinhold, because Reinhold’s account constitutes a different position that is far apart 
from Hegel’s idea of philosophy. Therefore, there are some points of Hegel’s refutation 
of Reinhold’s representation of philosophy that I wish to recall before proceeding to the 
analysis of Hegel’s manuscript. The polemical attitude Hegel first expresses in 1801 
essentially regards Reinhold’s consideration of philosophy as some sort of technique 
without any autonomous capacity to produce its own content. I think that Hegel’s 
disapproval of Reinhold’s account of philosophy in its entirety can be read in light of 
such passivity and emptiness of philosophy. Since the absolute has the form of an arch-
true to be grasped in cognition, neither productivity nor spontaneity are applicable to 
reason: 
 
We can see that [Reinhold’s] absolute in the form of truth is not the work of reason [ein 
Werk der Vernunft], because it is already in and for itself something true and certain, that is, 
something cognized and known. Reason cannot assume an active relation to the 
absolute. On the contrary, if reason were active in any way, if the absolute were to 
receive any form through it, the activity would have to be viewed as an alteration of the 




Reinhold] philosophizing means absorbing into oneself with absolute passive receptivity 
something that is already [in and by itself] fully completed knowledge.9  
 
Hegel refuses the idea that philosophy as a mere technique (1) can be progressively 
improved through a refinement of logical tools, and (2) consists in a preparatory 
exercise to true knowledge. According to Hegel’s criticism of Reinhold’s view, the task 
of philosophy, as an activity of removing the provisional, would be reduced to a passive 
“mouth agape”.10  
That is important for understanding the critical work of philosophy at the beginning 
of the system of philosophy and for the interpretation of the speculative dimension of 
thought in general. Even though one admits the transition from the intellectual to the 
speculative as a necessary path, as well as an inner relation between finite and infinite 
thought, metaphysics should not be grasped as true before intellectual logic (or logic of 
understanding, as Hegel calls it in the manuscript Logik, Metaphysik, Naturphilosophie), as 
if the latter were simply resulting from the former, showing a lower level of truth and 
belonging to a limited point of view.  
Here I am challenging the idea of an absolute priority (both temporal and logical) of 
speculative over intellectual logic. Insofar as the speculative is a production of 
philosophical activity and not something to be revealed, it is constituted through the 
philosophical ongoing work of making intellectual determinations contradictory. For 
this reason, philosophy does not dismiss the intellectual dimension of thought in favour 
of another dimension that is posited beyond (in this sense, Hegel calls subjectivity both 
the capacity of abstraction belonging to understanding and the self-determination 
process of speculative thought). The contradiction produced by philosophy in actu is not 
formal or indeterminate but must have a content. What does this mean, concretely? 
In relation to the problem of a Hegelian redefinition of the meaning of the 
speculative, which stems, I have argued, from a critical conception of logic, and which I 
am addressing in this part of my work, Förster considers the method of the conceptual 
movement in the Logic (1804–05) as a necessary and immanent passage of categories 
and interprets infinity as absolute restlessness of determinacy.11 
 
9 Diff, GW 4, 85 (184). 
10 Diff, GW 4, 86 (185). 
11 See Förster, “Das Paradox von Hegel Jenaer Logik”, 145-161. Although Förster does not tackle the 
1804- 1805 Logic directly, and answers to a critique that Horstmann delivers relatively to Förster’s volume 





In general, I agree with Förster’s reading. Moreover, in relation to the link between 
logic and metaphysics, Förster maintains a sharp distinction between logic and 
metaphysics in Hegel’s 1804–05 manuscript. Although in Förster’s view logic has indeed 
a dialectical meaning, it is still the introduction to a metaphysical discipline that during 
these years has to be understood analogously to Schelling’s philosophy of identity. In 
Förster’s reading, this frame is about to change not because of the takeover of new 
features of logic,12 but because of the dialectical turn involving the idea of philosophy 
itself, which determines the real breaking point with the philosophy of identity. While 
logic, in its critical and introductory task, has already had dialectical meaning, it is now 
metaphysics, as science of the idea, that has to become dialectical. According to Förster, 
it is in this transformation of metaphysics that its identification with logic has to be 
retrieved; evidence of such a change can be found for the first time in Hegel’s lectures 
on the history of philosophy (1805–06), hence after the manuscript Logic and Metaphysics. 
In substantial agreement with Düsing,13 Förster claims that during Hegel’s early years in 
Jena, dialectic is related to logic alone, and it plays no role within metaphysics; however, 
Förster also argues that dialectic is productive, and its task is primarily the production of 
antinomies.  
I think this is an essential issue: the dialectical capacity of producing antinomies 
indeed constitutes the core of the meaning of the speculative. Hegel retains the critical 
role of logic in his process of redefinition of the meaning of speculation (and the 
passage from a critical logic to a speculative logic is not a sudden jump but a progressive 
development) – but he retains it only insofar as the critical or negative activity of logic is 
understood neither as merely introductory nor as aporetic. The “erosive” character of 
philosophy, I argue, is not a technique, a procedure without its own content, or 
indifferent to it. I also maintain that there is an identification between the production of 
antinomies, the production of the content of thought and the activity of bringing the 
material of finite knowledge within philosophy. In the interpretation I am going to 
 
of logic that should had followed the publication of the Wissenschaft der Erfahrung des Bewusstseyns, 
completing the first part of the System der Wissenschaft. Förster – illegitimately in Horstmann’s opinion, tries 
to reconstruct the sense of that logic by moving from Hegel’s previous attempts; Förster finds in that 
logic (never written by Hegel) the reason of the change in the meaning of an introduction to the system. 
See Rolf-Peter Horstmann, “Die Phänomenologie, der intuitive Verstand und das neue Denken”, in Übergange 
– diskursive oder intuitiv? Essays zu Eckart Försters Die 25 Jahre der Philosophie, ed. J. Haag and M. Wild 
(Frankfurt: Klostermann, 2013), 307-320; Horstmann, “Der Anfang vor dem Anfang”, 43-58.  
12 In fact, with few modifications, according to Förster this logic would have been published in the System 
der Wissenschaft.  




advance, such a process, which defines the meaning of the speculative in Hegel’s mature 
logic, is already on display in the Jena Logic. 
Therefore, I am now addressing the crux of the problem of Hegel’s Jena Logic: is 
dialectics an external destruction of the determinations of understanding, or is it already 
the method of self-movement of the determinations of thought?14 Is the negativity of 




3.3 Limit: The First Dialectical Category within the Logic of Understanding 
 
Hegel’s early logic is structured as a sequence of categories necessarily linked to each 
other and leaning towards a higher degree of complexity and concreteness.  
The manuscript Logic and Metaphysics (written in 1804–05) is composed of neither a 
set of unrelated categorical determinations, nor a set of mere progressive negations of 
the previous category. Rather, the simplest form of unity, which is identity as the “self-
equivalent”, goes through the entire exposition: it constitutes the beginning of the Logic 
and it reappears as enriched through a stratification process that culminates with 
Metaphysics. Although the first part of the manuscript is missing, and we do not know 
how Hegel meant to open this version of his Logic, at the opening of the Metaphysics 
section, he looks back at the beginning of the logical pathway by claiming that “Logic 
began with unity itself as the self-equivalent”.15 The title “simple connection” referring 
to the first set of categorical determinations (quality, quantity, infinity) is a conjecture of 
the editors; moreover, we do not have the first two categories (reality and negation) of 
the quality, and the text starts with the conclusive category of limit, showing the passage 
from qualitative to quantitative categories.  
Although Hegel keeps the Kantian framework of the categories as it features in the 
Transcendental Analytic of the Critique of Pure Reason, the movement of the categories 
composing the triad of each group is already Hegel’s elaboration of the outcomes of the 
Transcendental Dialectics, that is, of the emergence of contradictions involving the 
categories of Verstand. For this reason, the reader can notice a continuous interference 
 
14 On the dialectics as external and critical activity, see Trede, “Hegels frühe Logik”, 154-155; Düsing, Das 
Problem, 104-105; Wolfgang Bonsiepen, Der Begriff der Negativität in den Jenaer Schriften Hegels, Hegel-Studien 
Beiheft 16 (Bonn: Meiner, 1977), 104-114. 




of arguments belonging to the Dialectics (particularly to the discussion on infinity 
concerning the cosmological antinomies) in the collapsing point of the categories of 
quality and as the thrust of the development of the categories of quantity. The 
acquisition of a Kantian meaning of dialectics and its redefinition becomes crucial for 
Hegel, not as a critique of reason’s illegitimate use of intellectual categories, but as a 
critique of understanding led by reason itself. It is in these initial passages of Hegel’s 
manuscript that a dialectical sense of logic emerges as negation of the logic of understanding. I 
will now show how such a dialectic works within the exposition of the categories of the 
“simple connection”, by focusing in particular on the first dialectical category of limit 
and on the meta-categorical role of infinity.   
In the first section of the Logic, the discussion shows the insufficiency of the logic of 
understanding in regard to two main levels: (1) the determination of determinacy, and 
(2) the connection between categories. 
There is also a third level of analysis, which involves critique of the logic of 
understanding as it occurs in specific philosophical systems: in the first set of categories 
of his Logic, Hegel refers once again to Fichte’s and Schelling’s systems, engaging for 
the first time in an explicit criticism of his friend Schelling. The critique of 
understanding, as critique of those philosophies that are grounded on understanding, 
can also be considered another aspect of the legacy of the Transcendental Dialectics, in 
its destructive task against traditional metaphysics. All these three levels –  (1) of 
determinacy, (2) intra-categorical, and (3) of philosophical criticism – constitute for 
Hegel the object of the same logical analysis; this kind of multilevel consideration will 
recur more extensively in the Science of Logic, when (for example, in the discussion of the 
first categories of Being) Hegel puts into a dialectical dialogue crucial figures of the 
history of philosophy such as Plato, Heraclitus, Spinoza and Schelling.  
The opening of the Logic copes with the abstractness of determinacy in light of the 
intellectual concept of self-equivalency. Hegel shows how a conception of the unity of 
determinacy in the form of an identity with itself, which is something isolated and self-
sufficient, leads in fact to the establishment of a relationship with an opposite element 
and then to a comprehension of the identity of determinacy in the form of limit. Hegel’s 
argument is very concise, and it is quite difficult to unfold each passage and the different 
levels of analysis, which constantly appear as entangled. Nevertheless, by following the 
development of the concept of limit, it is possible to shed light on the dialectical 




While the first category of reality expresses the unity of determinacy as simple self-
reference and self-equality, the second category of negation indicates the relation to the 
other as an accidental determination of what the reality, as independent determinacy, is 
not. Within such a framework, the limit conjoins reality and negation as simple 
juxtaposition by the “and”.  
As an aggregate of unrelated determinations of thought, for the logic of 
understanding, determinacy corresponds to an aggregate of unrelated qualities; 
moreover, the construction of the unity as unification of opposed activities also 
constitutes, for Hegel, the method of idealism, which involves the unifying process of 
cognition: “the so-called construction of the idea out of the opposed activities, of the 
ideal, and real ones, as unity of both, has produced nothing but the limit”. And again: 
“The construction out of opposed activities that is called idealism is itself nothing other 
than the logic of understanding”.16 According to Hegel’s criticism, both Fichte’s and 
Schelling’s versions of idealism fail to consider the unity of the manifold: by grasping 
that unity as an I opposed to a non-I, or as an identity excluding the difference, both 
systems result in expressing the principle of their philosophies in the static form of limit.  
Through these considerations on determination, Hegel discloses the dynamic and 
paradoxical nature of the concept of limit, which drives the conceptual qualitative 
structure of determinacy. The relation between reality and negation expressed in the 
form of limit lets reality and negation subsist in an undifferentiated manner on their 
own account. Because of such an indifference, as for the case of opposed forces, reality 
and negation turn out to be equal. They both are self-subsisting qualities and their 
relation is just an external act of conjoining. If we consider reality and negation together, 
their opposition appears as empty (similar to the opposition between the force of 
attraction and that of repulsion, which is merely an opposition of directions): their self-
sufficiency makes reality and negation lack a criterion for differentiation. Moreover, the 
determinacy, as reality and negation, is always a determinate; it is constituted by a specific 
quality affirmed or negated, equal to itself and different from another. In my opinion, 
because of such a determinate nature of the qualitative form of determinacy that 
generates the relation of indifference holding together each determinacy, limit is the 
categorical structure that for Hegel “realises” quality: 
 
 




In the limit the nothingness of reality and negation is posited, as well as their being apart 
from this nothingness; in this way quality itself is realized in the limit; for the limit so expresses the 
concept of quality as being per se of the determinacies, that in it both determinacies, each on 
its own account, are posited as indifferent to each other, as subsisting apart from each other. 
At the same time each, in accordance with its content, expresses not determinacy in general 
(as it does in the concept) but rather determinacy as determinate, as reality and negation; in 
other words, with respect to each [each expresses] what it would be only in the antithesis or 
in connection with the other; this connection with the other (being taken back into itself and 
because as relation it is only external to it) [is] now itself posited with respect to it; the one, 
itself the nothingness of the qualities, the other, their being.17 
 
What does it mean that quality is realised in the limit?  
The category of limit is the breaking point of the level of concept and the level of 
being; it shows the inconsistency between the conceptual form of determinacy in 
general and the real determination of determinacy. However, I think that such an 
inconsistency is not expressed as an insufficiency of the conceptual level: the form of 
thought of determinacy in general as self-equivalence itself is the self-equivalence of 
something determinate, and therefore it initiates a sequence of relations between 
otherness (in this case, between determinacies) that were only implicit in the simple 
conceptual unity of self-equivalence. In other words, the qualitative determination 
describes a process of non-conformity between the conceptual identity of determinacy 
with itself and the determinateness of the content, which undermines that starting self-
sufficiency. Limit in this sense is the expression of a conflictual movement between the 
conceptual pure self-identity of determinacy and the real content of determinacy that 
pushes towards a categorical redefinition of determinacy. In Hegel’s view, quality finds 
its essence with the concept of limit by becoming the contrary of itself: limit contains 
the dialectical process leading the concept of quality to sublate itself. In regard to the 
relation of quality’s different categories, now understood as different moments of its 
development, quality is expressed as “the reality out of which it has come to be the 
contrary of itself, negation; and out of this it has come to be the contrary of the contrary 
of itself, and has thus come to be itself again as totality”.18 From this angle, the concept 
of limit is the first emergence of contradiction within the logic of understanding, which 
has its own ground in the principle of non-contradiction (the pure self-identity of 
 
17 LM (1804-05), GW 7, 5 (6-7). 




determinacy). However, such a contradiction emerges as double negation: the quality in 
the form of limit expresses a negative relation with itself by means of the negation of 
the otherness: “the limit is true quality only insofar as it is self-connection, and it is such 
only as negation, which negates the other only in connection with itself”.19 
For Hegel the figure of limit has therefore two meanings: there is a static sense of 
limit and a dynamic sense of limit. If reality is self-reference as equivalence with itself, and 
negation is its contrary (the reference to the other as inequivalence), limit in its static 
sense represents the and between the relation to itself and the relation to the other: it is 
their unessential and indifferent being held together, the opposition of a determinate 
with what that determinate is not. Indeed, the affirmation of A corresponds to the 
affirmation of ~A, and the negation of A corresponds to the negation of ~A; this 
generates the contradiction A=~A, making the quality A the contrary of itself.20 
According to the static sense of limit, determinacy is already and necessarily 
expressed as determinate, as opposition of contents. The relation of opposition posited 
in the form of limit is the simultaneous reality and negation of the opposites; in this way, 
for Hegel, the figure of limit is “activated”, that is, it becomes the point at which the 
opposites refer to each other and vanish in each other by means of such a reference. In 
the limit, each determinate is and is not itself. The contradiction emerges with the failure 
of the independency and self-sufficiency of determinacy: being an “opposite”, each 
quality does not exist as indifferent.  
Dialectics operates on the emergence of the contradiction, that is, dialectical logic 
works within intellectual logic, overturning the latter’s point of view. Limit is the first 
dialectical figure of totality;21 it determines the unity of opposite in the form of a 
dialectical unity of opposite qualities. Every particular determinacy is a result of a 
negative self-connection through the relation to another particular determinacy. Hegel 
writes: “the limit is thereby the totality or true reality, which, [when] compared with its 
concept, contains its dialectic as well, because the concept sublated itself therein in such 
a manner that it has become its own contrary”.22  
 
19 LM (1804-05), GW 7, 6 (7). For Hegel, the negative self-connection describes in general the concept of 
quantity. The contradiction of quality constitutes the thrust towards the next categorical determination.  
20 See: Antonio Moretto, “Commento alla Logica e metafisica (1804/05). Il rapporto semplice”, in Logica e 
metafisica di Jena (1804/05), 275-276. 
21 See: Nicolao Merker, Le origini della logica hegeliana: Hegel a Jena (Milano: Feltrinelli, 1961), 324.  I think 
that contradiction cannot be conceived as a mere error of the understanding, rather the speculative value 
of the categories of “Simple connection” consists in the production the progressive emergence of 
contradiction within the logic of understanding.  




From these few considerations on the figure of limit it is possible to take a glimpse at 
the dialectical method. How does the dialectical procedure work? Where does the 
contradiction originate? 
The dialectical procedure, which Hegel employs during the exposition of these first 
categorical determinations, involves the analysis of a concept and the discovery that 
such a concept pushes towards its own overcoming. The general formal structure can be 
easily tracked and follows the triadic composition of each set of categories: starting from 
a first category, independently conceived, we notice that it implicitly or ideally contains a 
second category; then a third category synthesises the first two categories, resulting in 
the real unity of the two moments. Therefore, the conceptual analysis at stake is at first 
an external reflection on the logical categories.23 However, the emergence of 
contradiction enriches the external point of view: the logical analysis is vitalised by the 
necessity of the link between the categories, by their reference to each other. The 
necessity of the logical analysis is thus the necessity of the relation between the logical 
categories, the latter being in turn the expression of an incongruent reference to the real 
side of determinacy. In other words, the contradiction transversally works on these 
different aspects of the Logic and allows Hegel’s logic to assume that apodictic form 
based only on the self-exposition of the logical categories: that is, the logical movement 
is based neither on the procedure of an external reflection on the logical categories, nor 
on the phenomenological attempt to formally express the given.  
Again, where does the contradiction originate? Does the contradiction come simply 
from the self-exposition of the categories? Or does the empiric domain actually 
constitute the dialectical thrust? All these questions are extensively discussed within the 
Marxian critique of Hegel, sometimes as a reformulation of Trendelenburg’s well-known 
refutation of Hegelian dialectic.24 Generally speaking, one of the main criticisms against 
Hegel’s logic consists in unmasking a surreptitious use of the empirical field that makes 
the dialectical development possible.  
 
23 Hegel concludes the quality section by claiming: “The limit, as the totality, as this negation which 
excludes itself [as] an other in its connecting with itself, [and] thereby is connected with another (the 
subsistence), posits that which was our necessary reflection upon quality, namely, that the determinacy 
that is on its own account, which the quality is to be, is not; [that is] it is not a truly unrelated determinacy 
but in its self-connection it connects itself negatively with another; on other words, the limit is called 
quantity” [LM (1804-05), GW 7,  7 (8)].  
24 See: Merker, Le origini, 325-328; Cesare Luporini, “La logica specifica dell'oggetto specifico. Sulla 





In my view, it is important to remark, as I have done in this section, that by 
addressing the qualitative categories Hegel indeed deals with the determinate nature of 
determinacy and that this is a decisive aspect of the logical definition of determinacy. 
Although I think this is a fundamental aspect of the emergence of contradiction within 
Hegel’s logic, I do not think that Hegel was forced to get it in “through the back door” 
as Trendelenburg argues. Rather, I think the question of the origin of contradiction 
needs to be reformulated. 
Contradiction emerges neither on the ideal level nor on the real level. With the 
concept of limit, as first figure of contradiction within the logic of understanding, Hegel 
makes contradiction derive from a necessary although conflictual reference between 
those two levels. From the initial unity as self-equivalence, the reflection leads to the 
comprehension of that unity as a negative and dialectical self-reference of determinacy. 
Hegel writes: 
 
determinacy as connection of determinacy with itself, has returned into itself; not just 
determinacy connecting with itself but determinacy as it has come to be the contrary of itself 
and from this has again come to be itself, and, as this its-having-become-other, is just on that 
account – in that it itself is – at the same time the other of itself; the concept is only this: the 
quality itself, its connections with itself; the real concept, or the totality, however, [is] 
quality’s having become itself form its being other, or [the fact] that in its being other it is 
itself. This quality’s being-other-than-itself is the side of its antithesis, the determinacy of 
quality, or its content, a negative connection […]. 25 
 
For Hegel, the logic of understanding turns out to be dialectical because it generates 
the contradiction. The contradiction is a factor of the necessary separation between the 
conceptual and the real level; however, it also describes the movement of their necessary 
unity. In other words, dialectical logic is the science of the movement of the mutual 









3.4 The Paradoxical Nature of Quantum: Bad and True Infinity   
 
Further hints on the structure of the dialectical method can be found only by moving 
forward in the categorical development, and especially by considering the section 
dedicated to the dialectic of quantum and the category of infinity, which Hegel puts at 
the end of the set of categories composing the Simple Connection part.  
Like the concept of limit for the qualitative categories, the concept of quantum holds 
in itself the synthesis of the movement of the quantitative categories. The result of the 
qualitative section keeps playing a role within the new set of categories; indeed, in the 
exposition of quantum we can find an in-depth analysis of the concept of limit.  
If, with the categories of quality, we see the collapse of determinacy in general on the 
determinate, in the analysis of the categories of quantity, a reverse movement seems to 
be at stake: from the determinate as a magnitude to its indeterminateness.  
Hegel defines quantum as “limit of the many”: it “expresses the determinacy of the 
thing itself only as an accidental”, it is “only the sign of the determinacy of the thing 
itself”.26 Like the mathematical operation of addition, for Hegel, the limit of quantum 
determines an inessential composition, which does not affect the thing itself. In the 
section where Hegel deals with the “dialectics of quantum”,27 the process of going ad 
infinitum of the limit as quantitative distinction makes its appearance: “going out beyond 
the limit ad infinitum and dividing inwardly in infinitum is one and the same for each, so 
that the limit or determinacy posited in it is no limit, no determinacy”.28 This is the 
description of what Hegel calls “bad infinity”, characterised as an indefinite progression. 
However, just like limit as qualitative category, quantum has a paradoxical nature that 
makes it the figure of both bad and true infinity. Linked to the very nature of quantum, 
bad infinity (like a mathematical series) can be understood as the pars destruens of the 
dialectics of quantum.29 Because of the exteriority of the relation between quantum and 
the thing itself, Hegel says that quantum is “a limitation that is in fact no limitation”.30 It 
constitutes an indeterminate determination that seems to bring the logical analysis a step 
back with respect to the result of the qualitative limit. The quantitative difference 
 
26 LM (1804-05), GW 7, 17 (19).  
27 This section is incomplete; the initial part is missing, so that sheet 8 starts with the second moment of 
Quantum.   
28 LM (1804-05), GW 7, 15 (17). 
29 On the internal distinction between a pars destruens and a pars construens of the concept of quantum see: 
Moretto, “Commento: il rapporto semplice”, 287-289. 




conceptually expresses the concreteness of the thing as a certain grade, a magnitude; in 
this way the manifold is comprehended in the indefinite conceptual unity of quantum. 
For Hegel, the result of the dialectic of quantum counts also as a critique of the 
Schellingian idea of the absolute essence, according to which the differentiation is 
external and does not affect the essence itself. Moreover, through the exposition of the 
dialectic of quantum, Hegel also has the chance to criticise the Kantian confutation of 
Mendelssohn’s theory of the permanence of soul presented in the Transcendental 
Dialectics.31 Indeed, in his attempt to give an answer to Mendelssohn, Kant recognises 
soul as an intensive magnitude.  
And yet Hegel also shows the pars construens of the dialectic of quantum, and the 
passage to a true concept of infinity. Such a passage is expressed as a movement from a 
quantitative and inessential determination of quantum to a qualitative and essential 
determination of quantum. In regard to soul, “Only consciousness having no degree is 
true consciousness”.32 
Once again, in order to progress in the logical exposition, as happens for the category 
of quality, the contradiction has to emerge. The reflection of the relational concepts 
used in mathematics allows Hegel to distinguish different levels of infinity. Hegel 
bestows on the mathematical representation of an infinite multitude in actu a great 
philosophical importance since Faith and Knowledge, where he deals with the outcomes of 
relational mathematics by referring to the Spinozan actu infinitum.33 The relation between 
the whole and the infinite parts is realised in the mathematical relation that at once 
expresses the self-subsistence of each part and their dependence on the whole. The 
quantitative determination then assumes in the mutual relation a qualitative form. 
Quantum is negated in its essence. For Hegel, the qualitative determinacy of quantum is 
well expressed in the mathematical concept of the infinitely small: it is a certain 
magnitude and yet smaller than any certain magnitude. The infinitely small corresponds 
to the philosophical concept of true infinity insofar as it defines the vanishing of 
magnitude.34 Hegel can thereby claim: “in quantum the absolute contradiction or infinity 
is posited”.35 
 
31 Even though this is not a direct quotation, Hegel is clearly referring to what Kant writes in KrV, B 413-
15.   
32 LM (1804-05), GW 7, 18 (20).  
33 See FK, GW 4, 354-359 (106-14).  
34 In the Italian edition of Jena’s Logic, Moretto extensively deals with the high value placed by Hegel on 
the infinitesimal calculus; see: Moretto, “ Commento: il rapporto semplice”, 283-301. 




In the section on “Infinity”, which constitutes the end of the part of Logic dedicated 
to the Simple Connection, and concentrates in itself the conceptual movement that has 
been developing so far, Hegel underlines the contradiction affecting determinacy, which 
“so far as it is, is not, and so far as it is not, is”.36 Such a character of determinacy is also 
expressed as “the striving to be itself”.37 That is, determination has to be able to express 
conceptually the contradiction of this struggle of the identity of something with itself. 
Far from Schellingian quietness, within Hegelian logic the original identity (the simple 
sameness) is rife with a ferment. Hegel writes: “this contradiction is the true reality of 
determinacy – for the essence of determinacy is to nullify itself”.38  
Infinity has a meta-categorical role:39 it criticises the intellectual way of considering 
the logical categories, making the contradiction that has progressively emerged from our 
reflection on the categories of the logic of understanding a necessary element of logic. 
Moreover, it suggests the speculative value of logic by unfolding it from the critique of 
understanding. This is a crucial aspect of Hegel’s meaning of logic not only in these 
years, but for the reading of the speculative “turn” regarding Hegel’s mature version of 
logic that I wish to address. Harris underlines that the implicit work of infinity 
throughout the whole series of the categories of Simple Connection addresses the 
recognition of contradiction.40 As the climactic moment of Simple Connection, the 
becoming explicit of “true infinity” determines a change in the dialectical process: 
instead of being related to an external reflection, dialectic is now an intrinsic character of 
the development of the logical concepts themselves. Moreover, with the category of 
infinity it becomes clear that the externality of our reflection on the categorical 
development was only the appearance of the inner dialectic, which had already been 
implicit since the beginning and which makes the logic of understanding a speculative 
science in a proper sense.  
According to Düsing,41 at this point of Hegel’s systematic reflection, there is a 
complete identification between critical logic and dialectic; this means that the use of 
dialectic is restricted by Hegel to the sole domain of the logic of understanding and with 
the essentially negative meaning of destruction of the logic of understanding. Baum’s 
position is different: he suggests that even if the dialectical method is the method of 
 
36 LM (1804-05), GW 7, 29 (32). 
37 LM (1804-05), GW 7, 29 (32). 
38 LM (1804-05), GW 7, 29-30 (32) 
39 On the meta-categorical role of infinity see Baum, “Zur Methode der Logik und Metaphysik”, 135. 
40 See Harris, Hegel's Development, vol. II, 29-30. 




logic, it constitutes an ongoing process throughout the exposition of metaphysics.42 
Similarly to Baum, I think that the use of dialectic is not exclusive to logic and it does 
not end with the mere destruction of the intellectual categories. In fact, already in the 
logical section it is possible to retrieve a development of the dialectical method that 
makes it possible to understand the relation between logic and metaphysics not 
according to a methodological dualism but as a development of the negativity of 
thought. 
The position of logic within the Reinschrift seems to be consistent with the position it 
occupies in the previous system drafts: logic precedes and leads to metaphysics as 
speculation, through its own destruction and through the overcoming of the domain of 
intellectualistic abstraction. If this frame is generally correct, it, however, because of its 
generality, does not account for the meaning of the introductory role of logic and the 
dynamics through which logic can accomplish the overcoming of the logic of 
understanding. By considering the previous Hegelian elaborations on the matter, as we 
saw in chapter 2, it can be said that: (1) there is a terminological ambiguity: logic is at the 
same time the whole of the first part of the system (composed of logic and metaphysics) 
and logic is just one part of the first part; moreover, according to this configuration, 
metaphysics is not an autonomous science, but a branch of logic in its wide sense; (2) 
the meaning of speculation  does not belong exclusively to metaphysics as if it were a 
point of view to reach, but it indicates the general rational activity of Aufhebung of the 
intellectual abstraction. About this activity, there is then another ambiguity: it belongs to 
logic (therefore speculative logic is the dialectic of the logic of understanding) or 
belongs to metaphysics (therefore speculative metaphysics is – at least partially – 
dialectic of the logic of understanding). As it is known, after the Reinschrift, metaphysics 
will disappear from the configuration of Hegel’s system, even as a part of the logic (in 
its wide sense, as speculative science). Metaphysics will reappear in the Encyclopedia 
Logic as “First Position of Thought with Respect to Objectivity”, as the name for an 
inadequate way to consider the relationship between thought and being that, according 
to Hegel, Kant’s rational dialectic has definitively defeated. However, this sort of 
“upheaval” in the historical evolution of Hegel’s metaphysics43 cannot be read in light of 
 
42 Baum, “Zur Methode der Logik und Metaphysik”, 119-138. 
43 For an overall reconstruction of the ambiguity of the account of metaphysics in the development of 
Hegel’s thought, see Luca Illetterati and Elena Tripaldi, “L’ambiguità della metafisica nel pensiero di 
Hegel”, in Storia della metafisica, ed. Enrico Berti, Roma: Carocci, 2019, 251-278. See also Karin de Boer, 





a radical change of the character of logic (from merely critical logic to speculative logic), 
which thus simply takes the place of metaphysics. On the contrary, I think that an 
investigation of Hegel’s Jena systematic drafts and of the Jena Logic suggests a sort of 
continuity in the development of logic, precisely in regard to its critical character. This is 
important not just for the comprehension of the development of Hegel’s logic, but, 
more decisively in light of the general aim of my research, for the comprehension of the 
kind of activity that philosophy is for Hegel. The task of this chapter has then been to 
analyse some of the categories belonging to the logical part of the 1804–05 manuscript 
in order to show that their exposition is already moved by a dialectical-speculative 
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The Conceptual Labour of Philosophy 
 
4.1 The Anstrengung des Begriffs 
 
In the Preface to the System of Science, placed before the Phenomenology of Spirit, first 
part of the philosophical system,1 Hegel comes back to the issue of the peculiarity of the 
form of philosophical inquiry. As it emerged in his early writings, particularly since the 
programmatic announcement contained in the Difference essay about the aims and form 
of philosophy, and by implicitly referring to the Kantian idea of philosophy emerging in 
the Doctrine of Method of the Critique of Pure Reason, the internal finality of organic life 
represents a suitable model for the Hegelian conception of philosophical exposition. 
Indeed, for Hegel, the purposiveness of philosophy, far from being realised as a result of 
philosophical inquiry, is intrinsically linked to the moments composing the theoretical 
examination of philosophy and to that peculiar kind of necessity of their conjunction 
that is the system.2 
It is because of the peculiarity of the systematic form of philosophy that Hegel once 
again expresses some concerns about the appropriateness of preliminarily explaining the 
purpose of philosophical writing as such. This is not to say that philosophy does not 
have an end or that philosophical examination concludes with an aporia; rather, the aim 
is intrinsically connected with the activity of its production. In other words, the form of 
the exposition is also essential to the goal of that exposition. The assumption of a 
systematic shape does not mean that philosophy ought to meet some merely formal 
standards of truth; on the contrary, the systematic structure of philosophical knowledge 
 
1 At the time the Phenomenology of Spirit came out in 1807, the structure of Hegel’s philosophical system 
needed to be adjusted accordingly. Particularly, Hegel had to clarify the connection between a work such 
as the Phenomenology, meant to be the ‘first part of science’, and the logic, which opened the philosophical 
system. Once again, such a clarification requires a reflection on the nature of an introduction to 
philosophy that now takes into account the particularity of topics and aims of the new work, as well as the 
different perspectives on cognition belonging to Phenomenology and to the logic. For an updated 
bibliography on the relationship between Phenomenology and Logic, see Brady Bowman, “Zum Verhältnis 
von Hegels Wissenschaft der Logik zur Phänomenologie des Geistes in der Gestalt von 1807. Ein Überblick”, in 
Kommentar zur Hegels Wissenschaft der Logik, Hegel-Studien Beiheft 67, ed. Michael Quante and Nadine 
Mooren (Hamburg: Meiner, 2018), 1-42.  
2 Here, it is possible to retrieve those formal features belonging to philosophy understood as systematic 
organization of rational knowledge. For a discussion of the general features of the “system”: Angelica 
Nuzzo, “Sistema”, in La filosofia classica tedesca: le parole chiave, ed. Luca Illetterati and Paolo Giuspoli (Roma: 




has to do with the very nature and task of philosophical cognition. For Hegel, the aim 
of philosophy is what can only take the form of the processual unity of philosophical 
activity; therefore, it cannot be condensed in a final result. In the Preface to the System 
of Science, Hegel writes:  
 
the subject matter is not exhausted in its aims; rather, it is exhaustively treated when it is 
worked out. Nor is the result which is reached the actual whole itself; rather, the whole is 
the result together with the way the result comes to be.3  
 
The internal finality and the “life of the whole” (more on this later) highlight the 
activity of development of philosophy itself: the process of becoming of philosophy that 
keeps in itself the effort of its own self-production and the mediation proceeding as 
generative core and driving force of the philosophical system.  
In the Preface, Hegel presents philosophy through the language of endeavour, of 
labour, and in close connection with the language of life. Rather than refers to a 
spontaneous vitality or to a vague vitalism, life here refers to the capacity of the 
moments of an organic unity to bear an inner struggle: this struggle – which needs to be 
determined more concretely – is the shape of the fluid nature of a living body and 
represents a model for philosophy’s systematic development. 
It is within the semantic horizon of labour, as strain for its own realisation, that 
philosophy is considered in opposition to its characterisation as “love of knowledge”, as 
a pure contemplative activity, a sort of passive mirror of truth. In this sense, for Hegel, the 
problem of philosophy is not to find the way in which a finite subject can grasp 
universal truth, allegedly considered as already given, even though not yet in its full 
transparency. It is not a matter of unveiling the truth and it does not concern men of genius. 
Philosophy is neither a mere tendency towards truth nor an introduction to a ready-
made knowledge. Hegel’s alternative to such an account is represented by the idea of the 
completeness of philosophy as scientific system and by the idea of an actual possession of 
knowledge. However, in the cognitive process, philosophy produces the object of its 
knowledge, so that the possession of knowledge is not the destination somehow finally 
reached, but the activity of its production. In this sense, philosophy is a productive making, a 
poiesis more than a theoria.  
 
 






4.1.a Arbeit and Begriff: Kant and Hegel against Prophets in Philosophy 
 
Hegel invokes the scientific form of philosophy against the “prophetic prattle”4 of 
those forms of philosophy that aim at feeling or intuiting the absolute instead of 
conceptually grasping it: “true shape of truth lies only in its scientific rigor, or (which is 
the same) in asserting that truth has the element of its existence solely in the concept [an 
dem Begriffe allein]”. Moreover, Hegel refers to the Arbeit as the characterisation of 
philosophical scientific and systematic activity: “true thoughts and scientific insight can 
only be won by the labour of the concept [in der Arbeit des Begriffes]”.5  
A similar view, I argue, is shared by Kant. Kant and Hegel both establish a tight 
bond between Arbeit and the conceptual knowledge of the system of philosophy; in my 
view, such a bond comes to assume a specific and determinate meaning. Indeed, for 
both Kant and Hegel, to grasp the conceptual dimension of philosophical activity as 
labour does not indicate a generic effort that a philosopher ought to accept if she aims 
at yielding authentic insight. I believe that the problem of the concept and its Arbeit as a 
distinctive form of philosophy plays a role in the polemic against the philosophy of 
Schwärmerei (and Jacobi in particular), in which Kant and Hegel find themselves – to 
some extent – on the same side. Nevertheless, the specific meaning of the conceptual 
labour at stake diverges within Kant’s transcendental philosophy and within Hegel’s 
dialectical–speculative philosophy, as I will now briefly address. 
In the late essay On a Recently Prominent Tone of Superiority in Philosophy (1796), Kant 
reproaches the tendency to consider philosophy a sort of mannerism with no goal or 
interest, like a “decorative title for the understanding”,6 to be performed per inspirationem 
by uncommon thinkers.  Far from “unveiling a mystery”,7 philosophical activity is for 
Kant a strenuous conceptual labour (Arbeit): to the lazy and convenient account of an 
access to a supersensible object of knowledge through intuition or feeling – as 
something found and not produced by Vernunft – Kant contrasts the necessary 
discursivity of Verstand and the idea of philosophy as a form of knowledge through concepts.  
 
4 PhG, GW 9, 14 (8).  
5 PhG, GW 9, 12 (6); 48 (44). In his recent translation of the Phenomenology, Pinkard often prefers the plural 
“concepts”, even when in the original text Hegel uses the singular “concept”. I do not share Pinkard’s 
decision, and I therefore modify his translation when it does not reflect the original German version.  
6 Tone of Superiority in Philosophy, AA 8, 389 (431).  




I think that for Kant it is precisely the transcendental perspective that defines in a 
concrete way the conceptual Arbeit of philosophy. Indeed, Arbeit does not simply 
indicate an undefined effort to mediate Verstand and Sinnlichkeit, to unify in the 
transcendental synthesis the two branches of knowledge, in order to yield and fill up a 
conceptual knowledge otherwise empty even on the a priori level. Primarily, philosophy 
qua labour involves the general self-examination that philosophy takes upon itself, what 
Kant calls “the Herculean labour of self-knowledge [die herculische Arbeit des 
Selbsterkenntnisses]”.8 According to Kant, it is the critical labour on pure reason and on 
the pure products of reason that determines, as its result, the methodical development 
and the systematic composition of the a priori conceptual complex of reason. Within 
the transcendental perspective, the labour of philosophy is nothing but its own self-
knowledge.  
The tone of superiority (erhobener Ton) denounced by Kant belongs to the philosophy 
of Schwärmerei; for Kant this kind of philosophy speaks as a superior person and presents 
itself as the philosophy of masters/lords/commanders (Gebieter). Some of the Kantian 
criticisms against the philosophy of Schwärmerei lie in its tendency to dismiss conceptual 
argumentation, in its taste for esotericism, and in its will to renounce the autonomy of 
rationality. In this sense, the philosophy of Schwärmerei is considered in opposition to the 
philosophy of Enlightenment. However, I think that the characterisation of the 
philosophy of Schwärmerei as the philosophy of Gebieter has a deeper connection to the 
nature of the Kantian transcendental perspective. Indeed, not only do masters not have 
to work in order to live, that is, in the case of philosophy, in order to gain possession of 
wisdom (which is the aim of philosophy); but they are also not forced to demonstrate 
the legitimacy of their possession, which is considered an unquestionable birthright. Far 
from what is for Kant the cosmic sense of philosophy, the philosophy of Schwärmerei has 
no real finality or interest to pursue. Moreover, in the case of transcendental philosophy, 
if one wishes to use Kant’s juridical metaphor, reason must stand before the critical 
tribunal, in which it is both judge and defendant; reason must be judged by itself about 
the legitimacy of its possession. The “law of reason [Gesetz der Vernunft]”, considered by 
Kant as the sole touchstone of philosophy, requires that one “earn oneself a possession by 
work [durch Arbeit sich einen Besitz zu erwerben]”9. For reason, such “earning” is an 
unavoidable labour, which consists in a self-critical analysis. Conversely, no one asks 
 
8 Tone of Superiority in Philosophy, AA 8, 390 (432). 




masters to provide their title to possession, and no one – not even reason – could 
dispute with a philosophy grounded in feeling and in the inevitable subjectivity of such 
feeling.10 Thus, the philosophy of feeling has a great methodological advantage over the 
necessity of a justification of its principle:  
 
So long live the philosophy of feeling, which leads us directly to the heart of the matter 
[die uns gerade zur Sache selbst führt]! […] And given also that reason can offer no further 
explanation whatever about the legitimacy of the outcome of these its high insights, 
there remains nevertheless a fact: “Philosophy has its secrets that can be felt.”11 
 
Nevertheless, the leap [Übersprung] from concepts to what it is assumed as being 
unreachable by concepts (such as the supersensible realm, the unthinkable, or in general 
everything that is beyond discursive knowledge and beyond the relational frame built by 
categories), which the philosophy of feeling prescribes in light of the premonition of the 
supersensible object, represents, according to Kant,  “the death of all philosophy”.12 The 
“premonition” – as the feeling that truth is already there, waiting for us to unveil it; and 
as the first and necessary assumption that allows one to carry on the search for truth – is 
the faith in transcendence as a primum, in relation to which the reflection of 
understanding is only a subsequent activity, very far from being self-grounding. In the 
case of Jacobi, the “leap of faith” is the subjective belief in the ontological priority of 
being over any thinking activity, in the immediateness over the mediation of 
understanding. However, for Kant, “premonition” does not ensure the possession of 
knowledge; it is an indefinite expectation, a false hope, different from what he calls 
“rational faith”.  
Transcendental philosophy shows that the premonition is actually useless in giving an 
answer to the fundamental questions of reason and in recognising the rational tendency 
to transcend experience, as natural, insuppressible and also legitimate for reason. This is 
what most matters to Kant. Indeed, it is only within the systematic horizon of a 
philosophy as knowledge established through those concepts originating from pure 
reason (thanks to the transcendental examination on the birthplace of knowledge) that it 
is possible to efficiently extend the rational knowledge of the supersensible and to open 
 
10 Kant asks: “who will dispute my feeling with me?” (Tone of Superiority in Philosophy, AA 8, 395 (435)).  
11 Tone of Superiority in Philosophy, AA 8, 395 (435).  




the practical perspective, towards which, for Kant, philosophy ought to ultimately lead 
us.  
Therefore, the production of concepts, of the forms of thinking, is not carried on by 
the philosopher according to external ends, but through the self-knowledge of reason: 
of its needs, natural tendencies, ends. In transcendental philosophy, such a production is 
established even through the knowledge of reason’s conflict between its laws and the 
recognition of its inner necessity. According to Kant, philosophy must engage in a self-
critique of reason: it is the “industrious and careful labour of the subject [fleißige und 
sorgsame Arbeit des Subjects]”13, before which nothing can be assumed or taken as 
presupposed. 
Let us consider Hegel’s position now. For Hegel, the conceptual labour of 
philosophy, rather than referring to a generic effort of elaborating concepts from the 
sensible sphere, refers to a determinate and peculiar dynamic shaping the activity of 
philosophy in general. This is a position that becomes clear with the publication of the 
Phenomenology of Spirit. 
Generally speaking, Hegel embraces the Kantian distinction between understanding 
and reason, between the determination of the forms of the finite and those of the 
infinite – a distinction that is for Hegel as fundamental as its sameness. Philosophy 
ought to express the unity of understanding and reason as different functions of the 
same activity that is thinking. Philosophy is the attempt to find the way to overcome the 
finite without considering the infinite as an absolute presupposition independent of 
thinking or a unifying activity other than thinking (such as intuition). The overcoming of 
the finite should be in fact nothing but its thoughtful examination, the knowledge of the 
mediation of the concept. It is not a thoughtless faith or an immediate knowledge, and 
not even an infinite thought incapable of comprehending its fundamental immanence in 
the finite.  
To understand the discursivity of thought as an insurmountable boundary and sole 
source of knowledge, or to justify the insufficiency of finite thought by positing an 
infinite dimension (both – and indifferently – of being and of thought) that philosophy 
can reach only as an immediate form of knowledge, are two opposite strategies of the 
very same mistake about how to conceive the mediation of the concept.  
 




For Hegel, philosophy must refuse to stop at the unterscheidend Begriff and to take it as 
its own limit; furthermore, “philosophy must keep up its guard against the desire to be 
edifying [erbaulich]”.14 For Hegel, as well as for Kant, the task of philosophy is not to 
“unlock substance’s secret”, that is, “to take what thought has torn asunder and then to 
stir it all together into a smooth mélange, to suppress the concept that makes those 
distinctions [den unterscheidenden Begriff unterdrücken], and then to fabricate the feeling 
[Gefühl] of the essence”.15 A philosophy that produces edification (Erbauung) is doomed 
to reproduce the opposition between Glauben and Wissen, reproached by Hegel in his 
early essay of the same title in Jena. By adopting an approach that is completely opposite 
to the approach that considers philosophy as science, “edifying philosophy” holds the 
concept to be only a reflection on the finiteness; then it gives away understanding and 
establishes a non-conceptual knowledge of the substance as divine essence or supreme 
being. In a passage that echoes Kant’s quote above, Hegel then writes:  
 
This prophetic prattle imagines that it resides at the centre of things, indeed that it is 
profundity itself, and viewing determinateness (the horos) with contempt, it intentionally 
stands aloof from both the concept and from necessity, which it holds to be a type of 
reflection at home in mere finitude.16 
 
For Hegel, the main problem with an edifying philosophy is less about the wish to 
elevate the human soul, to leave this sensible present (Gegenwart) in order to direct 
“people’s eyes to the stars”17 or to the divine essence, and much more about the disdain 
that this kind of philosophy has for determinacy. 
In order words, the movement of elevation (Erhebung) from the simple and 
immediate Gegenwart belongs to philosophy and to philosophy’s raison d’être; this is 
something that philosophy shares with religion. Nevertheless, regarding its form, the 
movement of elevation appears quite generic, and incapable of expressing the activity 
that is proper to philosophy, that is, the activity of a non-edifying philosophy.  
Moreover, elevation should in no way mean that philosophy is oblivious to experience 
and uninterested in what is earthly.  
 
 
14 PhG, GW 9, 14 (8).  
15 PhG, GW 9, 13 (7).  
16 PhG, GW 9, 14 (8). 




4.1.b A Struggle between Worlds  
 
Now that the philosophical system is beginning to take shape with the publication of 
its first part, Hegel keeps alive the interest that fuelled its non-philosophical studies on 
the “more subordinate needs of man”18 by bestowing on philosophy qua science and 
system the task of fulfilling the highest need of life to be reconciled with itself. 
Philosophy refers to life, not as a better and more complete version of the actual world: 
philosophy’s view on the world does not come from such a privileged observation 
point, somehow gained by a subject finally being freed from the limitations of 
consciousness. Conversely, philosophy is the most radical experience of life’s cleavage, 
of its splinters, of its multiple and partial manifestations; thus, it refers to the Gegenwart19 
when it appears as a dead and exanimate body: obsolete.  
In the “time of birth” and “transition to a new period”20 during which Hegel is living 
and that he wishes to comprehend philosophically, the task of philosophy is not to 
announce the new epoch or prescribe how the old world should adjust accordingly: 
once again, a philosopher is different from a prophet. On the contrary, philosophy deals 
with the break between the forms of existence and the forms of thinking of the old world, 
which the ongoing development of spiritual activity keeps generating. Hegel presents 
“the labour at reshaping itself [Arbeit seiner Umgestaltung]”21 of the spirit as sneaky and 
underground; its process coincides with the dissolution process (allmählige Zerbrökeln) of 
the old order: the coming to life of the new is the dying of the old, its crumble. And it 
ends suddenly, with a qualitative leap: the full realisation of a new shape.  
Using Gramsci’s famous image, the time of monsters going on when the old world is 
dying, and the new world struggles to be born, is a sort of wake-up call for philosophy. 
It can be said that for Hegel philosophy can be the science of the new epoch, only 
because it is science of the Entzweiung, the determination of the movement of its 
overcoming. In other words, philosophy’s labour consists in positing itself as the 
dialectic of Entzweiung, that is, in showing and developing the contradiction between 
forms of existence and forms of thinking.  
The cleavage – which is always historically determined and embodied – is structured 
on the formal level of Wissen as the cleavage between forms of existence and forms of 
 
18 Letters, 64. 
19  See Pierre Macherey, “Hegel and the Present”, Crisis and Critique 4 (2017), 239-251.  
20 PhG, GW 9, 14 (8). 




thinking, being and thought, reality and concept. Philosophy deals with the cleavage on 
this formal level, although it is itself a form of knowledge, and therefore it must take on 
the antithesis made up by philosophy itself, in its different versions. The legitimacy of 
philosophical knowledge – Hegel chooses to use terminology from the juridical field 
when it comes to the duel between the “right” of the old world and the “right” of the 
new one, and between the “right” of common sense and the “right” of science – is an 
immanent critique of the forms of knowledge and of the framework of the world they 
establish.  
To the notion of philosophical criticism and to its justification on the spiritual level, 
Hegel devotes a major part of his endeavour during the Jena period and as editor (with 
Schelling) of the Kritisches Journal der Philosophie (the task of this journal was indeed to 
carry on a critique of philosophy). The matter of philosophical criticism comes back in 
the “Preface to the System of Science”, as well as in the Encyclopedia, as constituting a 
crucial aspect of philosophical labour. “Genuine philosophy” cannot be exempt from an 
engagement with the “reflective culture”22 of the new epoch (composed of the 
philosophies of reflection – mainly Kant, Fichte, Reinhold, Jacobi, Schulze – and 
Populärphilosophie). By progressively producing the contradiction between the forms of 
being and thought, philosophy can be their unification and posit itself as systematic 
science.  
If the process of dissolution of the established order coincides with the process of 
birth of the new one, then it could seem that, after a first negative-critical activity of 
philosophy, the real beginning of the new life can finally take place, and the speculative 
activity of philosophy can work for the realisation of that new life. This second 
beginning would then be the starting point of the process of development of science 
according to reason’s lead. Does the new world need to cut off all relations with the old 
world in order to accomplish its realisation?  
Hegel addresses this matter in a quite controversial way. There is, in Hegel’s words, 
an echo of the two famous planning and organic metaphors (the project of a building 
and the germ of an organic evolution)23 that Kant employed to express philosophical 




22 On Philosophical Criticism, GW 4, 124 (282). 




Yet this newness is no more completely actual than is the newborn child, and it is 
essential to bear this in mind. Its immediacy, or its concept, is the first to come on the 
scene. However, just as little of a building is finished when its foundation has been laid, 
so too reaching the concept of the whole is equally as little as the whole itself. When we 
wish to see an oak with its powerful trunk, its spreading branches, and its mass of 
foliage, we are not satisfied if instead we are shown an acorn. In the same way, science, 
the crowning glory of a spiritual world, is not completed in its initial stages.24  
 
 
To understand this passage, I think it is important to also refer to the following 
passage: 
 
The beginning of a new spirit is the outcome [das Product] of a widespread revolution 
[weitläuffigen Umwälzung] in the diversity of forms of cultural formation; it is both the 
prize at the end of a winding path [verschlungnen Weges] just as it is the prize won through 
much struggle [Anstrengung]  and effort [Bemühung].25  
  
These passages illustrate a point that is fundamental to my research question. How 
should we understand the movement from inadequate forms of knowledge to the 
speculative form? What is the relation between finite forms of thought and infinite 
ones? To these questions, which have been underlying my work so far, I have tried to 
find answers by focusing on the kind of labour at stake with philosophy in general, in its 
systematic character, instead of pointing to the relationship between the Phenomenology of 
Spirit and the Encyclopedia and confining the topic of consciousness and finite thought to 
the Phenomenology. Moreover, without remaining entangled in issues that can easily 
become ineffectual, I think it is also useful to keep in mind that, although the 
Phenomenology – like any other part of the system – has its own specificity in terms of 
subject matter and aims, the Preface, written and placed by Hegel before what at the 
time he intended to be the first part of the system, was meant as an introduction to the 
whole system of philosophy. In this sense, beside the interpretation of the role of 
Phenomenology within the system and in relation to the elaboration of the encyclopaedic 
system, what emerges in the Preface regarding the object, the methodology and the 
scientificity of philosophical reflection should be taken as expressing the general 
 
24 PhG, GW 9, 15 (9).  




character of philosophy and of the concept (Begriff). The problem of a methodological 
dualism involving phenomenological reflection and systematic evolution, if it exists, 
should not be based on the considerations on philosophy in general that are included in 
the Preface to the System of Science.  
Hegel conceives the emergence of the new world in the form of an immediacy, as 
simple/universal concept (einfach Begriff); because of its partiality and unilaterality, the 
einfach Begriff is more similar to the unterscheidend Begriff than to the Begriff understood as 
life of the truth. The simple/universal concept is the concept of the whole that is not 
the whole itself: it is the form of a cleavage between form and content, it is the simple 
concept insofar as it is not reality. The task of philosophy in regard to the simple 
concept is to bridge this cleavage. But how can this cleavage be bridged? What does 
philosophy know about the simple concept in its immediacy? At its first appearance 
(Erscheinung), this concept is nothing but “the whole enshrouded in its simplicity”;26 it is 
in a certain sense empty, a sort of container. And yet, about this immediacy philosophy 
could not say a word if it were not full of the (dying) forms structuring the old world. 
The dying forms, conscious and known, that constitute the already obsolete spiritual 
life, are in fact, according to Hegel, the “wealth” of the concept of the new world. The 
simplicity and the immediacy of the new concept already and inevitably express a 
cleavage. And yet it is due to this cleavage that the concept finds a conscious and known 
form: it can be expressed by philosophy. At its first appearance, the concept is 
unconscious, although already living in an immediate way as substance of the new 
world. To yield the conscious and known form is something that the concept can do 
only through the labour of philosophy.  
Nevertheless, as strange as this formula may sound, the simple concept, in its 
immediacy, is the result of a production that works unconsciously. The beginning is 
both immediacy and product, but simultaneously so. It is the concept of the whole in its 
immediate form, only because it is a product. Nevertheless, the distinction between 
these two sides makes sense only for philosophy, qua conscious and known form of the 
whole. Moreover, there is an additional ambiguity of the concept of the whole 
highlighted by Hegel, which I consider to be of the greatest importance. The einfach 
Begriff at the beginning of science is the product of a radical upheaval in two senses: as the 
result both of a “winding path” and of Anstrengung and “effort”.  
 




These two paths, which generate the knowledge of the new form, do not 
immediately coincide, although they participate in the same productive activity. While 
the “winding path” refers to a contorted, unclear way that goes on covered and almost 
hidden, the way of the Anstrengung is instead what philosophy can take. The winding 
path is a complex process of producing the changes that fuel the spiritual sphere; it 
comprehends the world of human activity – not simply the field of philosophical 
reflection – whose finality, considering the set of these activities as a whole, transcends 
the singular aims of each of them. From a general point of view, it is an unconscious 
production: it shows itself as substance.  
Thus, from a general point of view, it can be said that philosophy works on the side 
of consciousness. Philosophy follows that winding path and puts in place the 
fundamental activity of Ausbildung der Form, a formal “refinement”. The process of 
science consists in this: in the determination of the differences composing the content 
of the new form and their mutual relations. In this way, philosophy gives a proper form 
to the form in its immediate and simple guise. Philosophy is the forming process of the 
form: it bestows on it systematic shape.  
The intelligibility of philosophy depends on this prize won through the Anstrengung of 
the refinement of the form of the einfach Begriff. Hegel claims that “without this 
refinement (Ausbildung),27 science has no general intelligibility”.28 In the form of an 
immediate manifestation of the whole – as einfach Begriff holding an inner Entzweiung 
between form and content – philosophy appears for Hegel as an esoteric activity, capable 
of finding interest in dealing with dead content in order to elevate it to the life of the 
new form: without the refinement of the form, science “seems to be the esoteric 
possession of only a few individuals – an esoteric possession, because at first science is 
only available in its concept, or in what is internal to it, and it is the possession of a few 
individuals, since its appearance in this not-yet fully unfurled form makes its existence 
into something wholly singular”.29  
There is nothing very interesting in the beginning of philosophy but the 
contradictions it keeps inside.  
 
27 Pinkard translates “Ausbildung” and “Ausbildung der Form” with “development” and “development of the 
form”. I disagree with his choice, for “development” is more generic and it can refer to a natural and 
spontaneous process of change. Therefore, I think that “refinement” and “refinement of the form” is 
more adequate to indicate a laborious and conscious activity like the Ausbildung, which is carried on by 
philosophy.   
28 PhG, GW 9, 15 (10).  




Philosophy devotes its attention to the dead content of the new form, not hoping for 
its resurrection, but by posing itself as the definitive seed of its destruction. It is a seed 
that radically changes both content and form. To this dead content, philosophy is 
therefore an “inverted world” (verkehrte Welt),30 a craziness for common sense (gesunden 
Menschenverstande), and even esoteric. Indeed, it is in this way that in 1802, in the 
introduction of the Kritische Journal (On the Essence of Philosophical Criticism), that Hegel 
defines philosophy: “Philosophy is, by its very nature, something esoteric, neither made 
for the vulgar as it stands, nor capable of being got up to suit the vulgar taste”.31 A 
similar tone is kept in his pamphlet Who thinks abstractly? (1808). Insofar as philosophy is 
the opposite of common sense (its inversion), it is esoteric. Similarly, Hegel writes to 
van Ghert in 1812: “To the uninitiated, speculative philosophy must in any case present 
itself as the inverted world [verkehrte Welt], contradicting all their accustomed concepts 
and whatever else appeared valid to them according to so-called sound common sense 
[gesunden Menschenverstande]”32 
Nevertheless, in the Preface to the System of Science, Hegel strongly affirms the 
exoteric and intelligible character of philosophy as science, as developed form of the 
Begriff: “Only what is completely determinate is at the same time exoteric, 
comprehensible, and capable of being learned and possessed by everybody. The 
intelligible form of science is the path offered to everyone and equally available for 
all”.33  
Even though philosophy does appear as an inverted world to common sense, and the 
task of philosophy is indeed to tip what is natural, familiar and well known (bekannt) 
upside down, the development of science is not a blind violence against it. The 
conceptual knowledge of philosophy consists in this labour: to make something known 
cognitively (erkannt) out of what is well known (bekannt), to achieve rational knowledge 
through understanding. 
What emerges from these considerations is the radical idea of a transformative or 
even subversive account of philosophical labour, in opposition to a neutral one. 
Philosophy works according to an internal touchstone of truth: it does not aim at 
reflecting what is true in itself. Since philosophy is in general a thinking activity, it 
 
30 On Philosophical Criticism, GW 4, 125 (283). On the image of the verkehrte Welt, see Donald P. Verene, 
Hegel's Recollection: A Study of Images in the Phenomenology of Spirit, Albany: SUNY Press, 1985, 39-58; Hans-
Georg Gadamer, “Die verkehrte Welt”, Hegel-Studien 3 (1966), 134-54.  
31 On Philosophical Criticism, GW 4, 125  
32 Letters, 591, translation modified.  




changes the meaning of what it considers;34 however, philosophy does not stop at 
reproducing the object in the fixed subjective form, as understanding does. Insofar as 
what is true is the change, the transformative activity of thinking, philosophy (as 
Nachdenken) shares something fundamental with the reflective thinking of 
understanding. Hegel writes:  
 
Through the process of thinking something over, its content is altered from the way it is 
in sensation, intuition, or representation initially. Thus, it is only by means of an 
alteration that the true nature of the object emerges in consciousness.35  
 




4.2 The Arbeit des Begriffs as Mediation 
 
4.2 a A Matter of Eating and Digestion  
 
For Hegel, philosophy is not, like Reinhold claims,36 a logic or an organon of 
knowledge, and it does not need to be perfected by a critical activity applied to the 
means of knowledge: this is equivalent to saying that philosophy is not merely 
instrumental. By refuting the instrumental view of the cognitive process, Hegel also 
reproaches the attitude of Kantian criticism, conceived according to the Lockean sense 
of a mere critique of the subjective sources of knowledge and based on the false 
assumption that there might be a reflection of the means of knowledge before and 
independently from actual knowledge. As a critical examination of the human 
understanding, Kant’s transcendental idealism risks appearing like a theory of knowledge, 
doomed by its own unresolved presuppositions; like the one that takes knowledge as the 
 
34 On this point, Nuzzo says: “Hegel argues that thought necessarily transforms whatever it thinks. And 
since in philosophy thinking or reason takes rationality in its actual shapes as its content the philosophical 
problem of thinking change is ultimately the problem of a form of rationality capable of immanent self-
transformation”; see Angelica Nuzzo, “Dialectical Reason and Necessary Conflict: Understanding and the 
Nature of Terror”, Cosmos and History: The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy 3, no. 2-3 (2007), 291-307. 
Moreover, Nuzzo raises the question if philosophy can think the reality of the change without losing the 
internal dynamic. On rational dialectic as logic of historical transformation and, therefore as tool for 
thinking the transformative processes, see also id., Approaching Hegel's Logic, Obliquely: Marville, Molière, 
Beckett (New York: State University of New York., 2018).  
35 Enz. C, GW 20, §22, 62 (56).  




middle ground between the subject and the world, or that separates the result of the 
cognitive process from the cognitive process itself.  
However, for Hegel, this reflects the point of view of consciousness or the “natural” 
conception of thinking, that is the horizon within which we all immediately act and 
interact. On the one hand, Hegel refuses both the task and the nature of the theory of 
knowledge; on the other hand, the philosophical reflection must take upon itself the 
assumptions of the theory of knowledge and criticises it by unfolding them.37  
Paradoxically, the point of view of consciousness represents an unconscious and 
unreflected position that for the subject is constituted as given, but that philosophy 
must – in a certain sense – destructuralise. According to the natural conception of 
thinking presupposed by the theory of knowledge, thinking is thus either an instrument 
controlled by the subject to give a form to the object of knowledge, or a medium between 
the subject and the object, through which the object of knowledge can stand in front of 
the subject. Within a theory of knowledge, either the conception of thinking as instrument 
or the one that sees it as a medium can indeed be emphasised. In the first case, there 
would be an emphasis on the activity of the subject; in the second case, on the passivity 
of the cognitive act.38  
To describe the Kantian transcendental position and its focus on the subjective 
conditions of the possibility of knowledge, Hegel uses the image of eating and of its 
conditions. Like the constitutive means of the act of eating, the conditions of time and 
space of the Transcendental Aesthetic are considered by Hegel the mouth and the teeth 
of the subject eating an object that, on the contrary, has no mouth and teeth. In the 
Kantian section of the Lectures on the History of Philosophy, we read: 
 
 
There are things in themselves outside, but devoid of time and space; consciousness 
now comes, and it has time and space beforehand present in it as the possibility of 
experience, just as, in order to eat, it has a mouth, teeth, etc. as conditions necessary for 
 
37 Hyppolite and Habermas agree in affirming the existence of a replacement of a theory of knowledge 
with the phenomenological self-reflection. See Hyppolite, Genesis and Structure of Hegel's Phenomenology of 
Spirit, translated by Samuel Cherniak & John Heckman. Evanston (Illinois: Northwestern University 
Press. (1946*) 2000), 5-7; Habermas, Knowledge and Human Interests, translated by J. Shapiro Jeremy 
(Boston: Beacon Press. (1968*) 1971), 9-16. Habermas claims that Hegel “sees through the absolutism of 
an epistemology based on unreflected presuppositions, demonstrates the mediation of reflection by what 
precedes it, and thus destroys the renewal of First Philosophy on the basis of transcendentalism. Yet in so 
doing he imagines himself to be overcoming the critique of knowledge as such” (ivi, 10). 




eating. The things which are eaten have not the mouth and teeth, and what eating does 
to things, so space and time do to them.39 
 
 
According to this image, thinking is a unidirectional process; it violently crushes an 
unarmed non-organic nature. Both the things that are about to be eaten and the eater are 
like independent entities, abstract starting points of the eating process, which are 
activated within the process itself. The process of eating goes from the subject to the 
object: by chewing the object, the subject radically changes the form of non-organic 
nature, which can then be swallowed, and fulfil its aim by becoming nourishment. There 
is a sort of finality that the subject bestows on the non-organic nature, when she 
chooses to eat it. The non-organic nature is there for the subject in order to be eaten; 
therefore, it has no intrinsic value. Similarly, the act of thinking is a process of 
idealisation, a limitless power over externality through which a “thing” becomes 
something “thought”. The subject transforms the givenness and elevates it with the 
higher meaning of the ideal: givenness becomes something subjective, which belongs to 
us. It is a property of the subject. 
Although, for Hegel, the image of eating describes a one-sided process, it expresses 
at the same time something true; thus, I do not think it is merely another of Hegel’s 
criticisms against Kant’s subjectivism. Hegel chooses to use the same image also to 
indicate a “wisdom” known since the old Eleusinian secrets of “the eating of bread and 
the drinking of wine”.40 This kind of wisdom belongs also to animals and, in general, to 
any kind of animated being, insofar as they “do not stand still in the face of sensuous 
things, as if those things existed in themselves. Despairing of the reality of those things 
and in the total certainty of the nullity of those things, they without any further ado 
simply help themselves to them and devour them”.41 First of all, to eat the object means 
negating its presupposed autonomy, its independent subsistence, the fact that it could 
have true reality in itself; secondly, it means to make the object like the subject, to 
mould the object into something subjective. In other words, the knowing subject 
assimilates (sich assimilieren) the nature by negating it. The negative activity of the process 
of assimilation underlines a movement that Hegel describes as “unconscious” and 
 
39 VGP, W 20, 341 (435), translation modified.  
40 PhG, GW 9, 69 (66).  




“immediate”, linked to the subject’s structure (teeth, mouth, or the internal organs and 
the gastric juices in digestion) and the peculiar meaning that receptivity assumes for the 
subject (assimilation). Indeed, the receptivity of the otherness for the subject has indeed 
a specific kind of activity, a type of unification of subject and object. On this point, 
Hegel refers to Aristotle’s De Anima, according to which the process of assimilation is 
structured as an activity-within-passivity; the mediation between subject and object is 
carried on by a subject that is constitutively predisposed to do that.42  
Nevertheless, for Hegel, the comparison between assimilation and the thinking 
process does not result in an error due to a subjective way of conceiving of thought; 
instead it shows an essential aspect of the process of thinking and its negativity, as well 
as of the same structure of the subjectivity in a wide sense. In general, such a 
comparison highlights what Hegel considers the “natural”, “instinctive” or “impulsive” 
character of thinking activity.   
Thinking, as movement of idealisation led by the subject, is this “swallowing up” of 
the object; it imposes a sceptical position against the truth of the object and the 
negation of the for-itself of externality: in one word, thinking is idealism. As immediate 
negation of the autonomy and independence of the object, the I posits itself as the 
substance and the in-itself of the object, as the substrate or universal genre (Gattung) that 
unifies the otherness under the form of what is “mine”. As power of the otherness, the 
I sublates it: the I does not destroy the otherness from an external position, nor the 
otherness simply flake apart in the mediation; in reaching its ideal meaning, the 
otherness realises its internal finality. 
Generally, far from the passivity of philosophy (such as Reinholdian philosophy) 
understood as simply a “mouth agape”, I think that the image of eating, employed –
according to Hegel – by Kantian philosophy to understand the activity of subjectivity, 
has to be understood in connection with Hegel’s physiological studies. To grasp what 
Hegel concretely means by comparing thinking activity to the process of assimilation 
and by using this image regarding Kant’s philosophy in its most subjective aspects is 
important for the comprehension of Hegel’s account of thinking, cognition and 
subjectivity. At the same time, this is crucial for understanding the nature of 
 
42 The structure of this activity-within-passivity and Hegel’s reference to De Anima II regarding this matter are 
showed by Ferrarin; see Alfredo Ferrarin, Hegel and Aristotle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 




philosophical activity as a specific and peculiar kind of thinking, and philosophical 
criticism in terms of philosophy’s inner critique.  
In the Jena period, Hegel engages with the study of physiology and in particular with 
the process of digestion. Such an interest is kept alive also in his later writings up to the 
last edition of the Encyclopedia, where we find an exposition of the meaning of the 
process of assimilation (Assimilation) in the Philosophy of Nature,43 and the comparison 
of the process of assimilation with thinking and with the general activity of spirit in 
regard to nature.44  
From modern physiology, Hegel learned that the organism, as universal power, 
immediately absorbs food as particularity; the organism negates the non-organic nature of 
food and posits that as identical to itself.45 Organic life incorporates in its own flesh and 
blood non-organic nature; in this activity, the non-organic becomes the particular of the 
universal that is the organism. For Hegel, digestion is a metamorphosis 
incomprehensible from a purely mechanical or chemical point of view; it is a teleological 
metamorphosis, dominated by the power of organic life. Hegel writes: 
 
The chief moment in digestion is the immediate action of life as the power over its non-
organic object which it presupposes as its stimulus only in so far as it is in itself identical 
with it, but is, at the same time, its ideality and being-for-self.46 
 
Only in this assimilation does non-organic nature find its truth. For Hegel, such a 
power of animated beings expresses the substantial relation, in so much as the non-organic 
nature is immediately engulfed by the subject:  
 
The ground of every reciprocal relation between these two [the organic and the non-
organic] is just this absolute unity of the substance through which the non-organic is 
thoroughly transparent, ideal and non-objective for the organic. The alimentary process 
is merely this transformation of the non-organic nature into a corporeality belonging to 
 
43 Enz. C, GW 20, §§ 357-366, 357-366 (380-410); Enz. C, W 9, §§ 357-366 & Z., 464-498 (380-410). 
44 Enz. C, W 10, § 381 Z., 23 (14). Bodei shows the meaning of the equivalence between assimilation and 
the thinking dynamic, by dealing with Hegel’s bibliographic sources during the Jena period, when Hegel 
attended Professor Jakob Fidelis Ackermann’s lectures on physiology. As Hegel also reports in the 
Philosophy of Nature, Lazzaro Spallanzani (Opuscoli di fisica animale e vegetale, I: Della digestione,) is his main 
source of information on the digestion process; see: Bodei, La civetta e la talpa, 99-108). 
45 Ivi, 102. 




the subject […]. The power of animality is the substantial relation, the main thing in 
digestion.47  
 
Hegel underlines several times the immediate and unconscious character of the 
mediation process of assimilation; within such a context, he expresses that kind of 
immediate-mediation that is assimilation by using the paradoxical utterance “das 
bewusstlose Begreifen”;48 Hegel claims that assimilation is an unconscious comprehending of the 
non-organic. This comparison opens a series of interpretative difficulties involving 
different matters, particularly Hegel’s account of thinking and what I have anticipated to 
be the “natural” and “instinctive” aspect of the thinking process. What does it mean in 
general that assimilation is an immediate process of mediation? And in which way does 
this immediacy apply to thinking activity? Moreover, how is the unconsciousness 
implicated in comprehending?  
As already mentioned, in the alimentary process, the organic is the author of a one-
sided action over the non-organic; in this way, the organic brings the non-organic to 
identity-with-itself. According to Hegel, digestion then describes the movement of 
mediation of itself with otherness as logical development of the abstract identity. The 
process of mediation and the immediate character of such a process does not seem to 
be in mutual conflict. Immediately the structure of the organism is oriented to take 
possession of the non-organic. It is an activity carried on by the organism spontaneously 
and unconsciously. Nevertheless, the organism digests the non-organic in a processual 
way, through different moments and organs;49 Hegel stresses the autonomy of the 
organism, showing the movement of mediation as completely dominated and oriented 
by the organism itself: the mediation is “for its own sake in order to be movement and 
consequently actuality”.50 The process of digestion, through its different moments, is an 
internal modification of a substance that is actual only insofar as it is not a permanent 
substratum, but a reflective movement through otherness. In other words, the life of the 
organism, in all its autonomy and self-reference, is so only as an activity that makes itself 
 
47 Enz. C, W 9, § 365 Z., 483 (397).  
48 Enz. C, W 9, § 365 Z., 485 (399). 
49 Hegel argues: “If the organism does bring the non-organic into an identity with itself gradually through 
separate stages (Momente), this complex arrangement of digestion through the intermediation of several 
organs is for the non-organic, indeed superfluous: but it is not so for the organism which progresses through 
these moments within itself for its own sake in order to be movement and consequently actuality”, Enz. C, 
W 9, § 365 Z., 485 (399).  




passive.51 Its receptivity is a mode of its activity, and it is thus constitutively open to 
otherness: it is necessarily and immediately defective, split, needy and hungry. 
According to such an analogy between the process of assimilation and thinking 
activity in general, it is possible to grasp a sort of naturality of thought; we think as we 
digest: unconsciously. Of course, it is not to say that we are not aware of what we think; 
instead, we are unaware of the complexity of that dynamic.  
On the natural aspect of thinking, in the Preface to the first edition of the Science of 
Logic, Hegel says that we don’t learn how to think through logic, “just as if one were to 
learn how to digest or to move first from the study of anatomy and physiology”.52 Hegel 
presents it almost as a joke; however, besides sarcasm, it indicates a sort of 
independence of the process of “natural” thinking from the process of its “being 
known”. The first kind of thinking can and does work without the second, while the 
second is a reflection on the first.  
For the thinking subject, consciousness constitutes the form of such natural and 
unconscious thinking: consciousness is the immediate form of our thinking activity. We 
think and, for us, thinking is a one-sided action, we speak the language of the subject, 
we are in an immediate way the focal point, the agent our activity: an absolute 
beginning. Thinking is doing: our action constitutes a break from an amorphous 
continuity. Breaking is the way in which we possess otherness and through otherness we 
reflect on ourselves: “the most rational thing that children can do with their toys is to 
break them”.53 In such action, children apprehend their I-hood as a return from 
externality. The separation between the subject and that on which the subject acts is 
given immediately only through activity on otherness, which, in this sense, is similar to 
what I said for the organism: the passivity is already an active mode of thinking.  
I think the natural character of thought has to be understood within the dynamic of 
the process of assimilation of externality, that is, within the epistemological perspective 
that defines and permeates every human activity: it is like an instinct for human beings. 
The naturality of thought is the instinct to make otherness something mine – the 
instinct to recognise ourselves in that on which we act. For Hegel, thus, the 
epistemological perspective that belongs in a wide sense to every human activity does 
 
51 On the structure of the organism as “impulse” (Trieb) and “activity of lacking” (Thätigkeit des Mangels) 
see Luca Illetterati, “The Concept of Organism in Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature”, Verifiche 42, no. 1-4 
(2014), 155-165. 
52 WL (1832), GW 21, 6 (8).  




not refer to a pure theoretical approach to objectivity; rather it shapes a process of 
alteration that objectifies objects and at the same time objectifies the subject: it is the 
synthesis of object and self.  
In the Philosophy of Spirit, Hegel says:     
 
Whereas the animal is silent or expresses its pain only by groaning, the child expresses 
the feeling of its needs by screaming. By this ideal activity the child shows that it is 
straightaway imbued with the certainty that it has the right to demand from the external 
world the satisfaction of its needs, – that the independence [Selbständigkeit] of the 
external world in face of man is void.54  
 
At a closer look, then, it seems that the instinctive negative relationship between the 
human being and the external world (as early and unconscious expression of thinking 
activity) is already different from the one involving animals: it is immediately a “right” 
of thinking subjectivity. Philosophy works exactly on the untold assumptions that the 
dynamic of assimilation bears: on thinking as an instinct. On thinking as natural, 
philosophy can see the layering of the present, of the new shape of spirit. The 
immediate mediation of thinking activity involves a “produced” naturality that ignores 
its own becoming. Philosophy reflects on the layers that build the frame in which we 
move.  
To borrow Bodei’s words, philosophy brings to light the “Denkbestimmungen that are 
already unconsciously present in individuals and in the epoch; in this respect philosophy 
has only an eminently maieutic function”.55 In its natural aspect, thinking is for us a 
language, a universality that structures our horizon of meaning and through with we say 
things; however, we do not put language into question, since it is for us a natural 
acquisition, a habit. In the Preface to the second edition of the Science of Logic, Hegel 
expresses this natural character of thought as a “natural logic”:  
 
In everything that the human being has interiorized, in everything that in some way or 
other has become for him a representation, in whatever he has made his own, there has 
language penetrated, and everything that he transforms into language and expresses in it 
contains a category, whether concealed, mixed, or well defined.56 
 
54 Enz. C, W 10, § 396 Z., 79 (56). 
55 Bodei, La civetta e la talpa, 136, my translation and emphasis.  





And then he asks: 
 
I have said elsewhere, what is familiar is for that reason not known, and it can even be a 
source of irritation to have to occupy oneself with the familiar – and what could be 
more familiar than just those determinations of thought which we employ everywhere, 
and are on our lips in every sentence that we utter?57 
 
First of all, philosophy is subversion of the familiar order. There is nothing more 
familiar, unconscious, abyssal, substantial than thought.     
 
 
4.2.b The Process of Labour 
 
According to Hegel, philosophy is one of the modes of thinking. Insofar as it is 
thinking in general, like every thinking activity, philosophy is a process of mediation and 
movement of alternation of its object. However, philosophy is not immediate, natural 
and unconscious assimilation, but, as I have said, it is more specifically a labour 
(Arbeit);), the Arbeit des Begriffs.  
Thus, labour is first of all a particular kind of mediation.  
Hegel has been extensively engaging with the nature of labour in the System of Ethical 
Life (1802) and in the preparatory notes for his classes on the Philosophy of Spirit 
(summer semester 1803; winter semester 1803–04, and winter semester 1805-06). 
Through these texts, it is possible to retrieve further considerations on philosophy as 
labour. I do not aim at understanding in which way, for Hegel, labour is settled within 
the spiritual activities of man. My interest is simply to extrapolate and make explicit its 
logic: how does Hegel describe the dynamic of the process of labour?  
In light of what I have argued so far, I think that the word “labour” can be used as a 
technical term to identify the conceptual activity of alteration led by philosophy. 
Moreover, the dynamic of labour allows one to highlight the difference between the 
immediate-mediation process of intellectual thinking and the mediation of philosophical 
thinking. Actually, I maintain that this difference can be grasped by considering it only 
as difference within homogeneity, that is, the mediation process of thinking.  
 




Labour as medium between subject and object shows some features that are different 
from the intellectual form of thinking that mediates subject and object. In his essay 
Labor and Interaction, Habermas focuses his attention exactly on this point and traces 
differences and similarities between the dialectic of labour that mediates subject and 
object and the mediating dialectic of representation. Habermas writes: “Just as language 
breaks the dictates of immediate perception and orders the chaos of the manifold 
impressions into identifiable things, so labour breaks the dictates of immediate desires 
and, as it were, arrests the process of drive satisfaction”.58 Habermas addresses here 
something fundamental. The break that subjectivity posits with the universalisation of 
the particular in the process of labour, is doubled and posited within subjectivity itself.  
Within the process of eating that I previously noted insofar as it constitutes a 
metaphor for the thinking process, an apple that I decide to eat has value only as a 
particularised desire: I immediately assimilate nature. Thinking posits and unifies the 
separation in the ideal form that makes the object something thought, a synthesis. 
Within the process of labour not only does the product does not immediately 
correspond to the desire, but the worker suspends her immediate desire: the product of 
her labour constitutes a translated desire. Moreover, the force that the worker transfers 
in the product is not a blind force: unlike the teeth that destroy an inanimate and 
unarmed nature, in the process of labour the worker forges the object according to laws 
imposed by nature.      
Hegel himself describes the process of labour in contrast with an instinctive activity; 
indeed he writes: “Labour is not an instinct, but a rational act”.59 For Hegel, labour is 
the concrete process of objectification of the subjectivity.60  
Such a dynamic of the process of labour helps us in the comprehension of the 
philosophical process. 
 In regard to philosophy, we have seen that the einfach Begriff of science has to be 
understood as a product and path. The process of labour exemplifies the activity that 
 
58 Jürgen Habermas, “Labor and Interaction: Remarks on Hegel's Jena Philosophy of Mind”, in Theory 
and Practice, by Jürgen Habermas, translated by John Viertel (Boston: Beacon Press. (1971*) 1973), 153-
154. 
59 JS I, GW 6, 319, my translation. See: Bodei, La civetta e la talpa, 180.  
60 In Hegel’s considerations in Jena, we found that the dynamic of labour becomes coextensive to the 
dynamic of objectification of spirit. On this point, see Adorno: “Aspects of Hegel's Philosophy”, 1-52. 
See also Andreas Arndt, Die Arbeit der Philosophie (Berlin: Parerga, 2003); Giorgio Cesarale, La mediazione che 
sparisce. La società civile in Hegel (Roma: Carocci 2009); Brian O’ Connon, “The Concept of Mediation in 
Hegel and Adorno”, Hegel Bulletin Double Issue, No. 39-40 (1999), 84-96; Mauro Fornaro, Il lavoro negli scritti 




philosophy has to do as self-development of the einfach Begriff, in light of another point 
that I find crucial. The in-itself of the einfach Begriff, the beginning of science, is an 
already mediated immediacy. Similarly, the raw material of the process of labour is not 
in fact a raw naturality a giveness. According to Hegel, the content of a simple concept 
has then the form of something thought, something consumed, an “abbreviation”. 
Thus, it is not something original, rather it is a being-negated, the simple negation of 
being. As I will tackle in the next chapter, the proper form of the mediated immediacy 
of the einfach Begriff is nothing but the immediate form of the I. The form of subjectivity, 
the form of pure abstraction of thought, constitutes the beginning of science and the 
very same concept that lies at the ground of the philosophies of reflection. Such is the 





























Speculative Thinking as Logic of the Entzweiung  
 
 
5.1 Philosophy in the Encyclopaedic System: The Self-Reference of the Wissenschaft der 
Vernunft 
 
5.1.a Philosophy’s Only Knowledge  
 
From the time that Hegel began to explore the systematic nature of philosophy, that 
is, from the Difference essay to the last editions of the Encyclopedia, he underlined the 
“inconvenient” situation of doubt (Zweifel) and struggle (Streit), which philosophy must 
necessarily face. 
The reason for such discomfort is the impossibility for philosophy of presupposing 
at its beginning both the object and the method of its investigation. Therefore, on the 
one hand, the systematic shape of philosophy implies the independence of philosophy 
from anything that can be assumed as given and presupposed for its investigation; on 
the other hand, for Hegel, this very same independence and autonomy of the 
philosophical field from the other forms of knowledge forces philosophy to radically 
critique what appears as given and presupposed.  
A philosophy that really starts with itself cannot do it by being indifferent to 
common sense, by being unconcerned for or in contrast with the forms of culture. To 
take seriously its presuppositionless character (as science) means for philosophy to take 
upon itself a strenuous critical labour, to bear a struggle and doubt involving everything.  
Thus, the scientific and systematic character of philosophy seems to depend on a 
self-grounding capacity, only performed through an activity of sublating the 
presuppositions of a kind of knowledge that Hegel generally called “non-philosophical”.  
Rousseau’s profound critique of modern culture – a fundamental reading during the 
years of Hegel’s education – echoes in the dynamic in which, according to Hegel, 
philosophy ought to be engaged.1 The general meaning of a critique of modernity – 
 
1 On the influence of Rousseau’s writings on the development of Hegel’s philosophy, see Hans F. Fulda, 





which Hegel, with his friend Hölderlin, needed to fulfil – is maintained by Hegel in its 
essence during the Jena period, and flows into the definition of the general task of 
philosophy of unifying the cleavage of the epoch, by disclosing its presuppositions.  
In the Difference, Hegel writes: 
 
the sole interest of reason is to suspend such rigid antithesis. But this does not mean 
that reason is altogether opposed to opposition and limitation. For the necessary 
cleavage is one factor in life. Life eternally forms itself by setting up oppositions, and 
totality at the highest pitch of living energy [Lebendigkeit] is only possible through its 
own re-establishment out of the deepest fission [Trennung].2   
 
If life exists only as the process and movement of oppositions, the task of reason 
(that is, of systematic philosophy) is to re-establish the movement when it appears fixed, 
arrested and dead. However, the activity of “re-establishing” led by philosophy cannot 
indicate the return to an original identity from which cleavage and opposition first arise: 
according to the jargon of this Hegelian early writing, it implies that (1) philosophy is 
always a second-order thinking activity, the elaboration of a material that has the shape of 
an already-thought, an abstraction; and (2) in regard to this abstraction, philosophy shows its 
history, the dynamic of its production (“a product has to be comprehended as a 
producing”).3 Philosophy does not work above the internal discrepancy of the products 
of thinking, but is the rational comprehension of the abstraction itself, of the nature of 
thinking insofar as thinking becomes comprehension of reality.  
The cleavage is the result of the abstraction of thinking: it is the general bone 
structure of the whole (the form of the abstraction, the product of the philosophy of 
subjectivity) and also the flesh (the material of the abstraction, the product of non-
philosophical forms of knowledge) of the living body (the comprehension of the totality 
of knowledge). The rational element, as Lebendigkeit, is what makes the body alive: it is a 
 
(Veröffentlichungen der Internationalen Hegel-Vereinigung; Bd. 19), ed. by Hans Friedrich Fulda and 
Rolf-Peter Horstmann (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1991), 41-73; on the relationship between Rousseau and 
Hegel, with a particular focus on the development of Hegel’s political philosophy see Frederick 
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2000); on Rousseau’s influence on German Idealism see David James, Rousseau and German Idealism: 
Freedom, Dependence and Necessity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013); on Rousseau and the 
critique of modern society, see: Richard L. Velkley, Freedom and the End of Reason: On the Moral Foundation of 
Kant’s Critical Philosophy (Chigago-London: University of Chicago Press, 1989). 
2 Diff., GW 4, 13 (91). 




force that goes through it, its internal finality (“reason is purposive doing”);4 it is neither 
any particular part nor the sum of the parts; it is rather what holds them together as 
form (both transcendent and immanent) of their unity. While understanding is the 
power of division, reason is, by using Habermas’s words, “the power of unification”,5 
which however can operate only through understanding (“reason without understanding 
is nothing”). If it is necessary that the movement of life be made of oppositions, the 
point of view of philosophy constitutes what emphasises and radicalises them, insofar as 
the form of cleavage is at once philosophy’s true source and product. Philosophy aims 
at changing the immediate form of the oppositions and separations of the 
understanding and at giving them the systematic form of rational knowledge. 
Nonetheless, the acknowledgement of the separation between thought and reality 
throughout Kant’s and Fichte’s philosophy, does not simply determine its suppression. 
On the contrary, for Hegel, what is achieved is a philosophical form of the cleavage 
which brings to light a transformative character of thought towards reality.  
Moreover, such a duality of the form of cleavage determines for Hegel the self-
referential character of the critique of thought. For Hegel, the cleavage encompasses the 
entire culture of the modern world. Such a cleavage finds its purest version in any of the 
multiplicity of the forms of knowledge of modernity – which are all particular sciences 
and, in general, determinate forms of non-philosophical abstraction. The form of 
cleavage of modernity is crystallised in philosophy itself, that is, in what Hegel calls 
“philosophies of reflection” or “philosophies of subjectivity”: “in the form of fixed 
reflection, as a world of thinking and thought essence in antithesis to a world of 
actuality, this cleavage falls into the Northwest”, becoming the form of modernity 
itself.6 In a sense, the cleavage is the beginning against which philosophy must struggle. 
The exposition of philosophy starts with the immanent critique of philosophy.7 That is 
all the discomfort of systematic philosophy at its beginning: an internal battle against its 
own ground.  
 
4 PhG., GW 9, 20 (14). Moder shows how the purposivity of reason in Hegel, is on the one hand, 
connected with the organic teleology (internal finality) and, on the other hand, diverges from it. He traces 
a fundamental difference between the teleology of nature and the teleology of the process of reason: an 
inner ulteriority of product of reason; see Gregor Moder, “The Germ of Death: Puposive Causality in 
Hegel”, Crisis and Critique 4, no. 1 (2017), 275-290;  see also James Kreines, Reason in the World: Hegel's 
Metaphysics and his Philosophical Appeal (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 77-112. 
5 Habermas, “Hegel's Concept of Modernity”, in Philosophical Discourse of Modernity: Twelve Lectures, by 
Jürgen Habermas, trans. by Frederick Lawrence (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press,(1985*) 1990), 23. 
6 Diff., GW 4, 14 (91).  
7 On the exposition of philosophy’s beginning as immanent critique, see Jurgen Werner, Darstellung als 




In the Preface to the System of Science, Hegel expresses in this way the task of 
philosophy: “to achieve rational knowledge through our own understanding is the 
rightful demand of a consciousness which is approaching the status of science”.8 
In the last version of the Encyclopedia (1830), Hegel stresses the thoughtful nature of 
philosophical examination and defines philosophy as just one of the forms of thinking.9 
The overarching nature of objective thinking (objektives Denken) and the relationship 
between its passive and active forms, even though they do not constitute the topic of 
any specific section, emerge throughout the whole Introduction. In the Introduction, 
philosophy preliminarily finds its definition in light of its difference from thinking in 
general. Hegel says that generally philosophy is a “thoughtful examination [denkende 
Betrachtung] of things” and yet “a peculiar way of thinking, in virtue of which thinking 
becomes knowing, a knowing that comprehends things [begreifendes Erkennen]”;10  
“genuinely philosophical thinking” is “speculative thinking”: a special kind of reflection 
(Nachdenken, “thinking things over”), which in addition possesses “its own peculiar 
forms, of which the concept is the general form”.11  
To briefly explain the meaning of these quotations, one can say that the object of 
philosophy is nothing but thinking, insofar as it frees itself from its own immediate and 
unconscious forms, that is, from those points of view according to which the 
opposition between thought and reality is maintained, insofar as the form of their 
identity is abstractly conceived. Philosophy is a reflection on thinking; philosophy does 
not free us from intuitions, feelings and desires nor from their content tout court; rather it 
discloses the presuppositions behind understanding’s comprehension of those passive 
forms of thinking and the dynamic of abstraction and separation that understanding 
operates on their finite content.   
Thinking is the dimension of philosophy, which, according to its diverse forms, 
constitutes at the same time – but in a different sense – the object and subject of 
philosophy: if, according to the general comprehension of the Hegelian account of 
thought, thinking permeates every aspect of reality and human expression (also those 
that we do not usually consider as manifestations of thinking, such as feelings or 
sensations, and those that compose our concrete living in the world), the task of 
philosophy is to refine its several “rough” forms and to discover their essence.  In more 
 
8 PhG, 9, 16 (10).  
9 Enz. C, GW 20, § 1, 39 (28); § 2, 40-41 (28-29); § 9, 49 (37).  
10 Enz. C, GW 20, §2, 40-41 (28-29). 




specific Hegelian terms, philosophy works by sublating the unconscious, immediate, 
unrelated, subjective or objective forms of thinking, which are constituted, in different 
ways, by logical, natural and spiritual determinations. 
In the Introduction to Hegel’s last edition of the Encyclopedia, he describes the activity 
of philosophy as a replacement of representations (“the determinacies of feeling, 
intuition, desire, volition, etc., insofar as we are conscious of them, are usually called 
representations”)12 with concepts, that is, he describes the activity of philosophy as that 
which makes possible the passage from a form of knowledge (representative knowledge) 
to another (conceptual knowledge as philosophy’s own kind of cognition). By regarding 
representations as “metaphors of thoughts and concepts”,13 he also considers 
philosophical labour as “translation”14 between different versions of the universal 
language of thinking that belongs to all of them.15  
   If, on the one hand, philosophy seems to be always in its own element (thinking as 
the universal genre of philosophy), and its work of “translating” the different forms of 
thinking into the conceptual one has the character of a self-reflective activity, on the 
other hand, philosophy is able to become a system not due to a privileged capacity to 
build a framework of logical-real concepts from out of itself alone, but rather inasmuch 
as every philosophical determination is imbued with the idea of thought that responds 
to the provocation of experience, which has to do with the different representations of 
the finite world, and does not close itself in a horizon of pure self-reflectivity. To 
assume a systematic form does not mean that philosophy has to meet a formal 
requirement in order to yield pure knowledge, severed from the idiosyncrasies of the 
observer, of the epoch, or from contingency in general. The refutation of the idea of a 
pure and rarefied philosophy, bound within an abstract dimension of thought, is indeed 
a necessary step to make the systematic and scientific dimension of philosophy possible. 
I think it is crucial to understand that philosophy has a task, an interest; it is not a 
neutral activity: it is a commitment towards the present and in general towards the 
forms of knowledge.  
 
12 Enz. C, GW 20, §3, 41 (30). 
13 Enz. C, GW 20, §3, 42 (31). 
14 Enz. C, GW 20, §5, 43 (32). 
15 On the problem of the definition of the task of philosophy in terms of a translation on representations 
into concepts, see Klaus Brinkmann, “Hegel on Translating Representations: Rethinking the Task of 
Philosophy”, in System und Logik bei Hegel, ed. Luca Fonnesu and Lucia Ziglioli (Hieldesheim: Olms, 2016), 




In the Heidelberg edition of the Encyclopedia (1817), it is not on the grounds of the 
difference from, and of the relationship with, thought that philosophy is defined. What 
we find instead is a definition of philosophy that in some ways puts in contact the 
Heidelberg edition – at least in terms of terminology – with the long reflection in which 
Hegel has been engaged since the early years in Jena, when he for the first time 
attributes to philosophy the task of “building the absolute for consciousness” and the 
ability to overcome the forms of the cleavage. This is important in terms of the 
interpretation of the development of Hegel’s thought. I will therefore focus on the 
structure that the system assumes in the Heidelberg period and on the reflection on the 
role of logic, in which Hegel is engaged in this period while he is teaching at the 
University of Heidelberg and right after the completion and publication of the whole 
Science of Logic. I think that this allows an underlining of a sort of continuity between the 
early Jena production and the late works and prevents us from considering the 
Phenomenology as a sharp break. More specifically, although the Phenomenology represents a 
pivotal moment for Hegel’s elaboration of the method of philosophy understood as 
conceptual knowledge and for Hegel’s determination of the form of rationality, to detect 
such a continuity with the early position is important for the comprehension of acritical 
activity as inward moment of the system of philosophy.    
In §5 of the first edition of the Encyclopedia of Philosophical Science, Hegel writes: 
 
Philosophy is here represented as the science of reason [Wissenschaft der Vernunft], 
particularly insofar as reason becomes conscious of itself as of all being. […]  
Philosophy can also be seen as the science of freedom, because in philosophy the 
heterogeneity of objects and with it the finitude of consciousness disappear. [...] Only in 
philosophy is reason altogether by itself. – On the same basis, reason in this science 
does not even have the one-sidedness of a subjective rationality [subjectiven Vernüftigkeit], 
nor as it were the property of an unusual talent, nor is it the gift of a particularly divine 
favor or disfavor, like the possession of an artistic skill. Since it is nothing but reason 
conscious of itself, it is capable by its very nature of being universal science [allgemeine 
Wissenschaft]. Nor is it idealism, in which the content of knowledge has only the 
determination of something posited through the “I”, of a subjective product enclosed 
within self-consciousness. Since reason is conscious of itself as of being, the subjectivity 
is the “I” [weil die Vernuft ihrer selbst als des Seyns bewuβt ist, ist die Subjectivität, das Ich], which 
knows itself as something particular in contrast to objects, and knows its own 




or over against itself, sublated and immersed in rational universality [aufgehoben und in die 
vernüftige Allgemeinheit versenkt].16 
 
 
I would like to give an interpretation of this passage, and, in particular, of the 
definition of philosophy as the science of reason: I will therefore try to explain the 
meaning of this formula and clarify its connection with the presuppositionless position 
of science. Moreover, in order to understand the quoted passage, I believe it is necessary 
to keep as reference the texts of the whole Jena period, from the early writings up to the 
“Preface to the System of Science” placed before the Phenomenology.  
The determination of the object of philosophy in relation to the concept of reason 
and the identification between reason conscious of itself and a form of subjectivity that 
has passed through and overcome the finite forms of the “I”, are problems that are 
found within those works. Moreover, the role of Kantian philosophy and – in particular 
– of the concept of reason and of the synthetic unity of apperception, also discussed in 
depth in the Jena period and constantly recalled by Hegel, is fundamental for the 
identification of the principle and the starting point of the science.  
In extreme synthesis, according to Hegelian terminology, starting from the Jena 
period, reason is in general the identity of opposites, the identity of subject–object 
produced in the form of the being-sublated (Aufgehobensein) of their opposition. Such an 
acquisition remains within the development of Hegel’s philosophy, even if it is enriched 
and finds expression in more complex solutions that, however, do not modify its 
theoretical core in any substantial way.   
Reason, in turn, is for Hegel the only object of philosophy. This is another point 
elaborated since the early years in Jena, as evidenced by a formulation included in Faith 
and Knowledge. However, since this early formulation, reason as absolute is regarded as 
the object of philosophy not in terms of a unique substratum that needs to be 
recognised and reconstructed through the pluralities of its manifestation. For Hegel, the 
only idea that for philosophy has reality and objectivity is “the absolute being-sublated 
of contrast” and the knowledge of this identity is the “only knowledge” of philosophy.17 
But what is the meaning of the concept of reason as defined in Hegel’s first edited 
version of his encyclopaedic system? 
 
16 Enz. A, GW 13, §5, 17-18 (50-51). Translation modified.  




Once again, I think the answer to this question can be retrieved through a 
comparison with Kantian philosophy, which Hegel explicitly recognises as serving a 
fundamental role in the development of his position: Kant was the first philosopher to 
express this identity (the absolute being-sublated of contrast) as an originally synthetic 
unity with the structure of transcendental apperception: in so doing, he definitively laid 
the absolute ground of philosophy.  
I cannot stress this point enough. In my view, this is the crux of the problem: Hegel’s 
interpretation of Kant’s form of subjectivity makes it the ground not only of 
understanding and of the determination of categories, but also of reason and of 
philosophical activity. This produces a fundamental polysemy of the form of subjectivity 
according to which the I is both simple negativity of understanding, thinking in general 
as abstraction, distinction (“the understanding is thinking, the pure I as such”18) and the 
form of the becoming of reason. 19 
 An original reflection on the Kantian apperception is the basis of §32 of the 
Heidelberg Encyclopedia (in the section on the preliminary concept). Hegel writes: 
 
the great service of Kantian philosophy should be recognized. For it elevated the “I” as 
a “pure apperception”, having placed its knowledge no longer in the thing-soul 
[Seelending] [...], but in its true essence, namely, in the pure identity of self-consciousness 
with itself, or freedom. The grasping of this freedom as the essence and substance of 
the so-called “soul” established the absolute ground for philosophical knowledge.20 
 
In this passage, the ground of philosophy is called “freedom”, a concept for which 
secondary literature has repeatedly underlined the relevance for the Heidelberg 
Encyclopedia, in which philosophy is defined as “science of freedom”.21 
One would make a mistake, I argue, in understanding this concept – and therefore 
the ground of philosophy – as a fixed primum, as a datum to be investigated or from 
which research is to be carried out (whether it be an absolute ego or a single substance). 
 
18 PhG, GW 9, 16 (10). 
19 On the polysemy of the I, Ferrarin shows the development of Hegel’s “unordinary” account of 
subjectivity in relation to the process of liberation from the “ordinary” logic of the I. See Alfredo Ferrarin, 
Thinking and the I: Hegel and the Critique of Kant (Chicago: Northwestern University Press, 2019). 
20 Enz. A, GW 13, §32, 32 (65). Translation modified.  
21 Enz. A, GW 13, §5, 18 (51). See Luca Illetterati, “Il sistema come forma della libertà nella filosofia di 
Hegel”, Itinera 10 (2015), 41-63; Stephen Houlgate, Freedom, Truth and History: An Introduction to Hegel’s 
Philosophy (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005); Franco Biasutti, “Sulla determinazione logico-sistematica del 
concetto di libertà”, in Filosofia e scienze filosofiche dell’Enciclopedia hegeliana del 1817, ed. Franco Chiereghin 




On the contrary, I believe that what Hegel defines as “freedom” must be understood 
first of all as a movement of self-determination, that is, as the capacity to remain with 
itself in its own alienation, to become other than itself in its self-identity. In the Preface 
to the System of Science, it is possible to grasp the processual nature of the beginning in 
light of the development of philosophy as science: the beginning harbours a “demand 
for a further development of science”.22 In this sense, Hegel describes the dynamic of 
the ground of philosophy as subjectivity, announcing the program of conceiving the 
true as the “self”. Using Hegel’s famous words: “everything hangs on grasping and 
expressing the true not just as substance but just as much as subject”.23 The true as 
subject is its own becoming. In relation to the substance of the overarching activity of 
thinking, philosophy constitutes the Lebendigkeit, the vital element: what prevents the 
substance from being blind dominance over the difference. What counts as true in the 
activity of thinking is not the abstract universal that subsumes particularity, but the 
mediation of the universal, the becoming different from itself. The production of the 
true is the development of the substance as subject, the becoming concrete of the 
universal: such a process is described by Hegel as the process of simple negativity, of 
thinking that at first is the pure activity of abstraction. The development of science (of 
philosophy, of reason) is substance’s life: (1) pure negativity as separation of the 
immediate, duplication; (2) negation of the indifference of the opposition; (3) 
reconstruction of the identity.    
In paragraph §11 of the Heidelberg Encyclopedia, Hegel illustrates the process of the 
development of science by identifying reason and idea and by defining philosophy as the 
systematic exposition of the movement of reason, as movement of alienation from the 
simple identity and return to itself: 
 
The whole of the science is the presentation of the idea; its division, therefore, can only 
be conceptualized on this basis. Now since the idea is reason identical to itself, which, in 
order to be for itself stands in opposition to itself and is to itself an other, but in this 
other is identical to itself.24 
 
 
22 PhG, GW 9, 16 (10). 
23 PhG, GW 9, 18 (12). See Zdravko Kobe, “Substance Subjectivized”. Crisis and Critique 4, no. 1 (2017), 
215-236. 




In the dynamic of its development and of the self-production of the object of 
knowledge, philosophy is “grounded” in freedom because it is knowledge that loosens 
the bonds that fix the two poles (subject and object) of the activity of thinking. In this 
process of liberation, knowledge relates only to itself, becoming, in its complete 
unfolding, self-consciousness of reason, recognition of reason in the world.  
Against this background, what is the role of logic in regard to the movement of the 
ground of philosophy understood as subjectivity? 
 
 
5.1.b The Division of Philosophy in Hegel’s Lectures on Logic and Metaphysics at the 




Although since the rise of the problematic horizon of a system of philosophy it 
becomes clear for Hegel that philosophy must begin with itself, we have seen that, 
however, such an aspect has to be taken into account together with the problem of 
considering philosophical activity as a conceptual labour dealing with the immediate and 
finite forms of thinking. I suggest that, in the logic, the assumption of the 
“presuppositionlessness” position has to be understood in a processual way, and in the 
sense of a self-critique of thought fulfilled within the development of the logical science.  
On the background of the analysis of the historical evolution of the logic that I have 
tackled so far, the early Jena configuration of the system (1801–02) could appear 
problematic for such a reading. Indeed, not only is the logical enquiry (as the logic of 
understanding and of the forms of finiteness) separated from the metaphysical enquiry 
(as metaphysics of reason and of the forms of infiniteness), but logic has also an 
introductory role and constitutes the passage from finite forms of thought to infinite 
forms of thought.25 However, already at this early stage, Hegel does not consider logic 
and metaphysics independently from one other: the system has a first “idealistic” part, 
the Science of the Idea (Wissenschaft der Idee) composed by logic and metaphysics, and a 
“real” part, the Science of the Reality of the Idea (Wissenschaft der Realität der Idee), 
composed by philosophy of nature and of spirit. Together, logic and metaphysics 
 




constitute, as the first part of the system, “speculative philosophy”, and the confutation 
and re-comprehension of the finite forms of thought is an activity at stake in speculative 
philosophy as a whole. 
Subsequently, in the Jena manuscript on logic (1804–05), it is possible to see that the 
critical activity towards the determinations of understanding consists not in their simple 
negation; rather it has the meaning of an immanent and necessary production of 
contradictions. I think this aspect is crucial for the dialectical meaning of speculative 
thinking in Hegel’s mature logic.   
These considerations do not allow the tackling of the problem of the beginning of 
philosophy by hinting at a ready-made speculative dimension to which one is supposed 
to find the right access point. In this sense Hegel refuses the idea of philosophy as a 
neutral technical activity that, after a few preparatory adjustments, is ready to passively 
grasp the truth. Speculative thinking, as self-reflection of logical thinking, is not the set 
of the categories of infinity, but rather the thrust that carries logical determinations 
forwards by disclosing their insufficiency and contradiction.  
There is, therefore, a critical activity internal to the determinations of thought that 
cannot take place before the exposition of the system and as condition of its beginning. 
For this reason, I think that at the beginning of the system, the intellectual dimension of 
thought cannot be dismissed for another dimension simply posited beyond.  
In the Logic section of the Berlin Encyclopedia, about the task of philosophy, Hegel 
writes:  
 
The distinction between representation and thoughts has a special significance, because 
it can generally be said that philosophy does nothing but transform representations into 
thoughts – and, indeed, beyond that, the mere thought into the concept.26 
 
In terms of philosophy as “translation”, logic has to do with a higher level of 
abstraction, which is determined by understanding that has transformed representations 
into thoughts and categories, thus building a logic: “representation meets with the 
understanding which differs from the former only in that it posits relationship of the 
universal and the particular or of cause and effect, etc.”27 Speculative logic, in this sense, 
 
26 Enz. C, GW 20, §20, 64 (52). On the double steps of philosophy’s translation from representation to 
thoughts and from thoughts to concepts see John W. Burbidge, John W., “Transforming Representations 
into Thoughts and Thoughts into Concepts”, Bulletin of the Hegel Society of Great Britain 59/60 (2009), 32-41. 




appears as a second-order logic, a translation of pure thoughts into concept. Hegel 
indeed describes speculative logic as a systematic “reconstruction” of the pure laws of 
thinking that we unconsciously use in every activity and that the logic of understanding 
has firstly abstracted from our use and then put together.  
In 1817, at the University of Heidelberg, Hegel could teach a class based on his 
encyclopedic compendium, finally completed and published, for the first time. Every 
year of his teaching activity in Heidelberg (1816–18), and subsequently in Berlin (1818–
31), Hegel delivered lectures on logic and metaphysics. 
As he had already decided to do in Jena, during his Privatdozentur, Hegel keeps for this 
class the name that was traditionally used in the academic institutions, “Logic and 
Metaphysics”, even though the partition of a logical and a metaphysical science does not 
find a correspondence in the subdivision of his philosophical system. The only 
exception occurs during the last year of Hegel’s teaching activity (also the last year of his 
life), when he presents his lectures simply under the name of “Logic”. If, as I have 
showed in chapters 2 and 3, the distinction between logic and metaphysics as first part 
of the philosophical system is problematic for Hegel already during his early years in 
Jena and before the publication of the Phenomenology, a fortiori, now that the “Kantian 
turn” of metaphysics into logic has been announced and endorsed in the Introduction 
(1812) of the Science of Logic,28 such a distinction results inapplicable.  
In the last fifteen years of his philosophical activity, Hegel’s commitment to logic and 
its teaching seems to exceed even the long preparatory phase that, through different 
reformulations, leads to the elaboration and publication of his logical doctrine between 
1812 and 1816, and – once the logic is finally ready – to the publication of the 
Encyclopedia in 1817. Since then, indeed, Hegel commits to the teaching of logic with a 
dedication and regularity reserved for no other part of his system. This dedication is due 
not only to the subject itself, which is difficult and harsh to master, but also to the 
particular and innovative role that logic plays within the system of philosophical 
sciences, and to the pedagogical importance of educating his students to carry out 
abstract thinking. 
The critical edition of the notebooks of Hegel’s students at the University of Jena, 
Heidelberg and Berlin (edited by Annette Sell) has been published very recently (2013–
17) and included in the volume Vorlesungen über die Wissenschaft der Logik, 23 (1-2-3) of the 
 
28 WL (1812-13), GW 11, 22 (30). As it is well-known, the Introduction remains unaltered in the second 




Gesammelte Werke. This work, thanks to which we can now have access for the first time 
to the critical edition of some of the notebooks of Hegel’s students, and hence we can 
figure out more precisely how Hegel actually uses and integrates his encyclopaedic 
compendium with the oral exposition, provides a wide range of material on the part of 
the philosophical system that, more than any other, Hegel decides to keep elaborating 
and deepening throughout his teaching.  
Beside the brief fragments from Troxler’s manuscript (1801–02) at the University of 
Jena that I tackled in chapter 2, in volume 23.1-2, Annette Sell edits the notebooks by 
Good (1817) at the University of Heidelberg, and, at the University of Berlin, the ones 
by Hotho (1823), Correvon (1824), Von Kehler (1825), anonymous (1826), Libet (1828), 
Rolin (1829), and Karl Hegel (1831).29 These texts constitute the testimony of the long 
development of Hegel’s formulations of logic, through which, and by reaping the 
benefits of his intense work at the Gymnasium in Nuremberg,30 he never ceases 
thinking about the role of logic within the system of philosophy. In particular, I think 
that the demand to establish the link between the renewal of philosophy and the 
scientific treatment of logic as the fundamental element of such a renewal constitutes 
one of the more compelling motives for the long lingering over various versions of the 
logic. This is especially true if one considers the ongoing crisis of the traditional models 
of logic and metaphysics – as well as of their teaching – in light of the destructive and 
definitive Kantian critique against them. In this sense, I consider Good’s manuscript 
(1817) to be be very significant; therefore, I will now focus on it, as well as on some 
paragraphs from the Heidelberg Encyclopedia, on which Good’s manuscript is based.31 
At the University of Heidelberg, during the summer semester, Hegel teaches the first 
class on logic and metaphysics since the publication of the first edition of the 
Encyclopedia, to which the Good manuscript refers through the indication of the 
paragraph numbers. The manuscript contains the paragraph number of the 
encyclopaedic compendium at the beginning of each section and the date of each lecture 
in the margin; the numbered paragraphs range from §12, the starting point of the 
 
29 Some of these texts, such as Troxler’s, Good’s and Karl Hegel’s notebooks, were already available in 
German. In 2008 Butler, translated into English the last lectures on logic that Hegel taught at the 
University of Berlin, through the notebook of Hegel’s son, Karl, based on the German text edited by Udo 
Rameil and Hans-Christian Lucas in 2001. There is no English translation of the other texts. The 
translations of the passages from Good’s manuscript that I analyse in this chapter are mine.   
30 For a reconstruction of Hegel’s systematic reflection in Nuremberg see Paolo Giuspoli, Verso la “Scienza 
della logica”: le lezioni di Hegel a Norimberga (Trento: Verifiche, 2000).  




Vorbegriff in the Encyclopedia, to §191, the end of the Doctrine of Concept part. 
Therefore, the manuscript has no reference to §5, which belongs to the Introduction of 
the Encyclopedia (analysed in the previous section (5.1.a) of this chapter), which is 
relevant for my line of argument because it contains, as a first positive definition of 
philosophy, the identification of philosophy with the “science of reason”.32 
Good’s manuscript starts with an interesting claim that equates logic and philosophy 
and continues shedding light on the definition of philosophy and reason, as well as on 
the problem of the beginning of the science and the role of logic, which I tackled in the 
previous section. About logic and philosophy, Hegel says that: 
 
It is peculiar to logic and philosophy in general that the concept of this science is their 
own final result. The actual science [wirkliche Wissenschaft] is indeed the existence [Dasein] 
or the reality of this concept, the truth and the final result of this existence, that it 
dissolves [auflöst] into its concept, and that its essence emerges [hervortritt]. This 
existence, in its turning-back to its concept, is the pure idea of the science itself [die reine 
Idee der Wissenschaft selbst], because the content of logic is the pure thoughts [die reinen 
Gedanken], or the concept in itself as such [an sich der Begriff als solcher].33  
 
In the first part of this passage, Hegel claims that logic and philosophy together share 
the fundamental task of producing the concept of the science; that is, philosophy in 
general and logic, as specific philosophical science, have to do with the development of 
the idea of philosophy —not as an introductory reflection, but as the final result. Both 
logic and philosophy aim at establishing a meta-philosophical view, insofar as such a 
view is both a part and the whole of the philosophical system. At stake in this passage is 
indeed the pure idea of science (subject matter of the science of logic) and the actual 
science (the reality of the concept of science), that is, the idea of philosophy and the 
peculiar manner of the production of its “reality” within the system of philosophical 
sciences and as aim of philosophical self-reflection. Regarding the determination of the 
concept of science, is there a distinction between the result of logic and the result of 
philosophy in general? And what is the peculiarity of the role of the logical part of the 
system in relation to the systematic whole?   
 
32 Enz. A, GW 13, §5, 17 (50). 




For Hegel, the philosophical idea is indeed the core, the object and the subject of the 
Encyclopedia, even though, in each part of the philosophical whole, “the philosophical 
idea is in a peculiar determinedness or element”34 – logical, natural and spiritual – each 
of them constitutes a moment of the movement of self-determination of science. The 
development of the idea of philosophy, the process of its realisation, is the proper 
product of Hegel’s systematic effort of building an encyclopaedic system.  
It is important to understand what it means for Hegel that the system of philosophy, 
through which the development of science is presented, assumes the structure of an 
encyclopaedia of philosophical sciences. 
First of all, “system” indicates the set of philosophical sciences that Hegel collects in 
the Encyclopedia; secondly, it indicates the method of its determination; and, thirdly, it 
describes a fundamental character of philosophy itself. Thus, “system” refers to both its 
own development, carried on by the philosopher, and the thing in itself, namely 
philosophy as a discipline that is intrinsically systematic and encyclopaedic.  
Moreover, the method is not arbitrarily applied to the object of philosophical analysis 
due to some formal requirements of scientific completeness; rather its results are 
grounded in the systematic nature of philosophical reflection. It is because of such a 
systematic nature that, for Hegel, to say “philosophy” is the same as saying “science”, 
and the “idea of philosophy” is synonymous with the “idea of science”. This systematic 
nature, however, is not given, but is to be achieved in the concrete act of doing 
philosophy: this underlines a sort of circularity between the determination of both the 
method and the nature of philosophy, and the “inconvenience” and “awkwardness”35 
impeding philosophy from presupposing the method and object of its analysis.  
Furthermore, the systematic nature of philosophy – this is a fundamental point for 
Hegel – responds to a demand that emerges on the historical level, and not to a formal 
fact, internal to a definition of philosophy. For Hegel, to turn philosophy into a system 
is properly something that ought to be done, not a fact; it is, first of all, the “need” of the 
present time. Therefore, the system qua encyclopaedia of the philosophical sciences is 
what is accomplished through philosophical labour, insofar as the task of philosophy is 
the elevation of such a need and the Entzweiung of the present to the terrain of 
knowledge, of science.   
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In Hegel’s time, the use of the encyclopaedic model as a didactic tool was widespread 
in Germany; nevertheless, in the case of philosophy, such a model was linked to specific 
theoretical frameworks, starting from the one determined by Kantian philosophy. 
Indeed, at the end of the eighteenth century, Kantian philosophy had an impact that was 
decisive not only for Hegel – as I have been recalling throughout my work – but for the 
German cultural horizon in general, determining several results and attempts, often very 
divergent from one another, and showing different degrees of agreement with Kantian 
philosophy, from which, however, they commonly derived their presuppositions. In 
light of Kant’s identification of the complex of a priori laws and principles of reason, a 
conception of encyclopaedia that does not merely designate an aggregate of entries 
alphabetically ordered or gathered together on empirical and historical data was now 
made possible.   
In this sense, the model of encyclopaedia that Hegel has in front of him is the one of 
a systematic set of sciences resting upon the necessary deduction from reason alone. 
Furthermore, after Kant, the rational necessity characterising the a priori foundation of 
the philosophical encyclopaedia directly involves the practical sphere and the key to 
comprehend and even solve historical and political problems of human life. It is 
according to this spirit that the post-Kantians engage with the harmonisation of reason’s 
different legislative fields and with the systematisation of the “letter” of Kant’s critique 
of reason, qua source of the system of the rational sciences.36  
Therefore, it is not simply a matter of mere pedagogical strategy and passive 
acceptance of a custom if Hegel decides to use an encyclopaedic compendium to reveal 
his philosophy. On the contrary, it reflects Hegel’s theoretical necessities. System and 
encyclopaedia, both understood as characters of philosophy, define the way according 
to which philosophy is science:  
 
Philosophy is essentially encyclopaedic, since the true can exist only as totality, and only 
through the differentiation and determination of its differences can be it be the 
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Philosophy is science (singular) because it is structured as encyclopaedia of the 
sciences (plural): it must reveal science in its totality, that is, it must establish a 
relationship with the particular sciences in order to comprehend and determine their 
differentiation within the totality, by showing what in those sciences constitutes the 
conceptual element and the rational ground.  
Hegel’s system of philosophy is therefore philosophy’s self-comprehension of the 
organic totality of its development through its division and differentiation. The general 
partition of the philosophical science in logic, science of nature and science of spirit 
corresponds to, and finds systematic collocation in, a plurality of particular sciences, in 
the sublation of their intellectual determinations and principles led by philosophy. For 
Hegel, the division of philosophy is internal, which means that it cannot be 
presupposed.  The determination of the internal parts of philosophy corresponds for 
Hegel to the whole of science: to the knowledge of the idea of philosophy through its 
complete development. Indeed, after having claimed the equivalence between 
(philosophical) idea and reason identical to itself, and the division of science into logic, 
philosophy of nature and philosophy of spirit as different determinations of the process 
of self-identity of the idea, Hegel adds in §11 of the Heidelberg Encyclopedia:  
 
The division of a science that is projected in advance of itself is at first only an 
external reflection of its topic, for the differentiation of its concept can be achieved only 
through knowledge of the concept, which, however, that very science is. Thus, the 
division of philosophy is an anticipation of what is produced by the necessity of the idea 
itself.38   
 
The encyclopaedic system does not express the aim of holding together the whole of 
totality of the real in its purest version, or of harnessing in a unique overarching 
perspective the plurality of the forms of representative knowledge that was available at 
the time.39  
Admittedly, the model of an encyclopaedic science today appears to be far from both 
the current structure of academia and the plurality of academic specialist practices, 
which are increasingly characterised by a clear division of disciplinary fields. 
Nevertheless, it seems to me that to comprehend the object of the Encyclopedia means 
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investigating the Hegelian idea of rationality, which underlies the very possibility for 
philosophy to be a systematic science. What is relevant for the possibility of Hegel’s 
philosophical encyclopaedia is not the idea of philosophy as queen of the sciences, 
capable of providing and correcting the concepts used in the particular natural and 
spiritual sciences; nor is it a systematic intention to bridle the multiplicity of reality in the 
network of a self-sufficient thought; nor is it the idea of a reason for which nothing 
escapes and against which individual subjectivity claims with force and right a sphere for 
the exercise of its freedom: rather, for Hegel, philosophy is systematic because of the 
universality of its need, its practical interest and its living rationality. 
In the Encyclopedia, Hegel engages with the plurality of cognitions; the relation 
between philosophy and the particular sciences or different forms of representation is 
not given once and for all. Even the list of, and the distinction between, the scientific 
disciplines that appears in the Encyclopedia does not refer to an objective order of 
sciences. 
There is a work carried on by philosophy that is never neutral: it radically transforms 
the particular sciences and the forms of representation and posits them in the set of the 
philosophical sciences. The particular sciences acquire a philosophical meaning and 
value within the development of the philosophical idea as inadequate forms of the 
rational totality, as expression of a necessary contradiction, which is fundamental for the 
comprehension of that rational totality itself.  
The particular sciences are independent of philosophy, they do not need philosophy, 
and philosophy has no heuristic value for them. The particular sciences simply work 
without philosophy. On the contrary, for Hegel, it is philosophy that refers to particular 
sciences, not in order to borrow notions, but to transform them into concepts. This is 
an activity that philosophy does for itself, not for the sciences. The philosophical 
encyclopaedic system deals with the particular sciences that are more efficaciously the 
expression of the spiritual production and of the determinate Entzweiung of the time. 
Therefore, the totality of the encyclopaedia of the philosophical sciences has not a 
simply quantitative meaning. Within the philosophical system, those disciplines are not 
valid for themselves, but as forms of self-knowledge of the spirit, and therefore as self-
recognition of reason in the world: there is nothing else that is known by philosophy but 
the idea, that is, the rational comprehension of the limit of the connection between 








5.2 Self-Critique and Self-Knowledge of Reason 
 
5.2.a A Limitless and Dialectical Reason 
 
 
The Hegelian conception of reason in the Heidelberg Encyclopedia thus shares a 
fundamental element with Kantian reason: it is, above all, autonomy; to use the words 
of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason and repeated by Hegel in the essay on Philosophical 
Criticism, reason “has to do only with itself”. As we have seen, the notion of the 
autonomy of reason has to do with the scientific development and production of the 
object of philosophical knowledge. It designates an internal finality of the process of 
science, more than an independence from externality.40  
In the Heidelberg Encyclopedia, the self-reference of reason is in fact resolved in the 
dynamism of a process of self-generation of the object of knowledge that becomes 
absolute, dissolved from the strings of relativity to something other than itself. In this 
sense the development of the philosophical idea through its division within the system 
coincides with the movement of reason in its simple self-identity, alienation and return 
to itself.  
Nevertheless, for Hegel, the deficiency affecting the Kantian concept of reason, 
which emerges by highlighting the dialectical nature of the relation that reason entails 
with the understanding, constitutes a critique of the general point of view of idealism. 
Although Hegel recognises in the Science of Logic that “Kant had a higher regard for 
dialectic – and this is among his greatest merits – for he removed from it the semblance 
of arbitrariness which it has in ordinary thought and presented it as a necessary 
operation of reason”,41 Hegel also thinks that Kant turned dialectic into a mere matter 
of application of the categories to the supersensible sphere, determining a separation 
 
40 Among Hegel scholars, the interest in the notion of autonomy and the analogy with the inner teleology 
of life seems to be increasing; such an interest aims at understanding the form of freedom and its 
realization through the concept of life; see Thomas Khurana, Das Leben der Freiheit. Form und Wirklichkeit 
der Autonomie (Berlin: Suhrkamp, 2017); Karen Ng, Hegel's Concept of Life: Self-Consciousness, Freedom, Logic 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020); Rahel Jaeggi, Kritik von Lebensformen (Berlin: Suhrkamp 2014).  




between the two different fields based on their knowability. What in the Heidelberg 
Encyclopedia, in a praiseworthy manner, Hegel says “should be regarded as one of the 
deepest, most important, and progressive achievements of modern philosophy” is also 
represented as if “the contradiction were not in the concepts themselves, but emerges 
only in their application to the unconditional”.42 In this way, the necessary emergence of 
the contradiction within the determinations of thought, as Kant put it, lacks radicality. 
In a particularly poignant passage of the Science of Logic, Hegel writes on the nature of the 
speculative by referring to the meaning of dialectic and to the form of rational unity, 
which Hegel considers both Kantian great achievements and disappointments: “It is in 
this dialectic as understood here, and hence in grasping opposites in their unity, or the 
positive in the negative, that the speculative consists”.43  
 What Hegel considers the great achievement of the critique of the understanding 
operated by reason, namely the production of its contradiction, ends in a mere 
suppression of the contradiction, rather than in its endorsement. Such a lack of 
development of the contradiction within the categories of understanding determines the 
insurmountability of the epistemological limit and its absolutisation.   
Indeed, Hegel seems to endorse the accusations advanced against Kant by Jacobi: for 
Jacobi, the insuppressible character of the limit makes Kant’s notion of reason 
indistinguishable from understanding. Confined to the same ways of thinking of 
understanding and to the same ontological field, reason would become incapable of 
comprehending the absolute, which, for Jacobi, constitutes the ultimate ontological 
ground of the sensible sphere and of its knowability. 
Jacobi, in offering what Schelling famously described as the worst gift that could be 
given to philosophy, had made reason into an organ of the knowledge of the absolute, 
capable of placing itself beyond the reflection and discursiveness of understanding. For 
Jacobi, this position was necessary to overcome the difficulties of Kantian philosophy: 
in fact, he believed that the typical movement of understanding, for which it always 
moves in search of conditions for given and conditioned objects, necessarily resulted in 
a regress to infinity, inadequate to escape the chain of causes and to illustrate its 
meaning. Generally speaking, Jacobi imposes a deep hiatus between reason and 
understanding, which reflects a similar separation between the immediacy of being and 
the mediation of thought. Within such a frame, for Jacobi reason has the privilege of 
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grasping the ontological presupposition of the mediation of understanding. 
Consequently, reason itself does not constitute the ground of knowledge and the 
method of thought, whereas this point is in fact pivotal for Hegel’s account of thinking.    
Jacobi’s interpretation of the Kantian conception of the limit in ontological – and not 
epistemological – terms gives itself the sense of the distance that persists between Jacobi 
and Hegel. For Hegel, the absolute is not the infinite object of reason beyond the finite: 
it is irrelevant whether reason can or cannot know such an absolute object, since that 
object would be in fact an empty abstraction. For Hegel, the deficiency of Kant’s 
comprehension of dialectic has as a consequence “the commonplace that reason is 
incapable of knowing the infinite – a peculiar result indeed, for it says that, since the 
infinite is what is rational, reason is not capable of cognizing the rational”. Conversely 
for Hegel, the infinite that is identical with reason “is nothing else but the inner 
negativity of the determinations which is their self-moving soul, the principle of all 
natural and spiritual life”.44 The problem of dialectical reason and the emergence of 
contradiction within the Logic is therefore closely linked to Hegel’s criticism of Kant’s 
position. I think that to understand such a criticism is indeed central for the general 
comprehension of the Logic as “system of pure reason”,45 and central to the pure self-
reflectivity of reason throughout the philosophical system.  
When Hegel, in the Introduction of the Science of Logic, claims that his work has to be 
understood as “system of pure reason”, he seems to be engaged with an implicit 
polemic against Kant: by limiting reason’s epistemological claims over the infinite, Kant 
(even against his premises) ends up providing a mere “critique of pure reason”, a 
negative limitation of reason’s powers and its role of sole touchstone of truth. In order 
to explain what he means by “system of pure reason”, Hegel uses the well-known image 
of God’s mind before creation:    
 
logic is to be understood as the system of pure reason, as the realm of pure thought. 
This realm is truth unveiled, truth as it is in and for itself. It can therefore be said that 
this content is the exposition of God as he is in his eternal essence before the creation 
of nature and of a finite spirit.46 
 
 
44 WL (1832), 21, 40 (35).  
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This passage (considered together with similar Hegelian claims that identify logic 
with a “speculative theology”)47 is highly problematic, as has often been pointed out by 
many interpreters. The main difficulty that it raises concerns the separation between the 
realm of logic and the realm of reality, between truth and the way in which truth is real. 
Indeed “the realm of pure thought” as the realm of “truth unveiled” not only suggests 
an absolute independence of truth from its “embodiment”, for which we hold the 
essence the more we stay away from the embodiment, and which establishes a level of 
absolute transcendence of truth; but it also suggests that philosophical labour consists in 
two kinds of correlated activities, consisting in excavating the finite to get to the truth as 
its efficient cause, or in contemplating and participating in (as spectator coming from a 
purification process) the self-evidence of truth. Both these activities presuppose a static 
account of truth, for which truth is not what becomes true and real: far from being a 
productive activity, according to this image, philosophy is simply revelatory. In an 
attempt to clarify that problematic image of the logical science, Hegel argues:    
 
The essence of philosophy has often been located by those already adept in the things 
of thought in the task of answering the question: How does the infinite go forth out of 
itself and come to finitude […] The answer to the question, “how does the infinite 
become finite?,” is therefore this: There is not an infinite which is infinite beforehand, 
and only afterwards does it find it necessary to become finite, to go forth into finitude.48 
 
In this sense, the limitless character of reason has to be taken into account together 
with its dialectical essence.  
In order to criticise the intellectualistic aspect of Kant’s philosophy, Hegel endorses 
some very crucial elements of Jacobi’s reading of Kant: in fact, like Jacobi, Hegel 
interprets the work of the understanding, its “power” – the determining power of pure 
thought – as a blind force structurally linked to the bond between conditioning and the 
conditioned—that is, as a negative power.  
According to such a reading, the phenomenon has the form of a reflection, of a 
negative, of something that is not justified in itself but that needs a further foundation in 
the faculty of its knowledgeability. This is a fundamental aspect not only for Hegel’s 
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critique of Kant, but for the determination of Hegel’s own theory of understanding and 
account of negativity.  
Moreover, like Jacobi, Hegel believes that the Kantian critical philosophy, which 
limits knowledge to the knowledge of what is finite and conditioned, entails the risk of 
reducing reason to the understanding, that is, of giving rise to a philosophy that 
“continuously takes its own truth away from itself”, and which “simply stops at the 
contrast and transforms the identity of the contrast into the absolute term of 
philosophy, that is, into a pure limit”,49 into a negation of philosophy itself.  
Limits, therefore, can then be understood in an absolute way, making it impossible 
for philosophy to become a system; or they can be grasped as something to be broken 
and overcome by the dialectical development of the contradictions of the 
determinations of thought. In the Lectures on Logic and Metaphysics delivered at the 
University of Heidelberg in 1817, Hegel gives to his students a very important definition 
of philosophy in relation to the limitless character of reason: 
 
One speaks of the limits [Schranken] of the human reason as signs of humility. Only 
reason is in and for itself limitless [Schrankenlos], it is the absolute. The idea in itself. 
Philosophy is the sublating of the limits [Aufheben der Schranken].50 
 
The “humility” maxim – through which sometimes is interpreted the epistemological 
limits that Kant dictates for theoretical reason, for the sake of moral interests – is not 
replaced by Hegel with the idea of a limitless reason, hypostasis of the absolute, a 
different name given to the being of classical metaphysics. Rather, reason is limitless 




5.2.b Which I? The einfach Begriff of the I as Aufgehoben-Beginning of Philosophy 
 
 
Despite Hegel’s criticisms of the Kantian conception of reason and of the inadequate 
comprehension of the dialectical relationship between reason and understanding, as 
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anticipated in section 5.1.a above, there is another theoretical position that Hegel derives 
from Kant, first developed in Jena (as I showed in chapter 1) and then explicitly taken 
up in the Heidelberg Encyclopedia (in §32, quoted above) and in the Science of Logic, 
through which Hegel constructs his own concept of reason. It is the synthetic unity of 
apperception, which appears precisely at the point where Kant legitimises his theory of 
the understanding (in the deduction of categories), and to which Hegel attributes the 
highest speculative value.  
According to Hegel, Kant, by expressing the rational identity of opposites as the 
originally synthetic unity of apperception and the form of authentic subjectivity, 
conceived it in the most appropriate way. In Hegel’s reading, to answer the question of 
the possibility of a priori synthetic judgments means for philosophy to conceive an 
identity that holds together the heterogeneity of thought and being, understanding and 
sensibility, and which at the same time expresses its inseparability. Such an original 
interpretation of Kant’s philosophy (the identification between reason and the I-think 
hardly finds any textual evidence in the Critique of Pure Reason), which I have already 
mentioned in chapter 1, remains substantially unchanged in its theoretical framework 
throughout the years of Hegel’s work. Thus, the identification between reason and the 
I-Think (synthetic unity of apperception, authentic subjectivity) – which expresses the 
rational form of the identity of the opposites – does not exclusively pertain to the early 
Jena writings, but it is proposed again, surprisingly unaltered, in the mature system. In 
the Science of Logic, Hegel writes: “Kant’s concept of synthetic a priori judgments – the 
concept of terms that are distinct and yet equally inseparable; of an identity which is 
within it an inseparable difference – belongs to what is great and imperishable in his 
philosophy”.51 Again, Hegel writes in the Doctrine of the Concept: “It is one of the 
profoundest and truest insights to be found in the Critique of Reason that the unity which 
constitutes the essence of the concept is recognized as the original synthetic unity of 
apperception, the unity of the ‘I think,’ or of self-consciousness”.52   
Common to all the points of this reading, beyond the limits and inconsistencies 
found in Kant, is the fact that Hegel, while sharing with Jacobi many of the objections, 
believes that in the critical passages listed above there is also the key to giving shape to a 
different concept of thought, which, without erasing the results of criticism, instead 
represents their internal development. 
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More concretely for the purpose of my argument, Hegel finds in Kant the conceptual 
instruments not only to reveal the non-original status of the understanding and of a 
merely “subjective” form of subjectivity, but also to formulate his own concept of 
reason and to provide an immanent critique of the philosophies that move from the 
immediacy of the pure concept of the I as presupposition; this is the reason why, in my 
opinion, through the criticism of Kant, we can understand in a more determined way 
the meaning of the presuppositionless character of philosophy.   
For Hegel, if the “I”, the form of consciousness, indeed represents the “naturally” 
and “unconscious” immediate point of view, according to which we think and which 
belongs to the philosophies of subjectivity, then true philosophy as the science of 
reason is first and foremost its overcoming. Indeed, according to the general spirit of his 
interpretation of Kant, Hegel believes that the positions of the philosophies of 
subjectivity do not constitute false positions but represent a partial and non-original 
point of view.  
A philosophy grounded in the einfach Begriff of the pure I is an impediment for the 
systematic development of science; for Hegel, the philosophies of subjectivity are 
unable to grasp the true. As Hegel already writes in the Difference, a philosophy of that 
sort is “a continuous escape from limitations, it is more a struggle of reason for freedom 
than pure knowing of itself, made sure and clear in relation to itself”.53 It is an incessant 
struggle for freedom that sees no winners; in this struggle reason cannot pose itself as 
“free” and act as “pure exposition of itself”.54 And yet, in a certain sense, philosophy has 
put itself on such a battlefield.   
This position, already developed in the Difference, is at the basis of the passages of §5 
of the Heidelberg Encyclopedia, in which Hegel defines philosophy as the science in 
which “the externality of objects disappears and with it the finiteness of consciousness” 
and as the science that goes beyond the positions of “subjective rationality” and 
“idealism”. In this sense, the overcoming of the I and of idealism, the way to the self-
knowledge of reason, must be conceived as an immanent critique of the one-sidedness 
of a merely subjective rationality; in this process, in the systematic form of the 
Encyclopedia, logic assumes a fundamental role.  
The Hegelian position on the absence of presuppositions must be understood in a 
reflective sense: it involves the critical activity that philosophy carries on against itself, 
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and against the immediate form of the concept of the whole that the philosophy of 
subjectivity produces. Therefore, it can be said that the self-critical moment of 
philosophy is not a propaedeutic to the knowledge of reason, but logic the “science of 
reason” is the critique of itself. The beginning of philosophy is the place of “doubt and 
conflict” because it upsets not only the ordinary points of view on the world but also 
that genuine philosophical ground that is the concept of the I in its immediacy. During 
his class on logic and metaphysics at the University of Heidelberg, Hegel claims:  
 
Thinking is a special way in which something becomes mine [das meinige]. Through 
representation [Vorstellung] and intuition [Anschauung] something is made my own [wird 
etwas zu dem meinigen gemacht]. The logic has to indicate the conditions [Bedingungen] under 
which something becomes mine [wie etwas zu dem meiningen wird], and hence the forms of 
thinking.55  
 
Against the immediacy of the I as ground of philosophy and against the Entzweiung 
that the I describes – in this sense against itself – philosophy can begin, as the 
movement that takes away the point of view of subjectivity, that is, of the merely 
“mine”, by negating its original position. In the logic, the object of philosophy is then 
the simple form of thinking’s abstraction, the universal in general:  
 
Thought [Gedanke] is free, – thus not bound to the object, something purely transposed 
into the subjectivity [rein in die Subjectivität Übergegangenes]. – The universal exists only in 
thinking [Denken]. Thinking sublates the manifold [hebt das Mannigfaltige auf] therefore it 
is an abstraction [Abstrahieren], a sublating [Aufheben] of the being-outside-one-another 
[Ausserein anderseyns], a leaving behind of what belongs only to the form of the true. […] 
Thinking is freedom. I am free only insofar as I think.– This universality of thinking is the 
element of the logic.56 
 
In such an activity – that makes a Hegelian meta-philosophy possible only in terms 
of a philosophy against philosophy, philosophy’s own critique – is disclosed the 
constitutive polysemy of the meaning of subjectivity (understanding’s I and the rational 
form of the I, as the development of understanding’s I).  
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In the Preface to the System of Science the simple negativity is the Entzweiung of the 
simple in the opposing duplication. The einfach Begriff is the beginning of philosophy in 
this sense. As we have seen, Hegel identifies pure thinking, I and simple negativity. The 
I, as form of the Entzweing, is the beginning of the process of development of 
philosophy. The realisation of the beginning is possible only because it constitutes a 
negative activity against the universal form of the beginning. Realisation is the refutation 
of the foundation of the system, that is, of the form of the immediate subjectivity of 
thinking as pure I: “the life of the substance requires the pain, the patience and the 
labour of the negative”.57 
The process of overcoming the presuppositions of thought assumes in the logic at 
the beginning of the system the meaning of a self-critique of pure thinking (thinking as 
pure universality and “pure abstraction”58 in its simple and immediate consideration).  
In the Lectures on Logic (1817), Hegel schematically summarises the role of logic:  
 
The more precise meaning of logic is therefore: 
1. that it is above all the science of thought, its determinations and laws 
2. introduction to philosophy as the basis of the real sciences themselves, as all science. 
Just 
3. not a philosophizing outside of philosophy, but a part of it, namely the universal one. 
But precisely because of this 
4. not a part but rather the general and immanent soul and the result of the whole 
science, and 
5. as science of concrete universality of concept and idea, speculative science.59 
 
Here the introductory role of logic and its speculative value reappear together, as 
they did in Jena’s logics. 
It is clear that while the understanding constructs a logic of fixed and separate 
determinations, speculative logic is not another logic, a logic of pure reason that takes 
the place of the logic of the understanding. The “need”, of which Hegel speaks in the 
Preface to the System of Science, to “make” the thought of the pure I “fluid” is 
resolved in the task of recognising pure thinking as a simple moment:  
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Thoughts become fluid by pure thinking, this inner immediacy, recognizing itself as a 
moment, or, by pure self-certainty abstracting itself from itself – it does not consist in 
only omitting itself, or, setting itself off to one side.[…] Through this movement, pure 
thoughts become concepts, and are for the first time what they are in truth: self-moving 
movements, circles.60 
 
In the Heidelberg Encyclopedia Logic, understanding and reason appear as moments 
of the activity of thinking; the process of self-determination of the object of 
philosophical knowledge has three sides that do not correspond to three separate 
sections of the logic, but rather to three moments of the formation of every logical-real 
determination: the abstract or intellectual moment; the dialectical or negative rational 
moment; and the speculative or positive rational moment. The task of philosophy is to 
show – within science and not before it or externally to it – the fluidity of such 
determinations, that is the internal dynamic of the different moments composing each 
determination. Without the demonstration of the fluidity of these moments, the 
determinations of thought would be simply determinations of the understanding. 
Speculative logic contains the logic of the understanding, and if we were to leave aside 
the dialectical and rational element, then we would have nothing but an ordinary logic, 
an unrelated set of logical determinations. Dialectic recognises the negativity of the 
understanding as an essential activity of the process of thinking. This is a negativity that 
dwells on an irreconcilable contradiction that leads to the Aufhebung of abstractness, of 
simplicity and immediacy, but which never eliminates the activity of the understanding 
or reduces the understanding to reason. If finite reflection consists in relating the 
determinacy to the determining principle, and it overcomes only externally the 
determinacy posited in the form of being, as simple negation, then dialectic negates and 
moves this determining activity; dialectic leads this activity in “the contents of  science” 
and makes it become “true, not external elevation beyond the finite”.61 
Presuppositionlessness has to be understood not as a position that the subject must 
assume at the beginning of philosophy, but as an activity. It is the demand to develop an 
absolute scepticism; to exercise doubt and conflict over everything. Such an activity 
cannot be done outside science as a moment of pure self-reflectivity of thought, before 
the knowledge of thinking itself. In this sense, the self-reflectivity of thought is not a 
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point of view through which philosophy as science can be developed; rather it is what can 
be reached only in the scientific form of logic.  
In §162 Hegel writes:  
 
The idea can be understood as reason, as the subject–object, as the unity of the ideal 
and of the real, of the finite and of the infinite [...] since in general all the relations of the 
understanding are contained in it, but in their infinite return and identity in itself.62 
 
The self-grounding of knowledge, which is for Hegel the true method of philosophy, 
is what emerges as character of the Begriff, as self-determinative structure of the concept 
that becomes concrete only insofar as it is shaped as an inner distinguishing activity. In 
this way, the concept can be for Hegel the unifying activity able to express the 
difference between thought and being as the process of becoming other from itself that 
is internal to determinacy itself.  
The rational labour of philosophy, the productive process of philosophical truth, 
consists in demonstrating the self-contradictory nature of understanding, that is, in 
showing that what is merely subjective and finite in the activity of understanding 
necessarily turns into a contradiction, and in re-comprehending the result of the 
immanent dialectic of thinking activity in general. Nevertheless, in §162 Hegel adds:  
 
Because the idea is this negativity, it is itself the dialectic, which forever divides and 
distinguishes the self-identical from the differentiated, the subjective from the objective, 
the finite from the infinite, the soul from the body, and only on these terms is it an 
eternal creation, eternal vitality, and eternal spirit. While it is thus the transition into the 
abstract understanding, it is also forever reason. The idea is the dialectic which re-
comprehends and brings back to its unity this intellectual distinct, beyond its nature and 
beyond the false appearance of independence in its productions.63  
 
   Within the logic it emerges that abstraction, the separating activity of thought, the 
intellectual element, is not even something to overcome once and for all within and by 
rational labour: understanding and reason both are equally essential to philosophical 
knowledge. Understanding and reason are in this sense two modes of the same activity 
that is the systematic comprehension of philosophy.  
 
62 Enz. A, GW 13, §162, 98.  





CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS  
 
 
In this dissertation, I have provided an overall reading of Hegel’s idea of philosophy 
as systematic and encyclopaedic science, through a unitary view of the development of 
Hegel’s reflection on the matter. I have argued that philosophy has to be understood as 
a conceptual labour and I therefore have concluded that philosophical knowledge is a 
transformative activity of thought that works on the raw material constituted by the 
forms of intellectual knowledge as its immanent critique.  
I have considered the productive account of Hegel’s philosophy in opposition to a 
merely neutral or descriptive account of philosophical activity. Philosophy as systematic 
knowledge is not a contemplative knowledge, that is, knowledge of the absolute and 
eternal essence of the world. For Hegel, the systematic activity is the way through which 
philosophy deals with the cleavage of the spiritual world and makes it known.  
Philosophy is always an activity in actu. 
I think that such a reading and, in general, an engagement with the nature of 
philosophical knowledge, can lead to a redefinition of the problem of the status of 
thought and the value of logic as the science of thought in Hegel.  
When Hegel, in the Preface to the System of Philosophy, presents the peculiar form 
of truth (as product of systematic philosophy, not as an abstract arch-true), by claiming that it 
has to be understood both as substance and as subject, he posits a sort of duality of the 
form of thinking: thinking as substance and thinking as subject. According to such a 
polysemy of thinking that describes an “objective” and a “subjective” side of thinking, 
the objective side may be read as a rational substratum having in itself, as its latent 
potentiality, the possibility of assuming a conscious form (to be known only 
inadequately by intellectual knowledge, and adequately by philosophy); philosophy 
(from the subjective side) would then be a reflection on the “objective” side, the activity 
that makes the rational emerge. Such a separation between an objective and a subjective 
meaning of thinking is something exacerbated until it seems to assume an ontological 
feature, as happens in some passages of the Encyclopedia Logic. For example, in 
addition no. 1 to §24 of the Berlin Encyclopedia, Hegel tries to explain the notion of 
“objective thought”, in contrast with both a purely subjective account of thought and 




“objective thought” as “the inwardness of the world”, the “nous” that “governs the 
world”; it is the same as claiming that “reason is the soul of the world, inhabits it, and is 
immanent in it, as its own, innermost nature, its universal”.309 Then he divides the 
thinking that “constitutes the substance of external things” (objective) and thinking that 
is “the universal substance of what is spiritual” (subjective).310 Nevertheless, what Hegel 
means here it is not an ontological distinction, which would make his position 
indistinguishable from Schelling’s “petrified intelligence”, to which Hegel does in fact 
critically refer in that passage. Moreover, to understand the polysemy of thinking in 
ontological terms implies the positing between objective thought and human thought a 
mere analogy that maintains their distinction: thought as substance is the movement of 
being that is analogous to thought as subjectivity that is the movement of the knowledge 
of thought.    
According to what I have showed in this dissertation, when Hegel claims that 
thinking constitutes the nature of things, he means that being is always already the result 
of a thinking activity of abstraction. The task of philosophy is to understand substance 
as subject; this means that thinking, as substance, is a second nature that philosophy has 
to sublate. 
Logical science deals with thinking in its abstractness: the activity of abstraction is the 
logical element, the object of logic. In its development, I have showed that logic has a 
twofold critical role: on the one hand, it sublates abstraction (it is self-knowledge of 
thought as self-critique); on the other hand, it sublates the ground of the philosophy of 
modern subjectivity (it is meta-philosophy as philosophical meta-critique).  
For Hegel, philosophy emerges from the cleavage of the epoch and takes upon itself 
the need of its overcoming; nonetheless, I read the overcoming of the cleavage not as a 
nostalgic view and an aspiration to go back towards an original unity from which the 
cleavage stemmed. In this sense, philosophy is not a restoration: it is systematic critical 
labour.  
 
❖ Future prospects 
 
In the last course of lectures on logic that Hegel delivered at the University of Berlin 
during the summer semester of 1831, we find some considerations on human nature 
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and the purpose of logic that might appear extraneous to the main focus of the lectures, 
or at least surprising, if considered within the abstract context of the science of pure 
thought. In the long introductory section, it is said that “man carries with him the right 
to think” and that logic has to do with “knowing what this right really consists of”.311  
Although logic deals only with pure determinations of thought, Hegel speaks of its 
“utility” that appears extrinsic to its object: an external purpose that seems to transcend 
the scientific field of logic and that, according to what is learned, concerns something 
fundamental to the human being. In this sense, Hegel establishes a relationship between 
“to know thought” and “to know what we are”, so that the science of logic itself, in its 
development, takes on the meaning of self-knowledge of the human essence. In the 
section that introduces the science of logic, Hegel points out a significant difference 
between being bearers of a right and knowing a right. While bearing the right to think 
represents for the human being an immediacy, albeit an unconscious one, knowing the 
right to think is the condition for its exercise. The science of logic is thus the place of 
self-awareness, a process of education [Bildung] for the benefit of the individual, the 
activity for the human being of fully becoming a thinking being.   
What is really surprising in this argument is not so much finding the Hegelian re-
proposition of the classical conception that places thought as a distinctive trait of 
human nature,312 nor even its reiteration that the Enlightenment culture had advanced 
human rationality in terms of activity, processuality and determination/vocation of 
humankind [Bestimmung des Menschen],313 in opposition to the natural and given character 
of the essence. What, in my view, represents an important aspect of the 
abovementioned formulation concerns the link between the purpose of logic (both 
internal and external, and the way in which they interact) and thinking as a right of 
which the human being would be the bearer: logic itself seems to be the instrument of a 
concrete realisation of what is most proper to the human being.  
This does not mean, however, that logic simply guarantees the manifestation of a 
potentiality; in a more determined and concrete way, Hegel rather seems to conceive the 
right to thought as a conflicting affirmation with respect to the world of objectivity, to 
the categories and cultural forms in which we usually move: logic thus constitutes the 
mode of an implicitly oppositional claim of thinking subjectivity. In this sense, 
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knowledge, pure thought and its negative and critical character are only given together 
with a general transformative attitude towards existing conditions. Thinking is not a 
neutral and abstract process with respect to given conditions but affirms its own right 
only through its criticism.   
The science of logic is, therefore, not presented by Hegel as devoid of interest, nor is 
it possible to start with it from a purely internal perspective; logic in a certain sense 
refers to something that is beyond itself, resulting in criticism of a contemplative 
conception of knowledge and in its close connection with the sphere of action.  
These considerations pave the way for a reading of the meaning of logic and its role 
within the philosophical system different from that defined by the opposition of 
metaphysical and anti-metaphysical, Aristotelian and post-Kantian interpretations that 
has predominantly characterised the debate on Hegelian philosophy in the last thirty 
years.  
Continuing to recognise logic as playing a fundamental role for the Hegelian project 
of the renewal of philosophy, the perspective opened up by this research may allow the 
finding in logical categories of the forms of a theory of praxis and the proof of a 
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